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Abstract

The aim of ibis thesis was to examine the career propsion of women with mpect

to the h c i a l d m sector in Iteland from 1973to 2002. Little literatme is ;nrailable in
the Irish context but the American and British libatwe is reviewed. This research
exmined three dichotomies around the two dimensions of gender and power:

f-

/ mast-, the public / the private (paid or unpaid work) and motherhood 1

fatherhood.

The problem was idedified as the gendered nature of family and career which

hinder women's career progasion as well as gendered selection for promotion in the

financial services sector. A prelimmay survey identified the main questions to be asked as

a pnmpbk to the caselets and the indepth organisatid case study (Eirebank).

The glass ceiling is a power divide. The main findings of the caselets indicate that

the women who break through the glass ceilmg will be hgMy o q p k d , energetic

in&&

who have chosen a gender identity which priodises paid work over f h d y We.
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Executive Summary

Chapter 1: Execulh~S m m a ~ ~
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1.1

Inlroduction
I f 1believe I can do m e & & , , the fact b t I
'm a woman won't stop me domg it.

I don'te x p t people to be nicer, or gentler, to me because I am a woman."

(Kate Bleasdale quoted m Padhouse, 2001, p. 187).

Chapter one provides an oveniew of the research. The particular f m u of the
diwertdon is on the choices that female employees m the Irish financial senices sector

make in regard to f h d y and career.

Chapter two examined the relevant h r a t u r e on women and work. The k a t m e

review clearly shows that the problems of female employees are based on the g e n M
nature of fandy and career. The review reveals that women are socialised to care. This

chapter also provides an overview of the paid and unpaid work that is undertaken by
women. Incmsiq research attention is focused on women m management wodd wide.
When the extant research is reviewed, we find that women exhiit careers as secondary

earners and that pqrasion, w i h h management and the prof&ons,

is slow.

Chapter three outlined the approach taken to social science mearch. The empirical

research w a based
~
on indepth inkmiem and the case study method and the emphasis

throughout was on the q u a b h method over the ~ u a n t i t i d k .The women +ewed
were peem and social equals (middle class bankers) and, in most cases, rapport was easily
e e d .

It is beyond the scope of this &amtation to examine the changing careers of male
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employees m the Irish financial mvices sector. F d e r research could examine, if and,
how the careers of men have changed as Irish society changes. Research could also

address the issue of involved fathm and employment in the Irish context. However, the
cases presented here h

w some iight on the stmtegies that I r a f d e s implement to

provide parenting while continuing m employment. They show that each family copes m

their own unique way with the various challenges that it encounters.

The cases also indicate that a deeper knowledge of the 'new' female life cycle is
needed As this c b a t a h n did not interview male employees in the financial senices
sector, it is not possiile to say how issues such as fatherhood, widowhood, divorce and the

empty nest impact on the careers of men. The women who were intemiewed appeared to
be in the process of becoming conscious of the f

w and career choicea that they had

made and we discussed them together. The empirical research presented here appears to
be consistent with the

~~of other research.

Historically, women in Ireland m the past were c a k e d to the

sphere.

They lacked experience of membership,and the associated accumulated &ills, of public
Man-makmg bodies and to some extent this is still the case. Social, economic and

pohtical factors impact on the choices that women (men and children) were able to make in

previous decadea in Ireland

Chapter three mentioned the dative lack of research on the career pmgmsion of

women in the Irish financial services =tor since the 1970s and the removal of the
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marriage bar. The hitations of a small scale study are mentioned. The career pmgnmicm
of female employees from working class backgrounds or who are lesbian are beyond the

scope of this u

o

n and there win always be questions that are left unanswered such

as those associated with progression and social capital.

Chapter four mtmbces the concept of the glass ceiling (withinthe Irish context)
which is found to be still in place. The small but growing literature in the Irish context was
examined and some h p o r h t issues were lnghbghted which were taken up m the empirical
wo& (the prehninary survey and the o q p i d o n a l case study). The areas of r e a d m e *

(assessment of) perfomance and promotion / career advancement were discussed. Career
development is often dependent on gender specrfic factors such as the male attniutes
asdated with management. Merdonal research shows that networking and mentoring

may be valuable resources for women to develop. Women often have limited, f

d and

infbmd, networks and this needs to be addressed.

The krature, and related hdings, indicates that gender related problm are sliIl at

. . .

play. These include sexual chscrmrmah'onand sexual harassment. The orgilrdsaton needs

toensurethatappropriateskills~isinplacefora~emplayee8.Thefindingsinthis

chapter ibtmte that unequal access to career opporhitiw starts at the selection process.

Chapter five contained the mpincal research r e w A follow up study of the

twenty individual caselets would be inshuctive to see what ultimate life and career patterns

the women followed. A changing society has widened the number of H M e choices
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available to women at the begirmingof the twenty-ht century. For the women m this

research, spousal support was deemed mpmtant as were s k d n a , o q p n k h d skifls and
competency in a range of social areas such as the ability to fit in, to network and to fmd a

mentor or sponsor. The chapter discussed the diveme life M e s and He chances that

these women experienced both m the non-wd and w d mas.

The d

o

n of the caselets i n d i d h
t the women responded differently to

similar circumstances and were chified into six categories which included the High

Achievers, the New Mums,the Mobile Career Women,the Junior Management Womcn

and the Thirty Something Women. Each of the women was given a title which described
them m terms of the mpme that they d e m m m relation to happmtmce. The

High Achievers included women who had been able to pioritbe career over f h d y

because of the assistance of a housekeepr (Laura), a house husband (Sarah), a

childminder (Emily) and childle85ness (Emma).

The New Mums adopted cliff&

shtegies for coping with the advent of

motherfiood. These included setting up a purpose built home office (Sheila),

~~

m the company bial of job sharing (Giftian) and oqgnbhg after a f m d c search, a place in

a &he

(Aoife).

Five of the women had coped with marriage and caring reqmmiies m a number
of ways. One of the Family Caras became a t d i n g spouse to an executive husband

(Lucy) while another (younger woman) took a career break (Katie). Two of the women
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were surprised by life circumstances which left one of the women a &vorcee (Rachel) and
the other d e d late and became a widow earfy ( J d e r ) . One of the younger Family
Carers had the r e p n a i i for eldercare, of a sick live-in mother-in-law, as soon as she

married (Sophie).

Two of the participants m the study were agentic, in career terms, and ambitious

and chose to move abroad as part of a career progression strategy. The political mover

was hi&@

visible within the case atudy organk&on (Isobel) wfiile the youngest pariicipant

in the study and the relatively new recruit was also eager to prove her worth m a new
c o w Wen).

The Junior Mmagement Women were experiencing different rates of career

development The staIled manager appeared to have done everythmg right m career terms

but was clearly on a career plateau (Fiona). She had undertaken high profile aasignmenta
which involved travel and temporary relocation. She gained expertise m a new and valued
technological area. She was f i d y visible within the oqphdion and was respected by

colleagues and superim fix her fairness m dealing with staff management issues.

The g r a b t e

&m&

that athhhg a degrrGe Mare entering

employment allowed one to avoid many rungs of the ladderwhich those who join s h i @

fium school have to c h b (Rebecca). The final woman m this category showed that
woI.ldng comgkdy hard at a mutine job in a support function could pay off in the end.
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She had evmtuUy become unstuck m career terms and was powering ahead (Alison).

The three women who were placed m the category of the Thirty Something

Women had experienced very diffimnt careers. Nicola had a new assignment and, like

Alison, was now p q m s b g rapidly. Mcola, like Alison, had put m long hours, achieved

m educational terms and was a conscious and e n t h d c employee. Elizabeth is
mtemhg m that she has achieved more than she had expected to and she claimed that she

only works for the money. No one else stated that their reasons for working were pmiy

inatrumentat What is interesting, and may require M e r study, is that she is one of the

two women (Katie is the other) from a lower middle class f e .

The saddest career history is that of the regressive worker (Hamrah). A

psychological perspective might be valuable m studying someone like Harmah Her
emotional state may be a product of her childhood and the fee-

mentioned in regard to her relati-

of d c t which she

with her father may have been the cause of later

actions m adulthood. Research of this nature is beyond the scope of this dbsrhtion Her

employer did provide her witfi counselling after one particularfy unpleasant incident which

lefi her t m m a t k d and they were also quite generous m allowing her leave to recover.

The research h d @ (hmthe parti-

olmmdon) in the case study

organidon, which was given the name Eireba& con-

on lhree depiuhental

areas which were known as the Support Funclion, the htemhonal Banking Division and

the Dealing Room. The topics that are contained m the area of research termed human
r e s o ~ smanagement
)
were ouihed here. Eirebank was found to be a fairfy typical
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w e employer-

The presentation of the twenty selected caselets provided an opportunity to note

certain lwgitudmal changes in the lives of the women. Some of these life changes were

gender spedic such as motherhood while others may impact on women more than men
such as widowhood, divorce and the empty nest. Each of the women had been errposed to
the impact of s o c ~ o (Irish
n
cuhure) but they exhi'bited differences in terms of
education, employment (careeroptions) and domestic experiences. Societal attitudes

towards women have changed considerably and behaviour which was mihidable fifty

years ago is now d d e r e d relatively normal such as deh'berate lone motherhood

The review of the literature (chapter two) points to a general lack of Irish research

on the impact of normal reprodwtive crises of female employees on h e organisations that

employ them. HistoricaIly, once women became mothem (or at an eaxiier stage became

wives) they x h e d from the wokforce. This is no longer f a i l l e nor for most women

desirable. In line wilh other research, the majority of the women wished to d u e to

work after a short or longer break. The research appears to indicate that a short break, if

anybreakakaIl,isbest.

Particular attentionis paid to career breaks and the career impact of part-time
working. The casele~sdemollstrate, for women at least, that heterogeneity is the carter
0

norm for women. They also d e m m that women would find it hard to plan for many
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of the factors that alter their career paths. For these women, they reacted as best they

could to changing circ-ces.

A pervasive theme is the lack of power to determine a

career path. The malym of the empirical research cleady show8 that women now remain

continuo^ m the workforce.
Chapter six contained a discussion of the main anafysis and fin-.

It began by

reiteratingthe aims and objectives. The adysb of the empirical research m this thesis

examined the key issue for workmg women of the priority that they assign to carer and
fimily. The malysis and findings in this chapter showed (as with the review of the

literature)that patterns appeared. Themes emerged from the case W e s of the women
which allowed for categoisation. The research muh from the o q p i d o n a l case study

(Eirebank) indicate that stress and sexual hamanent were problem areas and that
promotion was gendered. It was evident that some of the women had chosen ahort career

ladders (seaetarial work and merit part-time employment) which did not allow for
p r d m

Two suggestions which might aid the career progression of women were put

f m a r d - gender audits (to see yearm-year what the per centage of women at an levels in
the o r g d o n were) and cafeteria style benefita (which allowed non-mothers access to

the same number of beneh, just different ones, because it is unfair to favour mothexa over

non-moth=).

The points W below illustrate the areas seen as most important and e m p M
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by the women:
sexist attitudes, expectations and perceptions;

txgmktional barriers (or miblocks);

individual c b e t i c s , e@ences,

p r i d m and values;

caring m p n s i i t i e s and
80Cietal obstacles.

Chapter seven discussed the recommendations as wen as the suggestions for fbhm

research and the conclusions. The

~~of this dker&tion indicate that the women get

to a point in life (which appears to be Werent for each) when they seek balance. Faced
with many possiities, they make tough decisions. Some of the women indicated that

happenstance had left them t e q m d y with no choice(s) but that they had mvkd

and / or thrived despite the hand they had been dealt (widowhood). The thesis shows that

the most of the women e x h i i energy, cmhdy and talent. They can aIl make a unique
contniution to the oqgmhticms that they work for and could be even more valuable if

they are nmtmed more.

In the film Titanic, the leadmg female character is seen in commation with her

mother and the choices that she has to make are discussed - an arranged marriage to a
wealthy man or impovement for h

d and her mother. Rose mentions that it is a hard

choice. Her mother says that "Ofcourse, it isn't easy. We're women. Our choices are

nmx easy."2 Women make multiple choices and have multiple f q x m d d d e a Some of
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those choices will h l v e priodhiag unpaid work over paid work,f

w over career.

The Great Fiuuine, m the mid-nineteenth century, was a watershed m Irish histmy.

In previous centuries, Irish women had to emigrate m order to achieve a d a d (financial

independence, marriage and motherhood). The economic contribution of these female
emigrants kept whole f

m in rural and urban Ireland, alive. The lives of Irish women

were understudied, until 1979,e q e d l y the roles that they played as co-producers m the

family economy ( N o h in Crawford (d),
1997).3

In 1990, the election of one of a new breed of Irish women to the podion of first

citizen of Ireland has been described as another watershed That year was seen as a

turning point in the status of Irish women. From the 1990s onwards,women were witting
to launch an attack on the existing order. Women started to challenge the tmWonal

gender roles (as wives and mothers) and the ideologies of domesticity (Beaumont m
Brewater, Crossman, Becket and Al-

(eds), 1999).4

I h e contributions made by women to the public sphere h i m become more ~ h i b l e . ~

The voices of, prcvioudy silenced, women are now being heard One oral history pmject

describes the sheer volume of work that Irish wives and mothem perf~~lled.
CMona Clear ideniifies the mid-1940s as the period when the power relalions (male

authority)began to ahift m Irish famitien and a new model of marriage began to emerge
(Clear m Clancy, Clear and Nic Giola C h d e (eds), 2000).6
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The perceived (social)role of men in the family has changed espe&ly m regard to
the e m o t i d and caring aspects of the fsrtfiering role (Kiely in Cleary, Nic Ghiolla
W a i g and Quin (eds), 2OOl).' Even d

e

d (biological) fathera are seeking to play a

more active role m the parenting of the children that they fathered outside marriage.8

Family Fomdon m Ireland is the tide of a report by the Economic and Social
Research Jnstitute 0It.
h@d&hts the dramatic changes in Irish society at the turn of

the century. The w h o r of the report, Dr Tony Fahey (mentioned later) noticed three

main areas of change: (1)changes in fertility (witha halt in the decline m fertility rates);
(2) changes in the growth and pattern of lone parenthood (with a move mto marriage) and
(3) changes m household cmpodion and family size (withd e r f d e s but stitl the

lnghest number of larger fadies m Europe).g

Garret FitzGerald (also mentioned later) believe8 that marriage leads to social
stability so as a society we need to prevent relatiodq breakdown. U d e d

motherhood is linked to eady school leaving. By keeping girls m edudon we might lower

the rate of non-marital pqpmcies (onelh5-d
of all) although many of these

are born to cohabitants.l*

The gender order which, is established by primary school, leads to the gendered

f h d y and c;aeer (the nature of the problem identified m this &miation) and to gender

segregation in the workplace. Gender identity and gender awareness are evident at an earfy

age. Lodge and

studied childhood play and found that play spaces are "genderd

turf" and that the children played (different game8 and activities) in same-sex groups
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effectively excluding the opposite sex (Flynu and Lodge m C l e w Nic GhioIla and Qum

(eds),2001, pp. 180-181).~~

It hard to know, at this stage, if the problems associated with growing up (buTtymg,
eating disordem, binge drinking, substance abuse, depmsion and suicide) have woxaened

as society (with separation and d i m ) and the roles (and worlang patterns) of women and
men have changed.12 Tem Apter (mentioned again later), wdhg in the U.S. context in
her book on The Myth of Maturiw: What Teenagers need h n Parents to become Adults,

believe8 that teenagers (a group called "thresholders" (18-24 years)) need more support
fkom parents for longer.13

This extra time for children could come hfathers rather than mothers. Parental
leave in Ireland consists of fourteen weeks uupaid leave. There is no statuhy entitlement
to paid paternity leave (yet). Ireland should follow the example of the countria of

northem Europe and implement paid patem@ leave as wen as target FFWA (6
as job
ahring) at men and eqecdly fathers. The ESB and the Irish civil h c e have both
mtroctuced paid paternity leave. 14

In the novel man and boy the leading character, Hany,

a t a g e ~ , b e c o m e s a @ e ~ t o h i s s o n a n d a s o n t o h i s f a t h e r .Hedevelopsan
emotional We which had been largely miss&. 15 The lives of men could be emiched by

taking on more of the caring and emotional tasks.

P m f m James W~ckhamdivided Europe into the

North' and the 'Wild West'

along the he8 of child care provision or lack thereof and, spealang at the same seminar on
call centres, Dr Juliet Webster and
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the careers of women wodbg in finmcial &cea

Dr Juliet Grairme Collins found that ~

0

1

1

were
8 more interested in accommodating

senior female employees.16 A review of two books on attaining the rank of motherhood,
concludes that " ... : society should restructure itself to accommodate babies but parents
need to mdmcture themsehes also." 17

In A Life's Work: On bemmk a mother* Rachel Cusk descnibes the shock of
pregnancy and motherhood l8 Journalist Suzanne Moore reviewed the book and
concluded that: "Motherhod, as it is lived is stiU individual, personal, private and
therefore deeply undewahd, sometimes even by those of us (and nowadays that is most
of us) who move between the "real" wodd of work and the &adow world off-

Iife."l9

The journalist Victoria White, while on maternity leave, sparked a debate on the
role of stay-at-home mothers. She attacked faninists who devalue the status of women
who choose to stay-at-home to care for children.20 She also m t e about the time

consuming process of husband servicing and the work of a "mummy"(schddbg,
pSarmiag, orgardsing reqxmsiibihiies) which are skills which would appear to be

~~

to the wodplace.21

Thret economkt~from U-

un-

College Dublin, m a new text aimed at

economics d t a , state that the Irish economy is entering a new phase as

a maturing economy. They discus8 the need to make the nght choices m regard to such

issum as the labour force, population, immigration, spatial plarming, i d i c and housing
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All of which haw been d i s c d m this -on

(chapter six).z2

One organidon which has mmporated one of the changes, (annual gender

audits), which are recmended m this thesis, is BP. They monitor and publish

(year-on-year) figures for female rejmsentaticmin management. In 2001, the female

-tation

increased from the year 2000. They state, m the "Emironmental and S

d

Pexfbmance Reviewwthat "It is BPSpolicy to ensure equal opportunity m recmitment,
selection, promotion, employee development, traitrmg and reward policies and procedures

in compliance with legal requkements."23 Another dmtegy, which may lessen the gender

pay gap, is for female employees to join a trade mion. A Survey fhnn the European

In&strial Relatiom Observatory (EIRO) demomtntes that women's earn& power and

trade union membedup in Europe are cormected.24

The companies which are considered to be excellent places to w d value their

employees and assist them m leadmg balanced h.
They provide cafeteria style benefits
to parents and non-parents. The architectural emkmment is like a campus and p e h may

inchde holiday homes, restaurants, heaW and fitness centres, medical clinics, hairdressers,

dry cleaners, subsidised patbing as well as on-& child care and back-up child care. The
organidon may value communicalioa and irrvest m people development,extensive

training w e s , a participkq management style (such as management by waking
around and an open door policy) as well aa t a m working.25

Specific assktance might be aimed at new mothers. For instance,one company
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supplies mothers and mothers-*be

with a materrtity clothes dowance and a h

a spa

voucher while another gives new mothers a 25% salary raise (after five y m sewice) to
wver the cost of child care. These are matbe ideas aimed at alhacting and rebiting

female staff.26

A survey of the companies that help employees to balance work and personal He,

Caned The Great Place to Work Trust Index, showed that women valued enhanced

maternity benefits, child care assistance and a W l e effort to appoint and promote women
to senior positions. The organidonal culture must promote good internal
communicaiion(s) and have mopition schemes for ex~enentwo& as well as fair policim

and pr0gmnmes.2~

Research fim the C d l d School of Management ("Womenare not on top."),

comparing female director qmsmhtion (JTSE 100 companies) in 2000 and 2001,

indicates that the giass ceihug is being r e i n f d rather than smashed. The co-author of
the report, Val Smgh, says that there have been some signs of progress but that it has been

-28

ThegiassceitinginIrelandisstiIlfimdymplace. ItisunlikelythatIrelanddhave

a female Garda (the Gard;i Siochana are the Irish police force) d o n e r m this

decade. Out of 42 chief qmhtenclenb only one (Chief Supahtendent Catherine Clancy

- mentioned in this dhmhtion) is a woman.

the^ are four M

e

@tendents

out of 169 and ten female inspectors out of 292. There are no female
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assistant or deputy d o n e r s and m the management ranks there are 113 women out

of a total number of 2,357. There are no 24 hour c&he facilities which are needed as the

&tective/drug~areaIwaysoncaIL~~

The &ers

(structural, hthtional and attitudinal) $lat make up the glass d i n g

are f i d y m place in management and business according to an IBEC report tilied Women

m Management and Iiish ~usiness.30 They found that women make up 8% of Irish CEOs,
21% of senior managers and 300/0 of middle managem. Another report (Women, the

Economv and the Stock Market (by NCB Stockbrokem)), issued in the same week found
that 800/6 of women win have primary financial rwjxmsiity for a household at some

-31

In September 2001, a journal prduced a special issue on "Careen m the 21st

century."32 One article introduced the notion of the "boundqlesa career" as a way for

women to break h u g h the glass

Metz and Tharenou studied the connection

between human and social capital and the career prvgmsion of women m AuatraEian

banks. They found that women identified gender dkah&ion as the most h p m t
barrier to advancement that they enw-

These authm provide a m c a t i o n for the

research undedaken hen when they point out that the topic of women m financial sewice8

has been under researched and that few of the studies hmdgak more than one level or
grade; many do not examine the comprehemk range of factors and few have s a q k s

from more than one imthtion.33
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Many of the issues discussed m this d i s s d o n have been dealt with by Jane Nolan
around the themes of f l e x i i and k u r i t y under the heading of "the intmdicatitm of
q d a y lifew(Nolan m BurcheIl, Ladipo and Wiknson (eda), 2002, p. 112).3~She
believes that employera are going to have to address the issues hghhghted m this thesis,
and in her work, because the spillover will h g m to seriously impact on the worlq,lace.35
Another author found that the spillover f h m careers has impacted on the family and that

women are facing "a creeping nmhoiceWm regard to motherhood (Hewlett, 2002).36

The e q h i c a l rexmmh, found m this dissertation, has demonstrated that fbms m
the financial senice8 sector in Ireland could do more to recruit, retain and promote female
employee8 and that the whole concept of career has changed at the beginning of the third

miIl&um

but that women have a tendency to let life get in the way of career pmgmsion.

The majority of workmg women believe that there is more to life than work (Clinch,
Convery and Walah, 2002).37

1.2

The Key Conce~t
The @ass ceihng is a power divide. It operates as an e x c l u g i device
~
which

keeps women out of leadehp positions. The main hhga of the caselets indicate that
women who break through the glass d i n g will be hlghhr o q p k e d , energetic individuals

who have chosen a gender identity which pxiorihm paid work over f

e He. It is

questionable whether or not tfie term "the glass ceiling" is as useMas it once was because
the very notion of career bas changed. The term is used widely by both femirdet and

mainstream academicn.
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1.3

TheCareerandFamilyPri~~wm

The research began as an attempt to locate women in the or@sationaI h i m @

of the case study company. The focus deepened to that of a study of the power and

politics of career and f-.

At any particular time all the women can be placed on a

careerhmily priority continuum which has three poinEs mx the life course (see below).

1.4

power.

The Career and Family Priority Continuum.
Cstreer
Priority

Career

Women

Ri-

and Famity

F W
Priority
Women

Women

Kev Research Themes
Two main themes are present t h r o w this research. They are gender and
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(2)

(3)

Has there been any change m the career pateerns of women m the Irish fhmcial
services sector over a thirty year period?

Whatfac~ifa~aidthe~~onofwomenintheIrishhcial
d c e s sector?

The realities of the ("new") economy, the demands of the labour market and the

increased cost of house purchase has meant that more married women with children have
to d d e r a fun-time career m order to sunhe as a dual-eamer couple. This leads us to

examine the topic of women and career progression m modem Ireland at the beginning of

the new millennium. No piece of social science research is fke of context. This w d is
set m the Irish umtext where the most &king f-

is the dramatic change that Irish

mciety has undergone m the last thirty years.

1.6

Breakdown of cha~ters
The first two parts of the research prograrmne were a review of the extant

American and European l h a l m e in the field (Chapter 2) and a postal survey qwdionuak

(Chapter 5) m order to identify the main questions and issues to be addtessed m the

case let^ (Chapter 5 and 6) and the o r p i a t i d case study (Chapter 5 and 6).

Chapter two consists of two pats. The first part deah with the relations of power

intheprivatesphere-thatofthehome. I t m ~ a d i s c u s s i c m o f t h e ~ m r e f a t i o n
to motherhood and f k d y

such as child care and eldenme. The second

part of this chapter covers the relations of power in the public sphere of work. The two

areas, that ofprivate andpublic, aredeattwlthseparaklybutthey~inreallifeas
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well as here and ihis sepadon is the m a h cause of many of the problems that women, as
well as men, e@ence

m attempting to piece together a d

l

y balanced and happy

life.

Chapter three is the research methodology section. The chapter touches on

conceptions of knowledge, what is un-

by the scientific method, and a discussion of

the merits of quahtative versus quantitative methods. The merits of methodological
trrangulation are discussed. Chapter four opens with a discussion of the social, economic
and political changes that have occurred m Ireland over the last thirty years. This includes

a brief discussion of the second wave of the Irish Women's Movement, which led m the

late 1980s and eady .1990s, to the establishment of women' s studies departments m Irish

univeniiies and the publidon of research by Irish feminist academics.

The chaages that have impacted on women and work include those relating to

f q , mimiage and dkme. Women used to leave the workfwce upon marriage or

cbildbearhg but this is no longer the case. The number of &ed

women with young

c b i l h m the labour force is one of the most dramatic changes of recent

years. The main resemh problem is identified as the g e n M nature of fantih. and
career.

Chapterfkco~l~thedetailsoftheox@satidcasestudy,outfinesthe

individual case studies as wen as the hdings of the 8urvey. Results and anayerS can be

found m Chapter siK The final chapter has the conclusions, a discussion of how the aims
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and objectives outbed in Chapter one have been met, as wen as mggeshg an agenda for

f&we research wbich is needed as a continuation of the amall scale study outhed here.

1.7

Concludingremarks
Unpmedented eumomic success,m the recent past, bas left women in Ireland

confused about the choices, somelimes forced, available to them. Women appear to be

ache subjects m the maintenance of the glass ceiliag. The author hopes that this research

will help to chi@ some of the options and outline possi'ble sbkgiea for coping with

f h i l y and career in the f&m.
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2.1

Mbmen Power and the Private S~here:Umdd Work

Fiction can be relied upon to portray the h of ccmkmprary women. Two

female d m have carved out rewarchug careen writing about trends in society. The

hit, Maeve Haran, has made her name by writing about women who wanted the clichd

Iifkattachedtohavingitall. Thesew0menwanttohavec;aeersandfdes. InHavinnIt

All (1991)l Liz is a bgMy ambitious telaision executive who should be content,but is
actuliy very unhappy,while in Scenes from the Sex War (1993)2 the main character

Allegra decides it is time that husband Matt looked after their two daughtm for a cbange.

The book to follow these two picked up on the trend that Helen Fielding,

mentioned below, also used as materiaL Francesca Tyler, the lead female in All That She
Wants (1998),3 is a thirty-four year old editor of a local newspaper who wants a baby by

arry means. Needless to say, she geb what she wants. The trend, that Haran is

commenting on, is that of thixty-sometbmg career women who have single-mindedly

worked at their careers only to wake up one day to h d that their biological clock is tickiug

very, w loudly.

The z3eca.14kst-selhg, author is the former newspper cohnmkt, Helen Fielding

who brought to He the character Bridget Jcma. In Bridact Jones's D i q (1996),4 Bridget

WIffmpanic~ksbecausesheisaborrttohittfiirtyandisetillaingle,childlessandliving

alone. The question that these womcn seem to be a s h g is whether c;raetr women m their

t i d i e s are obsessed with finding the right man,

settiing down and having babies? The
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women in these novels seem to be more like Jane Austen's ~ m m a 5than Chadotte Bronte's

m

.

6

In Different For Girls. How culture mates women (1997~' Joan Smith desdes

the publication of Charlotte Bronte's novel

m 1849, as an event of cultmd

siguificance. Smith says that Bmte's ideas about the role of women,like the heiress

Shitiey Keelder, were "... nothing short of revohdomy" (Smith,1997, p. 64).8 A ahort

review of the Smith book m The Guardian newspaper ihh that this o d e w of the

gender diffbmces should have been called somefling else because "The title, you may
lhdq is completely wnwg, since Smith'scheexing conclusion is that it doesn't haw to be

diffefent for girisW.9 All of the authors discussed above seem to imply that women no

longer know what they want.

2.1.1 M a l e s a n d M a s c ~
Another question we need to ask is "What do men want?"(Kimmel, 1993).10 The

type of work that men believed to be masculine has gone for good. These jobs, such as

mining, sInpbuUng, steel woriUng, r e q h d brawn rather than brains (O'CormeIl, 1996).11

Men are in trouble (Clare, 2000~12 FaIudi, 1999).13 Women,and especdy

mothers,canbeblamed, inpart, forthebaysandmentheyhelptocreateandthey canale0

be part of the sohrtion m that they can change the way that they raise boys to be men
(Arcana, 1983).14 Feminism challenged the estab%hed gender role8 and left xmsdnhy m

need of redewon. The problem lies m the redishibution of power. Women are no
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longer mgarded as male property - as the poaswion of a M e r or a husband They have

gained finaucial independence,atfiough not equal pay (Jacobs, l992),15and choose to

question the existing roles that confined women to a subordinate place in society.
At first, men reacted by feeling theakmed and they lashed out. These ;urthorrr

portrayed women as demanding viragos sucking the very life out of the poor men who

worked all horn on "theinsanay track"just to support women. These men f a dqmsable
and betrayed because an they knew how to be was a provider and a bmdwhmer and now

the government (the patrhrchal state) would support their female dependants if they

walked out. These men were very bitter (Farre& 1994).16

Thenew~demands~menlearnhowtocarefortheirfdesmwaysothcr

than through their wallets. A number of portraas of Merhood showed just how much the
elations ships of fsdhers with cbildren needed to change (Monison, 1993; Parton,

1994). 18

Oneauth0~hasmadeastartby~thelife~e8ofagroupofmtn,fiom

dB"social backgrounds as wen as different sexual orientatiuns, in order to set how

anthexist men dcvclop. He found eight mtn who had mpcmdd posithiy to feminism

(chidan, 1994).19 A number of f

a him looked at the issue of men and

masculinity and asked the question: "Canmen change?" The answer may lie in
~~f~oodandprom~sharedparentingbutthepaceofchangcisalow

and the issue of male violence against women is something that still needs to be addressed
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Violence is used to assert male domination, in the home, as a way of taking back power
(Segal, 1990).2O

Two examples of feminists seeking to advance the position of women by helping
men out of a perceived crisis include veteran fminists Susan Faludi, author of Backlash.
The Undeclared War Against Women (1991, 1992),21 and Rosalind Coward, better known
for Our Treacherous Hearts. Why Women Let Men Get Their Way (1993).2~Faludi
documents the growth of the men's movements in the United States as a response to the
loss of role and a need to reassert control and regain power. The "crisis of masculinity" has
resulted in depression, suicides, domestic violence and criminal activity as well as the rise
of groups like the Promise Keepers and events such as the Million Man March (Faludi,
1999).23

Coward came to reassess her views on faninism and post-feminism when she
errperienced the pain and d

i

m that her son, husband and father-in-law were going

through. She came to believe that feminism was no longer a struggle that was relevant in
the new millennium and that we should tun instead to an examination of human rights and
the crisis in masculinity (Coward, 1999).24
2.1.2 Men. Women, Fantities and Charm
The nuclear f
f

e is a lhhg of the past. It has been replaced by the 'unclear'

ithe 'mix and match' nature of the new
e (Simpson, 1998).25 The term h

fhmiiydmctures. Thesocialreatity, ofdiffaiagfkilytypes, precededthelegalrealitym
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Ireland. Mmiages were breaking down and new ones being f m e d long before the
government chose to act (Duncan,1982;~~
O'Higgins,1974).27 The complicatiom that

ensue a f h parents separate or divorce are only beginning to impact on Irish society

(FamilyStudies Unit, 1985;~~
Kiev and Richardson (eds), 1991).~9

In Ireland, we appear to operate under the W o n that if we ignore a problem long

enough it will go away. This was the tack taken m regard to contraception, divwce and
abortion. High rates of non marital births, increasing numbers of cohabihg couples

combined with a high rate of Irish -cia

ending m termidon, in private clinics

ouhidethejmidction, areihe~es~hwearebeginningtorealisecannotbe

isnored

Womenfivemfarm7iea as dau&teq wivesandmothm anddhchedtoeachof

these roles is a set of expectations. Susan Moller Okin argues that f
form of f

d look to a new

e as the way fmard but that a great deal of change is needed m the power

dymmicsofthefalllih.tomakeitbtttcrforwomen.Powermitsexhrenristandughest

fomz has mdted m spousal battery, generally but not exclusively of women by men, and
sexual abuse of children (Okinm Nelson (ed.) 1997).N

Mid%elcy and Hughes pose the question: "AreFandies Out of Date?"They thinlr

thatwbtisntadtdwithinfarm7iesis role reformrather role rewdbecauae

men will hardly want to adopt a role that women have,already m large numbers, rejected
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(Midgeley and Hughes in N e h (ed.), 1997).

One &or

has looked at this area fkom the perspective of women (Gerson,

1985?2 and then of men (Gerson, 1993Y3m an attempt to explain the behaviors and

decisions made by both these groups m relation to famify respomiies. This diecUB8ion
of "the politics of parenthood" is donrinated by the dynamics of balance and change. She
talks about turning away as wen as veering towards either f

w (domesticity 1

. .

motherhood) or work @muhung/ autonomy). She writes from an American
perspectilive so social science trends that she refm to will have a shght lag as tbey cross the

A h t i c to, the Urdted Kingdom an4 Ireland

She notes the two Orientations, that women now have to choose between, neither of

which can be explained by motherdaughter dynamics m childhood or childhood
s o d k i i o n (Gerson, 1985).34 Having a mother m a traditional role does not mean that

the daughter will f d o w her choice (Gerson, 1985).35 The orientations cither to

homemaking vems childlessness or that of combining w d and mothehood roles

are developed in adulthood and are
lriggem m@ involve unstable relati-

- these

by a&lt changes (Gemon, 1985).3 The
with the opposite sex, the two¶aliuy rn-

or perceived expansion regarding career tqprhdiea. Limited or Mocked career

&on

or immobility can lead to the opposite effect. All these operate as push and

pull factors - to or ffom home or work (Gerson, 1985).37
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She pohb out that there is now more than one developmental pali~
for women in
whereas our mothers and grandmothers had one typical mute to follow

- leave

school or mkmdy, w d up until marriage, have children and stay at home to look after

them and pcdi'bly, once they are at school then take up part-time paid orvohmtq work
(Gerson, 1 9 8 5 ) . ~The
~ changes th;it have impacted on the f m , such as divorce,lone

parenthood, as wen as the changing world of work, have led to a phenomenon which she

ref= to as " r e h t motherhood" (Germ 1985).39 These women decided to have a
child, as a coqmmk, and only one, because the relationship that they were in would

have been put at xisk if they remained childless (Gerson, 1985).4

Her theory is that domesticity was a by product of a stable marriage and tfiat greater

marital b W l i t y m the younger genedons haa undemhed domesticity (Genson,

1985j.41 In her later work, she tumed her attention to the other side of the equation, to

men, and drew up a typology of men's commilment to woA which she based on their
h i a l contribution and pmk&dion m c h i l a and home life (Gereon, 1 9 9 3 ) . ~ ~

. .

This redted in three types of orientation: (1) Bmadwmmg (high on first, low on

second); (2) Autmomous (low on both); and (3) Involved (hgh on second).

The rise m the ecomnnic mdependence and earning capacity of women has

careqmded with a decline in the male bmdwinner role and the rise of the nurturing

father which she terms "Men's Quiet Revolution" (Gerson, 1993).~3The mstabihty m
he&msexual relati-

has led to a chauged role for men in relation to their dWm but

one h o g that has not changed is the "housework gap". The -n

father wiIl
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jmticipate m child care but still prefm to leave the housework to the women.

Men,like many women, have tumed toward domesticity when they discovered the

wokplace to be less than ddictory, when they found themselves marooned on a career

plateau, or subject to blocked w

e

s

. These men may lmk to the domestic arena

especially if their wives have the better earning capacity (Getson, 1993).44

A range of

factors have to be taken into account when we consider dual-careercouples including the

economic inequality m the wokplace and the mytfis surrounding m a ~ ~ u l h dasywell as the

relative work commitment and satisfactionfelt by each one. Studies, quoted by Gerson,
show that even when the mother dies or becomes the main family bmuhvher the

nurturing father role may be a "last resort".

She found that the level of participation was different m each case of involved

fatherhood but they m c M shared parenting and flexiity m regard to the management

of the household One fact that she noticed was that involved fathers had fewer children

. .

than bmuhmmgfathers. This may have been a hitation strategy, a way of c

o ~ ~ t d h g

the demands of childreaing for the inw,lved fdhers (Gerson, 1993).45

She also idedfied a group of men who r e g d e d themsehw as "Motheis Hetpera".

These men expended their time and energy on the pleasant child m e activiiies, such as

readmg ato&a and talcmg the children to the park, but attempted to avoid the dnty tasks

aesociated wilh the care of children such as domg the laundry (Gerson, 1993).~~
This was

a widespmd pa-

and was seen as a mistance strategy to avoid fun equatay m regard to
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parenting and household respomiibihty. Another f

m of mothm' helpem was that tfie

ultimate mpnsibility for overseeing the ~moothrunning of the howhold, includmg the
organi&on

of the care of the child or children, remained with the women (Gerson,

1993).47

2.1.3

Men.Women and Differences
A number of authors have made a cmm out of higMighfkg the differences

between men and women One of lhis number believes that the sexa are so diffenmt lhat

men must be h n the planet Mars and women hm Venus. Gray uses inimedhg
metaphors such as cornparing men to rubber bands and women to waves while a p i n g that

we speak different languages,haw difkrbg emotional needs and fail to communicate our

f e e m to each other. When a woman comes home fiom work and complah about her
day, aIl she wants is for her m e r to hsten, but it seems that a man thinks that she wants

him to wive her problems (Gray, 1992).&

Other writers have studied the phymcal c h a r a c ~ c and
s d i f f m c e % in aggression,

power netds and -1

ability (Nicholson, 1993);49 as wen as arguing that there can

~befairplaybetweenthesexesbecaurrewewantdiff~~~eachotfterand

can n e w meet these needs (Roberts, 1992);m and finalh., being complicit in letting men

get their own way (Coward, 1992).51

2.1.4 Marriaee. Power and Romantic Low
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Marriage at the begirming of the 21st century is based on notions of romantic low,

Mmacy m d emotional attachment. Books on mamiage c o n c a h k on the culture of

romance as a trap (Gxymes, 1 9 % ) ; ~on~ advice on cohabihtion, pregnancy, childbirth,
parenthood, inlidelay (Sonutag, 1994);~3on the topics of monogamy, a & h y and divorce
(Fisher, 1992)54 and the power relati-

within marriage. They all have one thing m

common m that they deal with love and then lave's unlwidhgwIt seems much as we may

think that we want one heart tied to one heart forever that this is a form of delusion and it
will wear off, sooner rather than later (Imgfor4 1999).55

One Irish study showed how a sample of couples, who went before a religious

board to seek to n

w their mmhges, should never have miuried m the find place. They

had no idea how to communicate with each other and were, for one reason or another, far

hnn ready to settle down. The title of the work, When Stramers M a w , said it it It wa
a depmsbg tale of mmiage8 contracted because of a pregnancy and it mchded the issues

of alcoholism, drug addiction, infidelity, domestic violence and young people trying to

escape an unhappy childhood by entabg into a marriage based on the i h i o n of some

kind of intimacy. Irish pub cuhure and rural idation also had a part to play (McDomr4
1999).56

One sociologist refers to the development of 'plastic sexdty' which occurs when

sexuatay is sep;aated from qmductim (Giddens, 1992).57 Another academic h k a the

"Rew,~oftheHeartwwithanattemptbythewomantolosehdmtheintimate
relationship with a man which h h e s a handing mof the power and nqm&ih@ for

her life to the one she loves or is deluded into h k b g she is in love with (Tagfiord,
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1999).58 This gubsequent "meq$ryf,or the process of falling m love, is d e m i i as

hding the other half that makes you whole and, of course implies, ihat you were not

It is like being under a spen which is eventually broken
whole before (Langfod, 1999).~~

C
T
a
n
r
o
fr
d1999).60
Gender relatiomhipa m marriage are based on power and the power relationship

shats over the duration of the marriage. We fan m love thinking that this will be it but

stahtics show that we are more likeiy to many, divorce and re-marryor to indulge in serial

cohabitation. The lucky, or h k y , few will enter into a lifelong commitment but this is

bemmhgrarer and rarer (D~~den,
1999).

k h e Dryden, m Being Married, Doing

Gender. A Cdical Anal@a of Gender Relatiomhim in Mimiage, takes issue with

post-f*

The problem lies m the fact that mamiage is based on gender inequality m

a society which d u e s equalrty and democracy. She found, from all the couples that she

spoke to,that the reality did not meet up with expectations about what the marriage would

be like (Dryden, 1999).62

2.1.5 H o ~ 8 e ~ o r k / h e s t i c L a b o ~ ~
The &al burden of paid and unpaid w d that women carry out has been studied

exkmively m the U W Kingdom, the U W States and a m ampmtkly, fix example

comparing China, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States (Stockman, Bonney
and Xuewen, 1995).63

2.1.6 Childlessness or childfke

The novelist Erica Jong m her autobiographical work Fear of F&

A Mime
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Memoir, came out with the statement that "Awoman's ability to achieve depends on her
cMdle8(me88 or chiklcare"(Jong, 1994, p. 231).64 Incnmhg numbers of women are

choosing to remain childlw or child f k e while others are leaving it too long before starthg
a famity and kding that they are i n f d e and either unwilling or unable to conceive

without the aid of the new human reprodwtive techniques. The f u t m may see women

having eggs extracted and frozen when they are m their eiaiy twenties for implantation and
f-on

in their late Mes and eady forties.

Relatively M e has been written about the deckion by mawing numbers of

women to forego motherhood. One author, who explored the subject, asked women what

it is l&e not to become a mother by

..

a seventy page questionnaire.

The term

child fke is preferable to that of childless. These women talked about the pressures

exerted on them to have children as wen as the way that they came to the decision to

remain chikl h e (Bartlett, 1994).65

What we are seeing is a "Babystrike!"Purdy thinksthat the reason that women are

disinclinedtohave children, andiftheydohavechilhtoodyhaveone, isbecausetheir

des have not changed sufficiedy. They ae expected to work and look after the children
She points out that those women without children ham t w e h weeks more discretionary

time per year than mothen (Purdy m Nelson (d)
1997).66

2.1.6.1

Motherhood and Mothering
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Chodorow has looked at the sociology of gender h m a psychomalytic
-live

and she gums up the whole parmthood &bate when she says that "Women

mother daughters who, when they become women, motherw(Chodomw, 1978).67 She
argues ".... that the contemporary repmductionof mothering occurs through social

stmctdly induced psychological pmmsa. It is neither a product of biology or

intentional role-training" (Chodorow, 1978).68

Women's over bestment in the psychological role of mothering leads to the sexual

division of labour between the public and private worlds where the under amM6hty of

men m one and the rnavailabifity of women m the other r e d i m e s the psychological
capacities of girls and boys. Mascdhdy is &fined in negatiw tenns as what is not

feminine (Chodorow, 197Q.69 The forms

paid and unpaid work take are very

different. A mother at home all day with childten can work h m dawn until duak and stin

have nothing to show for it. The food will be eaten, the clothes wifl get dirty and the floor

will need hoowaing again Whereas in the office, the m-tray is empty and a certain

number of tasks have been achieved The roles that women p e r f i i m the home are often

the same role8 that they undertake in the wodqlace (Chodorow, 1978).~O

Womenpartfy~tothcirown~mand~~topcrpetuatethc~

socialsystem btcause they receive m& frwn the mothering role (Chodomv,
1978).71 The solution to the current problm mgarding the rearing of children would
s e c m t o E i e i n n ~ t h e ~ s k i l l s o f m e nAtthemoment,
.
onlywomencanbcar

children but both parents can be taught to rear them. Women have to cede part of the mle
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of mothering to men.

Men are not &iy

blameless. Chodorow states $lat:

Fathem are supposed to help children to individuate and break dependence on
their mothem. But tftis dependence on her, and this primary identiiicatim. .would
a.
notbecreatedinthefirstplaceifmentookpimiuyparenting~
(Chodomw, 1978)'~

The procam of becoming a mother is both an exhilarating and scary time in any

woman's life. The jays and fears asso&ed with conception, pregaancy and new

motherhood are b e d h t l y captured in The Blue Jav's Dance. A Birth Year. This novel
by Louise Erdrich (1995),nwhich tells the tale of a mother with a new baby, was actually

based on a coDection of memories about her three youngest children, all daughkm.

M c h and her husband also adopted ttme older children, prim to the birth of

their own, so parenting was something that they were practised in at this stage. Erdrich

states that "For me, as for many women, work means necessary incomew(Edrich, 1995)'~

but that "Gender comechess aside, W c a I l y and most o h these days it is the woman
who takes on the tender and p b g task of rearing a newborn" (E~Inch,1995).~~

Erdrich describes childbirh as "Women's W d " . Lookiug after a amall baby she redim to
as "The Newborn Dancew(Erdnch, 1995).~6Mothering takes a woman over cmphdy

for the find few months after birth (Erdnch, 1995).n Once the baby is older and the

maternity leave enlidements exhausted, the mother may need to resume work and she feels
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for them (Erich, 1995).~8

After going through a life dterhg, and possiiily life enhancing experience, such as

the one deacri'bed above the woman returns to a wokplace where she is encouraged by the
organidonal culture to try to pretend that she does not have a tiny helpless baby waiting

for her to return home. The woaS,lace is not a good place to be if one is pregnant, a
nursing mother or an anxious parent of a needy toddler, because of the need to carry on
pretence of work being the number one priority m one's life.

Take for instance one f k p n t sideeffect of pregnancy that of morning sickness.

t three to four
Many women experience momkg sichexis d day every day for the h

months of the pregnancy. Getting sick is often the find daiIy task of a pregnant woman and

the nausea conhues unabated. It is often increased by a hot, noisy workplace, the smen of

food h n the staff canteen and by smoke from those fdhg to heed the No Smoking' rule.

her 1-

Later in the pregn;mcy the woman may eqmience wonen ankles, varicose veins in

making them throb, dinhe88 due to low blood sugar, lack of concentration and

forgethdness, backache a(lsociated with carrying extra body weight and a fiequmt need to
urinate caused by the errtra pressure on the kidneys. Her i n m a d size might make dnviug

impossiile. The period in between these two may be fine, because the woman may feel
fidl of energy, but her mind may very well have tumed fiom monthly h c i a l targeEe to
baby wear and nursery waQxqm.

The pregcmt woman is living though a

eqmience, e m o t i d and
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physical as wen as psychological changes, in her self-identity and her role, which Kit2inger
reminds us is a notmal life crisis fix a woman not an illness (Kitzhger, 1984)~'~The
expectant woman has nigh-

about mkmhge, foetat -ties,

gtitlborn babies,

as well as fear about the pain of childbirth (Kbhger, 1984).m

In her book on The Experience of Childbirth, which was first published in 1962

and updated on a regular basis up to 1984, Kitzjnger dedicates only two pages to the issue
of returning to work after the birth but then she also advocah a home birth with a midwife

rather than a hospital birth. She decided to omit bode feeding as an option and
concenlrates on discussing breast-feedmg at length. Caesarean births, which are becolllmg

increasingty common, are dealt with m an appendix of less than two pages at the end of the

book -,

1984).~lA woman who opts for a hospital birth, along with bottle

f~whohastoreturntoworkafterbasic~tyleaveisgoingtobelefifeeling
wholly inadequate after reading this work.

In fact, the book by Kate Figea (1998),82 Me AAer Birth. What E m Your

Friends Won't Tell You About MothehW is enough to put any woman off havmg
children. She inkmimed owx a hundrcd women and recounts their experiences as wen as

her own She talks about the pain of chikMA, the total exhaustion of new motheihood,

and has an appendix on the cormon health problems aAer childbirth (Figes, 1998).*

She points out that one in eight women in Britain and one m three women in

America require a Caesarean section which, is major surgery and, may take months to
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recoverf b n (Figes, 1998).84 Figes hemelf had two emergency Caesareans. The other
possible health problems include riak of maemia, backache, haem*e,

infectiions, thrum-

incontinence,

and posbahd depw3ion. The last of these is the most worrying

(Figes, 1998).*~
Similar stahtics are reported by a study of women and healthcafe in Ireland (Wiley

and Merriman, 19%).~~
If you were to ask a group of working mothers how they felt

about leaving their children dumg the day you would find that they all used one

word - guilt (Jeff-

1999).87 Motherhood is a cultural invention and is thus subject to

reinvention (Thurer, 11994).88 Mothem cannot win. The cultural myth portrays the good

mother as someone who stays at home fun-time and w& i€ it has to be undertaken, is "a

necessary eviln (Thurer, 1994).89

Berm says that we need a new politics of motherhood (Berm, 1 9 9 8 ) ~She
~

recounhs her experience of becoming a mother, at thirty-seven, when she was regarded by

the doctors athding her as an eldedy pimagmida. She reahes that she is part of the

new wave of later pregtmcies, one of the women who postpone pregmmcy (Berm,
1998).~l

Nowthepaceof~eissetbyhcrchildrenandshe~that:" L o o k i n g ~ t w o

childrenundertfireeisperhapscompatableinitsslowness,itslackofmobility, tocarrying
a lead weight around each ankle. Or swinrming under waterw(Berm, 1998, p.

What

she hoped to gain was an understandmg of the real lives of men and women and she said
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that she was able to achieve this by interviewing which she refers to as "beajgn ataltdng"
(Benn, 1998).93
The facts that she presenb are lirstlyythe mass entry of women into the worldbrce

with half of mothers m the lowest paid, part-time positions and secondlyythe growth of the

professional woman,detemhed to cope on equal terms with men, whom when she geb

pregumt will engage m premature retumism in order to show her colleagues that
motherhood has not changed her (Benn, 1998).94
The media have hyped up tbis stereotype by profihng women who host confknce

calls white experiencing the onset of labour, who issue hstructiom to their personal
assistants from a phone m the maternity ward, and who are back m the office a couple of

days later acting as if nothing much has happened. One example is the story by Carol

Hymowitz in The Wall Street Journal (1999) about Marlene Krauss titled "Here's a Career

Path: M.B.A., Eye Surgeon and Twins at Age 53."95

The sohrtion does not iie in providing women with career breaks kther because it

assumes that the major share of pardng is done by women. According to her, the cnmch

pointfor~couplescomeswiththearrivalofthestorkwhentheyremtto
traditional mles (Benn, 1998).% She tells women to make a list of all the items done in a

week or a month and you will k d that the majority are done by the woman (Berm,
1998).97 Motherhood is the most diflicult task that anyone will set you and inkmiews wi&

mothem and daughters show that there is no one way to go about it (McFexrim, 1998).98
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Combiuing mothehood and work is all about survival and putting in place reliable d

support netwoh is the most important step (Briumen and Moss, 1991).g9

2.1.6.2

Fatherhood
There is a growing bxatme on the rise of the "new dad" or the modern father.

The image of fatherhood has changed possibly due to the fragmentation of the f@

caused by sepmtion and divorce. Fathehood is not something that can be taken for

granted ( H a r h 2000). loo Ummied fithers are reabsmg that they might lose their

children for ever if the relationship with the mother of the children breaks down.

Fathehood is mom itagile than ever before. Buqgess writes about fatherhood as bemg
about lessons in exclusion" (Burgess,1997) 101

A group of Irish male sociologists, Kieran McKeown, Harry Ferguson and Dennot

Rooney, have brought the Irish krature on fdherhood up to date m their book, cbangiq

Fathers? Fatherhood and Family Life in Modem Ireland (1998).lo2 The tale ofmodem

h d y life and fatherhood is easily read m table form when you look at employment and

parental atatus, the sbarmg of caring and domestic respomiWes, horn worked as well as

marital status. Psycbk&ht Anthony Clare recehd condemdon m the newspagers when

he tried to continue tfie debate an the difiicubk that Irish men are being confronted with

in contemporary hiah society.103
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2.1.7

Caring and Human capital Accumulation

Bread*

The exercise of deckion-makingpower and

m the home is related to

earning power. It involvea identaying, m couples, the primary breadwinner and the
s
e
c
o
n
weamer. Both parinem may earn an equal share of the money coming m or one

partner may engage m paid wok while the other concentrates on the unpaid work that is

necessary to the smooth fimctioning of the f

w unit. The feminist econombts, diecussed

here below, are assuming the existence of a fkmiiy unit, wbich generally is taken to mean a
mother, a father and children, and have chosen to study this type of f
of other types of f b d y f

d

w at the expense

m

What do fenrinist e c o n d believe? One such economist has adapted the

feminist slogan of the pensonal is political to include the statement that the political is
economic m j o l in Kuiper and Sap (A),
1995)lM while another, Hopkins, reminds us

that the bhtutiions that provide care for our children are economic imlhtions (Hopki~~~
m

Kuiper and Sap (eds), 1995). O5
Why is it that children are assumed to be the sole mpomibilhy of the mother, m a

two-parent f e yand thus the costs of child care have to come out of the woman's

income? Smly it would make serme to take the costs of child care out of the income of
the hgheat earner which, considexmg that equal pay is nowhere a fact of He, would be the

M e r in two-parent families. Hochschild taka about the k l o p m c n t of global care c)uins
which invohre " ... - a h

e 8 of personal links between people

a

m the globe based on the
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paid or unpaid work of caring" (in Huttw and G i h (eds), 2000).106

Ott sees famihr decisions as bargaining problems where specialkition in market

work in-

.. .

the earning power wide q e a h a & m inworkathomedecreaseseaming

power leading to an asymmetrical M o n of human capitat Ott thinh that the
" i n t r a - f es-on"

would be more symmetrical if child care senices and flexible

working hours were widely available (O#m Kuiper and Sap (A),
1995).lo7 Pemms

disagrees, with Ott, as she believes that f l e x i i working patterm, if offered to and taken up

by women only, win serve to further strengthen the f i o n of labour. So that flexible
worb-ngmay be more of an advantage to the employer than to the employee (Rmm m

Kuiper and Sap (eds), 1995).108
Polachek says that the gender wage gap is a result of a number of factors

bfhmcingthe M e h e labour f m @c&&m

of women and men. For women, these

include marital status and duration of maniage as well as the number and spacing of

children (Polachek in Kuiper and Sap (eds), 1995).109 He firher believes that it is

. ..

-on,

b e , con-

on the part of Society and in the labour market, that keeps women m fhe

on home duties, and which prevents women h m aquhbg the

hum;tn capital that they need for their empowerment (Polachek m Kuiper and Sap (eds),
1995).110

One f&

. .

economist undertook a study of bmuhmq as a g e n b bormdary,

using the t h d c a l fhmework of gender as a social cxmstmct, and she came up with a

series of categories m which men and women could be placed. In this study,it was the
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men who were considered, and regarded themselves, as the primary breadwinner. This is
&fined thus:

. .

Breadwrmrmg involves not only paid employment, but also the day-tday
obligabon to earn motley for the financial support of the f h d y . The brahiam
has a duty to W& and leaving the labor force (eventemporarily)is not an option.
(Potuchek, 1997, p. 4)ll1

The book that resulted, Who Sumcnts the F

Dual-Earner M a h g s , was based on in&m

w Gender and Bread-

in

with men and women living in

Lmiston-Aubum, Maine who were d e d , employed and willing to be interviewed on

tape. The couples were questioned about the number of hours they spent at work,the

. .

cqpwdmn of the f h d y financesand who was the main provider in the f h d y as wen

. .

who should ideany be taking responsiMity for bmhmmg She also asked questions
c01lcamiq earnings, occupational group, whether careers were continuous or mtempkd,

marital background and number of children (Potuchek, 1997).1l2

. .

She came to the conclusion that women's orientations to bnzhmmg were a n d t

. .

of errperiences and atuahns encountered as an adult and not as a response to childhood
tmdktion (Potuchek, 1997).

The eight approaches of the women in &al-

couples are as fdlom ( P d e k , 1997).114

1.

Sally - An Employed Homemaker.

2.

Terry - A Cc~Breadwher.

Charlene - A Helper.

4.

Barbara - A Supplexn-

5.

Marie

6.

Kate - A Reluctant T r a d i t i d

7.

Elise

8.

Diane - A C
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3.

Rovider.

- A Reluctant Provider.

- A Family Centred Worker.
o

d Worker.

Almost all of the men held fuIl-timejobs and worked longer hours tfian the women,

bringing m sixty-dnw per cent of the f

e income while eighty-four per cent said th;d

being a good W
d
e
r was important to them (Potuchek, 1997).115 The four approaches
of the men in the dual-earner couple8 are:

1.

2.

3.
4.

Rogex- AT&dB*,

Bxad - A Reluctant ~ ~ d
R . d - A Cmmitted Pmvfder.
David A Role S h .

e

r

*

. .

Potuchek concluded that the bmdvmmg b o u r l ~ i s ~ c a n d ~ m

chdenge, negotiaiion and change (Potuchek, 1997). l6

Another feminist economist con^ more on the political economy of care
(Gardiner 1997).117 She wught to bedgate thc various social r e h h d @ that operate
within the household economy (Gardiner, 1997).118 For her "The acceptance that

economic analysb can and should take account of the social division of labour, is an
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eaential aspect of a feminist eumOfnicsw(Gardiner,1997).119 We need to dedbe our

terms. She says that "Domedic labour is therefm defined as those unpaid a c M e s which

could be done by someone other than the pemm who actually &es

them out or could be

purchased if a madiet for those activities existedw(Gardiner,

W h y concentrate on domestic labour? This is because it is the internal wodchg of

the household that interest her and she looks at heterosexual couple8 both with and without

children The position of women as care p r o v i h m the non-market economy, the
domestic sphere, leaves them at a d k h n h g e when they attempt to operate m the market

economy (Gardiner, 1997). 21

Relatiomhips, with members of the f b d y at home, can influence the way we

perceive~tobeorhowtheyshouldbeatworkand~~howwereWto
colleagues m the workplace. Tbis can cause problems (Gardiuer,1997).122 She

acknowledges that child care, as currentty &fined, is hghly gendered work and that the

lack of good quality, &idable public child care encourages a p o w o n of female
#c@ion

m the labourmarket where wen pad women, the m i n e , pay for f

d

private child care while low paid women,the nlajority, have to rely on i n f d child care
(Gardiner, 1997).123 Child care work is time amamhg and she lists lhe "baby akiIlewhat

can be devell*

(G;rrdiner, 1997). 124

She sees men's hmhmmt m domestic child care as a respcmae to women's

- 53 -

employment ridher than as a way to develop a c l m bond with their children or to share
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more parental activiiiea. Women collude with men m this regard. She also points to the
nlnnbem of women who are nmahklg childless or child fhx by choice (Gardiner,

1997).125

Femhhd economics has developed over the last few decades. Gadher

acknowledge8 the work of others on the a l l d o n of time, the new economics, human
capital theory, the domestic labour &bate and also the work on housewbdion (Gardiner,

1997).126 She believes that time budget studies, with tfie use of diaries, has proved

effective as a tool for monitoriog trends on domestic labour a l l d o n (Gardiner, 1997).l~~

The hdings seem to suggest that men have increased the time spent on domestic labour

marginally. Women still have less lksure time and a trend has emerged which sees couples
shopping together as a leisure activity. She quotes the results of a 1991 s u ~ v e ywhere
couples both held down fun-time jobs and the domestic respomWties were shared m

almost a quarter of cases (Gardiner, 1997).128
It is not funy understood whether domestic technology decreases women's domtstic

work or increases it. There has been a shght mctease m the employment, m the home, of
cleaners within married couple households but these are a small propodionof the total.

The purchase of ready made meah h llso mdhplied m recent yeam (Gardiner, 1997).lW

Otficr work which is un-

is that which i n v D b the care and mahtenmce of the

socialfabricoffhmilyMeguchasremembehgbirth~~

e

~

a

specialaccasionsand~gct-~ersguchasChristmasandEaster.
Thisworkisalso

n
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done by women.

Women m mid-life

2.1.7.1

- moving,=

A number of d m have noticed a growing trend among women. These women

are reawabg their p r i d e s m mid-life and effectively moving on to something new
(Apter, 1995;lM Marshan, 1997).131 They have got as far as they believe they can with
their current careers and are deciding to look to other He areas for their satisfaction id,

dare to say it, pleasure. Life for many woridng women can come to resemble one hard

slog which leaves one with one oveniding sendon which is the feeling of constant
exhuticm.

What has not yet been studied is if the women who exhiit hardier pemmhly types

aretheoneswhostaymtrackandreachtheverytopofthe~dpyramid
Studies have tried to identi@ the fhctors which dihgubh the h@y tiwcedd women,

from the less successll, to see if cer&in characteristics come into play like f
background, -on,

w

expome to eve& such as the death of a parent, or some guch

e@ly dramatic incident, or ae-

at w o k

The women that MamhaIl studied were tired of struggting m

. .

o q p w t m d cultures, of being "'hi.~llers
m a Male W d W(lkddl, 1984~
132and

yearned for a m m balanced He so they left their o q p k d b m m search of dB&
taktyies. Promotions that they sought had been denied or actively Mocked, some had
made enemies m positions of idhence or they felt isolated especiany f b m the other

women m the oqphlion. Desired feedback on p e r f i i c e had not been forthcoming
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and one woman experienced ficulties when she came out as a lesbian. The sexuality of

women m the wodqlace, epxiatly those who are homosexual, is somelhbg that needs

fbrther study in the Irish context. Like the topic of Man, lesbianism is not somethg
people will conhrm or deny as being applicable to them.

Other women had been appointed as cbange agents and their podions had become

mcmshgiy untenable. Marshall's method was to intewiew sixteen women m detail and to

ten their stories. She wanted to base her theozies about women,moving on, in grounded

data Some of the women did not like the people that they had become because the
wokplace had made them hard This tough new woman was not someone that they

recogmsed as their authentic seK Some were not necewdy opting out for good but they

were pressing the pause button for the time being.

2.1.7.2

h t e r (197)
Apter (1997)133 folmd that the e&ty

women she shadowed and inteaviewed had

no idea that their lives would be so hard nor that they would have so many d c t i n g

demands placed on them m the roles of wives, mothem and w d m . She works

inductiveb from We histories. She says that she has not reached s a h d o n point because
she is h a y s hearmg somethmg new.

The mid-life, between 40 and 55, is a period ofpsychological growth for women

when they come into their own. They exhibit a new d h c e , a sense of control and rn

brinrming with energy. She points to the k t that women's lives are far more d h a e than
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men's due to the fact that men are allowed to concentrate an one role at a time whereas the
lives of women are far more fkagmented (Apter, 1997).134

Apter identified four types of mid-He women: (1) Traditional (18 of 80);

(2) Innovalhe (24 of 80); (3) Er;pansive (25 of 80) and (4) Protestas (13 of 80).

Her

VP- were

...linked to past de.cisiq to definitions and assessments of powc~,and to female

ideology - ideas about what a woman is, what a woman should be, and how being
female affects each w ~ ' life.
s (Apter, 1997, p. 40)135

These types need M e r ehboration.

2.1.7.3

(1) TraditionaI Women

These women had remained within the prescribed roles of daqbm, wiveS or

mothers. They were stunued by the chaqp. Oftfiis group she said that:
In previous generations, develop& one's looks, fiuciing a bcyliknd, getting
engaged, then miinied, then becorning a mother of one, two or three children
d e d the rightness of women's path. Whatever else a woman did whether she
went to college, took a job, tmded these other markem showed wh& the h;rs
passed or failed her test for nOrma fcmhinii. Now women have no normal life

-

-

-

-

(Apter, 1997, P. 81)136

This lack of one right path to follow can lead to anxiety. The pattern nu@ lme

-57-

been restrictive but there is something to be said for a predictable path. For Apter,
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traditional women are subject to the superwoman syndrome, just as much as those trying to

juggle work and home, because they are constantly at the beck and call of families who
expect or demand to be serviced

In the past, the children would grow up and leave the family home - the empty

nest syndrome. Except now with the cost of fiving, many children acquire educational
debts at third level and find themsehm priced out of the housing market so that they find

themselves either not leaving the family home (the cluttered nest) or leaving and having to

return, either alone or with a partner or child m tow which is known as the revoking door
syndrome.

2.1.7.4

(2) Innovative Women

These women set out to have a successful career along the lines of the male pattern

but as outsiders. They found that at mid-life, having reached middle or senior

management, the competition was too mtense and the costs were too in&. Apter

(1997)13~
points to the pressures attached to this kind of life.

To use a p r e d u male sporting metaphor as soon as women had figured out

the rules of .the game someone moved the goal posts. Women's adult development,
undergoing change, is not accommodated by an ~ e x i i l career
e
structure that does not
allow for considerations such as caring r e q m m i i e s . These caring demands on women

have increased rather than deMeased

Twehe of her twenty-four expamk women embarked on cimm change8 m their
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forties. She thinks that women m their twenties search for a career to writ them; m their
W e s they wo* to develop their chosen career while m their forties many of them exit at

senior levela which r e d b m a jjpjra(r paftem m their fifiies. She believes that the women

in her sample e x p i e n d one of five interconnected types of crises such as:

...the strew of mark; a new awareness of imbalauce between profand personal needs; the pain of prejudice; hubations with ambitions that have
been muted or dislguised; or the mcreasmgly tense mditions at work. (Apter,
1997,p. 1 2 1 ) ~ ~ ~
The changing nature of careers has made the workplace a place of uncerkbty for

men as wen as for women with increased competition, constant technological advancement
and &layering requiring 'the survivors' to put m longer and longer hours in the office or

connected to it by mobile phone, laptop and modem, or by fax machine. Technology

means that there is nowhere you can hide for a few hours peace. It is only the toughest,
the&rr,upthatshecafls'thewiflingdcers',whom~tostayonifformthmgelse

tfiantopmvethattheycanperformasweflasanymeelsein~newcorporate

2.1.7.5

(3) l2cpmiw Women

The expansive women were consbaked in the past, by a lack of educath or dill,

but they now wiah to make up for lost time. These women may re-enter e d w a h or
makill for a new career. 'Ihey are the late developers and they use their new found a
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and confidence to b d d a new life for themseb.

2.1.7.6

(4) Protesten

Her W category are women who were prokdhg at the injustice of early

circ~~e8thathadactedasconstrain$suchasanuslplanned~cyorparenta
disappnrval of their life choices. Some of these women may have been stuck m pmrty.

Some of the women, d&y-five of the @ty,

were going through the menopause

but tfiis was not idenaed as the cause of their mid-life changes of direction. Many of

these women were part of the 'sandwich genedon' insofar as they were still caring for
children but had the added burden of elderly parents to look after as weft This situation is

set to get worse rather than better for the baby boom generation because there are fewer of

themtocarefordependallts.

Another area that ahe came across dunng her study was the impact of f

re^^ and non-family fi-

e

on mental heath She reports on research tfrat

showed that mothers and daugbm who bad sustained relatiomhips suffered fewer mnatic

symptoms. She also warns women to make and keep their fiends. It seems tbat when she

was analy~& her interview materia, she d i c e d that the women made few mentions of

their fiiends. She speculatesthat the rwson women today have fewer fiends is that therc

is no n o t i d time h e such as those &at the previous generations experienced

- engagement, maniage, motherhod, promotion, etc. (Apter, 1997).139 She conchxlcs
that "Time in scarce, but so is fiiemdthip" (Apter, 1997).140 Research has been
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undertaken on female fiiendsbip m the Irish context (O'c~wor,1992).141

2.1.8 Female adult develo~llent
Sheehy (1995)142 advocates that the old model of adult development no longer

applies. Adullhood stretched from twentyme years to *-five.
tmds, in America and Europe, show that m

An examhation of

e are getting manied later, postponiog

children and baving fewer children as we1 as liviug longer (Sheehy, 1995).143

She p m p e s three stages of aduit development: (1) Provisional adulthood

(18-30); (2) First adulthood (30-45) and (3) Second adulthood (45-85+). She noted that,

m tbe years between 1985 and 1995, there was a thirty-&

per cent increase in women

having babies in their forties. The tide of her fifth chapter is "The Fantasy of Fedlhy

Forever" and she teh the stmy of Alex, a titkty-seven year old woman,who was without
direction m her twenties but started to concdmte on her career in her W
e
s then at age
thirty-four the met a man and got married within three months. She waited a couple of

years befm trying for a baby and had one late miscarriage. The choices for the b

look stark:

Her [Alex] expectations now vacifl;de bctwecn seehg herself as a late mother,
~ m h e r f o r t i e 8 b u t ~ , o r f ~ k ~ o f w ~ h e r
away and devoting hemelfto fhther carsa success. (Sheehy, 1995, p. 68)lu

Many women are now eambg more titau, or at least the same as, their partmr.

Men used to nxch age forCy-iiw and wotlder when they would receive the next promotion

but now they may have to prepare to atart all over a g h Technology is changing at an
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accekakd pace which makes it harder for older men to stay on top of it.

Men in their fifties are the primary w e t s when it comes to d

o

e an

. .

~sothattheyoungbloodmtheirfortie8cantake~thecolporatereins.

Sheehy as0 cormnents on the changes associated with fatherhood which h p ~ t on
a new

fathers m their twenties and W
e
8 and what h e calls stiutover dads who are trying to
make a better go of it with new f&.

2.1.9 Emotionalwork
The reason that women undedce more of the caring w d in BOCiety is because

they become more aituned to the needs of other people as children They are taught to

mother by their own mothers and thhs abitity is rmprmted at a psychoadyiic level
(Chodorow, 1978). The types of paid work that ulilise the "managedheart" (Hochschild,
1983) include the profemid areas such as nmbg and teacbing as wen as even less

valued labour such as catering and cleaning The women who do these types of work
experience the u

m

.m. .m of their fee-.

The h
t part of chapter two, on the raiew of the bratme, has examined the

power relalions evidcnt in the private sphm (domedic or caring,unpaid work) Wegl

men and women. The research demcmstrates that women are stiU over identified with the
maturing aspects of the motherkg rde and mcn are under identified with the nurturing
aspects of the fidhering role.
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2.2

Women.Power and the Public S~here:Paid Work
The American and British literahre on the subject of women and work has been

growing over the last thirty years wlde m Ireland it is still m the infancy stage. The

literature covers gender and o q p k d o n a l culture (Maddock, 1999);1d5 the gendered

labour market and remitment and training policies to alter it (Game and Prmgle, 1984;146
Kremer and Montgomeryy1993;14~Rees, 1992);148 women returning to work (Bamford

andMcCarthy (eds), 1991;ld9 Kowig, l991;~~O
Steel and Thornton, 1988;151 The
Women Returners Network,1987);l52 women in corporate management and gendered

management style (Fagenson (ed.) 1993;153 Powell, 1993;154 Scase and Goffee, 1989;155
Tanton (d)1994;
,

. . .

Wajcman, 1998);157 occupational cimnmm&'on( P e i t c u

1 9 8 9 ) ; ~sex
~ (m)quahtym orgmkti0118mcludmg the gender gap m earnings and
occupational sex segregation and megqgdion (Adkins, 1995;159 Eve- (ed.), 1994;
Jacobs (ed.), 1995;161 Rosen, 1989;162 Spencer and Podmore, 1987).163
Some of the k m h r e examines change and the funue of work (Bwton, 1

~

8

Franks, 1 9 9 9 ; ~hues,
~ ~ 1 9 9 5 ) and
~ ~ some
~
looks at, the recent past such as, the process
known as the -f

..

..

'onof admmtdw / clerical work (Lowe, 1 9 8 7 ; ~Sturdyy
~~

Knights and Willmott (eds), 1 9 9 2 ) as
~ ~wen
~ as at newer sezt, such as electronics

(Mitter,1986).169
The issue of women,work and ident@ has been studied by Fdhbeth Perle
McKenna (1997)17* and she has concluded that, for mimy women, work doesn't work any

more.

;

~
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She says that there is a set of unwritten rules which require that work comes fht,
long hours are essential and that one needs to be single-minded to get to the top. She calls

this the hero system. Women have to try to fit in without becorning one of the boys and

they have to wmpartmen*

their livea and put on a public face (McKerma, 1997).171

Many women, that she encountered, woke up one day and exclaimed: "Oh, M y

God! I Forgot to Get Macried". What happens is that "We wait to have familim until we

feel our accomplishments are beyond question. And women who wait sometime8 find it
isn't so easy after a certain point" (McKerma, 1997).172

Women who partake of sequencing try at their peril to reenter a career path. On

this subject, she says that
One of the most potent resistmces that keep women fiom leaving a career path,
even for a year or two, is the fear of not being able to get back on it. Reentry is a
most effective structural mistance. Because work is structured heady, careers are
conducted by getting on a ladder and climbing up the levels of asskbnt, asmckte,
manager, director, vice president. Miss a nmg and a younger (usually male) pemcm
quickly scramble8 into your place closing the gap, exthguhhing even the traces of
your absence. (McKem~a,1997, p. 122)173
When we are young we attempt to be everythg to everyone and we don't
challenge the system. Women may be leaving oqpbti0118 that drain them bul they are

still working.

She discmered that when she
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... did an alumni survey [for a major financial institution that had lost eighty
pement of their female talent when they were at their most pductim] and it
showed that more than rtinety percent of the women who left were d
l wodmg. It
shocked them. (McKenna, 1997,p. 164)174

A study which set out to discover the extent of factors invohd m occupational
d

o

n looked at the gen-

experiences of employment relations and Parent.ing and

found that the majority of those, men and women,who had dependent children said that
family life was a first priority (Sibanen, 1994).175 Her research entailed examining what is

traditionally d d e r e d "a woman's job" (telephonist) and "a man's job" (postmen/ mail

-1Both of these occupations wuld be found in the same wokplace, were clasdied as

the same grade, and were repmmted by the same union. The aim was to explain the
continuing imbalance m relation to gender in the job of telephonist. U
,-

the

group that were most vocal m promoting the women's claims for employment were the

single, childless women over the age of thrrty years (Sittanen, 1997).176

2.2.1 The Career Develment of Women m Management

Oneacademicm@cularhaswrittenextemhelyontheissueofmanagemtnt

csaeene and the inherent shresses. His name is Cary Cooper, an American who has been
wurkmg m B

U uuhedies for a number of years, cmentiy based at the U-

of
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Manchester Institute of Science and Technology (UMIST) (Cartwright and Cooper,
1992;178 Davidson and Cooper (eds), 1993;179 White, Cox and Coopa, 1992).180 He
pop^ the term presenteeismwbich is applied to the long hours cultute in the Umted

States and the United Kingdom where one has to give the impressionthat one is working
an horn.

One of his co-authors, Marityn J. Davidson, has also become an expxt in the area
of women and the baniers that they face on the way up the management ladder (Davidson

and Bourke, 1994;180 Davidson, 1997).181 These books all tackle the results of the "res"
wbich include "...: mxgmidon, relodon of personnel, redesign of jobs and

reallocation of roles and responsiies" (CartWright and Cooper,1994).182 These eventa
are all stress pmducmg

O?)riscoIl and Cooper (1996)183 say that there is agreement that stress M caused by

the interaction of the enviromnent with the person and that strain can be divided into three

types which are (1) j o h p e d c sources; (2) o q p i d o n a l sources; and (3) personat
sources (0l)riscoII and Cooper in Warr (A),1996).184 An extreme reaction to the stress

of w d can be bumout and this is most likely m m e female occupations where the
individual has direct contact with, or care of, o h m . A later study found that computer
technolopy and computer mlated moaaoring caused stress (Suthedmd and Cooper,
2000).185

A personal source of stress might include gmwdity type and people who exhibit a
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Type A persodity, who d e r fim hurry sickness, may be more prone to stress than
Type B pemma&y types. About 10% of the population are Type As (Makin, Cooper and
Cox, 1989).1~~
Davidson mentions that women managem d e r more symptoms of

psychosomatic ill-health than male managers and thinks that this is caused by the strains at
work such as being a "token" female and the isolation that this role carries with it as wen as

dealing with d i s c ~ o and
n prejudice. Women also bear the burdens associated with
numing a home. They s t - do the majority of the cooking cleaning washing and

shopping. She thinks that women will have to master computer technology to the aame
degtee as men as well as learn to fimction in the new macho compeiitiw work world of the

future (Davidsonin Wan (ed.), 1996).187

2.2.2 Achievement Motivation

Davidson reports on studiea which showed that half of the women in the age group
sixteen to tbkty-fhe were plamdng to give pri*

to f

e while the other fifty per cent

wanted to concedrate on career (Davidson in Wan (eds), 19%).188 She also &em to
research which found that women managers were just as geographically mobile, had the
same achievement motivation and career ;rspiratiws as men (Davidson in Wan (ed),
19%).

Negative a#itudes and the mdereotyjing of women had an impact on career

advancement.

Work organidof18 need to change to take account of the existence of &ale;wer
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and &al-career couples (Cooperand Lewis, 1993).190 They recommend that both
piuiners m such a couple establish what the other feels about traditional gender roles earfy
on in the relationship, prior to marriage and chil-

because it is hpmtant to take

these feelmgs into account when career plannhg. They report on a study of 400 scientists
at an early stage in their job-aeeking and their marriages. The husbands accepted a job
with the wife fonowing him as has traditionaIly been the case.

Women who are welleducated, ambitious and manied to men m prof-

or

managerial positions tend to remain voluutady childless. But for the reat the move toward

paxmthood is seen as a rite of passage for women. Those couples who had children said

that their lifestyle, despite the hectic pace, was rewardmg as long as child care

arrangements were in place and running smoothly. One problem that they reported was

that although the division of domestic labour was perceived to be fairfy egahtanan befm

&ty

leave afhwards it was arranged along traditional lines.

In all the cases, the women retained uhimate

~~for the chiktren (Cooper

and Lewis, 1993).191 They list five reasons, why despite lip service to non-tdilional

ideology, they dip back to the older gender roles. These are (1) social expeciatioq
(2) traditional gender expectations; (3) the lack of role models; (4) the impact of maternay

leave and (5) oqpktional wmbabts which may permit some f l e x i i for women but
not as yet for men (Cooper and Lewis, 1993).192

It was &mug makmity leave that the women took over the majority of the routine

household tasks such as cooking, cleaning, shopping and laundry while the men continued
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to do the non-routine, i,dkqmt tasks such as gardening and household repairs. They
found that the division of labour was dkctty related to the amount of income brought into
the household.

Women who exhibit other diffkrenm e e e n c e even more difficulties. Black

women do not just encounter a glass ceiling they meet a concrete roof which is at a lower
level than the glass d i n g which white women come up against. This concrete roof needs
a sledgehammer to crack it. These women have to deal with sexism and racism, which

Davidson refers to as the double bind This is despite the fact that a black woman is more
likeiy to have a continuous work pattern

her white counterpart. She points to the lack

of research on working women who are lesbian, disabled or fiom an ethnic minority
background (Davidson, 1997).193

2.2.3 Perfbmmce and Efficiency

Do women managen perform as wen as male managers when they move into top

jobs? Davidson and Cooper (1992)194 report that studies have shown that there are more
eimilarities than differences when comparing male and female manage28 but that the
women need to jump through more hoop than the men (Davidsonand Cooper, 1992).195
Changes are needed m &ent

lwponsiies.

and d o n policies as wen as recognition of caring
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Women need to acquk the skiIbs necessq to manage and these may include the
need to develop assediveness and self-belief. Some of the recommended actions can prane
to be problematic such as in the case of mentoring where the male mentor blocked the

promotion of a f d e mentee (Davidson and Cooper, 1992)1% Omcr women may fail to
provide the necessary encouragement. They refer to the queen bee syndrome. The queen
bee may fear the competition and is used to being unique in the #on

where she has

'token' status with high v i s i i .

There is a need for women to plan their careers and to be geographically mobile.
There are advantages and didvantages to being single. The main disadvantage seems to

be the lack of support (Davidson and Cooper, 1992).197 They suggest that there has not
been sllflticient research done on the aUitude of co-workers to pregnant women

Davidson c<Kdited a book on Women m

a

with Ronald J. B d e . It coven h e topics of the g l a c~e~h g , as well as organidonal
culture, sex-typing, job turnover, career development, sexual harmen4 masculinity,
work-fhdy codict, women's career pattern and org;ildsatonal initiatives on equal
~ e 8 a n d ~ a c ~ Theauthmbelievcthat$leglasscdhgisstillm
o n .

place (Davidson and Burke (eds), 1994).198 As well as the glass c e h g , women may
encounter a 'glass wan' which prevemts them from moving latcdy into h e management
positions (Parker and Fagenson in D a v i h and B d e (A),
1994).lg9
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The revisw ofthe k r a t m (examined so far in &.la second part of chapter two
~withpaid~ork)ah~~&thatwomenarestifl~ed~attitudesand

~ ~ h e d t o ~ O n a g m ~ r d G s a s w ~ ~ t h e ~ ~ b a r r i e r s
astheglass~mdIheglllsswallawfiichseemtohthemboxedin.

2.2.4 Emotional Inteflinence (EI)
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Women are seen to be more emotionally Merate, a skill, which is valued m a rapidly

changing workplace where emotional intelligence is valued equally as much as IQ
(Golemaq 19%).2m Men have been encowaged to develop their emotional radar which is
somet&ingthat secretaries, who are p d o m h d y women,have done an along Emotional

is now a trait required for leadership because fee-

Intelligence

are contagbus and

confidence, like panic, can spread The cornerstones of emotional literacy are honesty,

energy, fadback as well as cmmection and trust (Cooper and Sawaf, 1997).~Ol

..

2.2.5 Trammg

One of the questions that human r e s o w depiutments face when setting up

courses is whether women and men should be accommodated separately or whether all
trahing courses should be gender-bhd Women communicate (Cameron (ed.), 1 9 9 8 ; ~ ~ ~
Spender, 198~203
Tamen, 1990,204 1992,205 1994,206 1995)207 and even argue

differentiy (Mapstone, 19983208 Tarmen, 1998).209 Therefore, courses on communidm

might be more valuable for women if they concentrated on the diffe~enceathat need

addressing. Women are perceived to be less assertive and also less selfhdident m the

wodqlace, than their male colleagues, therefore courses on ameditmeas hahbg and
seE-

building might be better received in an an female envinmment.

In ~mmagcrnent&hlopment, the two main activities for male and female

mauagers or aspiring managers is that of setting and meeling goals (Pedler, B q a y n e and
Baydel, 1994).21° Women bave to decide how best to combine w d goah with fae goals.
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This may entail M e r sbudy to built up confidence and seIf-esteem.

Many women seem to believe that it is enough to work hard at their currentjob and

thatthis hard workwiIlberecognised by their superion whowillseeiittopromotethem.

This is a naive belief. It is not enough to work diligently and hope that recogdim will

ensue. Oneneedstoensurethatme~seentoworkhardand$latitisstatedexpli~that
career progression is, desired if not, expected.
2.2.6 Netwokkg and Mentoring

Most authors of management books, and specdicaUy those that refer to women in

business, highlight the imptmce of mentoring and netwoxkbg. Mentoring and

networking should be used by human resource departments in recdment, induction,
career development as well as retainer schemes (Segemm-Peck, 1991).211 I,Netw-

and Mentoring, Segerman-Peck &fines the latter thus:

Mentcning is a p o w d system for makingp g m . It dqmda w the p d t k
partnership of two people: a 'junior' parher, tbe mentee or m e ) , who wants
to get ahead and a 'senior' m a ,the mentor, s o m m e who a h d y ahead, who
wants to help the junior learn the ropes. (Scgtmm-Peck, 1991, p. 13y12
She reminds us that "Mentor& is a personal, relationship involvmg real people,

begins with emotions as well as work needs. That meam that chemistry is invoIvedw
(Segermm-Peck, 1991).213 This means that pwmby clasha can result in r e b b i p a

breaking down especiany when the mentee outgrows the mentor.
She says that "Thereare several ways mentors help their mentees: they pmvide

support, protection, opportunities for growth and learning, facilities, f-k,

iufdon,
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knowiedge of oqgmidonal politics, and they can act as role models" (Segeman-Peck,
1991).214
Who can mentor? She continues that.
A mentoring role can be taken by a number of people, a teacher, a neighbow, a
senior colleague, even a parent, anyone who finds the talent in you and will help
you develop it. Your mentor is your guardian angel. Someone who is
knowledgeable, helpfid, wise, prepared to help you along the path of your career,
take you by the hand, to help you over puddles m the road, catch you when you
fall, and eventually give you wiqp to fly alone. (Segeman-Peck, 1991, p. 23)215
She lists the b e n d of bemg mentored as improving perfbrmance, people /

technical skills along with aidmg personal growth and home / work balance

l6 A mentor p e r f m a ampem&q role for women wh(Segexman-Peck, 1991).~

networks are "... collections of people, linked by a common interest or experience, a group
of contacts" (Segeman-Peck, 1991, p. 36).217 She recommends keeping a umstant eye

out for useful people and when you find them to make a note in a journal or in table form.

Lahhm (1994)218 did some work on mentoring and started with the question:

Why do women need mentoring? She found that women may be less likely to obtain

mentors. She wanted to estabJiah the importance of mentoring and see if there werc

genda differences. The sbudy, wmmjssioned by the Univedy of St. Andrews, concluded

that mentoring is bemeficial, espediy in the e d y stages of a career regardless of gender,
the majority of mentors were men and the amage number of mentor relati-

was

tfiree (Lahhmen, 1994).219 Netwodhg has been seen by 0 t h authm as a form of
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empowerment and as a means of buildmg powexid relaiionships at work (Warren and
G i e w 1995).~~O
2.2.7 S e x D i s c ~ o n m E m o l o y n e n t

The definition of sexism which will be used here is that of Benokraitis. He says

that "Sexism, or disc-on

against people based on their biological sex, usually r e f i

to the economic and social domhation of women by menw(Benkraitis, 1997).~~l
The

difference between earlier sex o-n

and sexism in the 21st centuy is that it takes a

. ..

more subtle fonn of social controL rhsmmm&'on,whether actual or perceived, may be

harmful to the career advancement of women (Gutek, Groff Cohn and Tsui, 1 9 % ) ~ ~ ~ ~

Sites of sexist practice agabt women include the military training camp,the

unwersity campus, the legal, penal and political systems and the school classroom. Men
aresubjecttosexisminthe childcaresystem, whereifthey expma anmbwtmtherole
of child care worker, they may be accused of being a paedophile. Pervasive sexist practices

deny women equal pay for jobs of comparable worth.
2.2.8 Sexual Harassment and Bufhins m the Work~lace

Thecasesbudyofdharassmentmone~cecompanystandsoutbecause
the deacripticms of the characters are so vivid that they come alive on the page (Colliuacm
and C o w 1996).223 The harasser is a male chauvinist aptly named, m real He and
well as in the study, Dick. Dick, who has a drink problem which does not excuse his

behaviour, harassed the majority of the women that he came into contact with dmmg his
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working

w-

The authors of the study show how each woman, who was subject to Dick's

harassment, &ah with it in their own way. The point being that each woman had to deal

with the problem alone because of a lack of salidanty between the women as well as the

lack of support from above. Dick won in the end because all the women removed
themseb fkom his sphere of influence by either leaving the hor moving out of the

sales ~ I Wto a more tradidional field for women such as personnel. The female co-author,

Margaret Cohson, had been the target of a harasser like Dick although not to the same
degr=-

Sexual harassment, like bunying, is atl about power. The issue of sexual@ at work

is now a legal minefield (Laabs, 1995).224 Women have to be comtantiy on the alert
became carelm t a k may cost jobs (James, 1998).225 Intimacy between con-

whether fiendahpa or romances,is part of a delicate balancing act. Even commuuicatkm

on the internet is moIlitored Many companies have had to restrict their workers fimn

spending h e visiting non-wd sites dmmg office hours. Banking o q m i d o n s rouheiy

tape telephone

read inkmet commuui-

and hiwe cameras in lifts,

conidors and capads.

22.9 E m D o w ~

Womenntedtostafttalangrtsponsibitrtyfortftcir~wn~atirntatty~
and to plan their progression. They must be taught to undmtand that the workplace is a

scene of power and politics and accordmgly develop their personal power and
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comm~cate
it to others. Power m the workplace can be formal and / or i n f d and

women should learn how to recognise both forms and how to M c i p a t e fdly in the
oqphationalpolitics and consequent power gamea (Warrenand G i e w 1995).2~6

Career plarming for women must take account of both work and home life. A

mbdmiial amount of research has been done on the issue of balance and the w&e

mterfilce (Chi-

1995;~~'Michaels, 1995;228 Regan, 1994;229 Rodgers and

Rodgers, 1 9 8 9 ; ~Solomon,
~
1 9 9 4 , 1995).232
~~~
Employee Assistance Fbgammes
(EAPs) should be able to help employees balance the two areas of life

- work and family.

This will become more of a priority as the numbers of dual-career / dualamer families

maease and the @over begins to interfere with workplace w f i v i t y (Lundy and

Younger,

One author has pointed out that the financial costs of providing

fimily-fiiendly beneits can outweigh the beneits to employers (Flynn, 1995).234

Banking firms m Wall Street have i a t d u d a 'concierge' system whereby a staff

member is employed fun-time to undertake time consuming errands that would eat into the
workday. The type of request might be as minor as swrcing, purchasing, wrapping and

. .

sending a bidhday card and gift or less minor such as bmshphg the homes for the
e k M y m a particular location. Many large employem now offer f a e s such as dry

cleaning photographic processing, ;urtomatedbankmg and bill paying, all of which would

take their employee8 off the prenrises and thus eat into their time at w o k

2.3

Cometition and Agmmion
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Women are m A k lto believe that competition is not a feminine trait and thus
competing with women is dZEcult enough but c m p d h g wi.tfi men is ewm harder (Miner

and Longino, 1987).n5 The workplace envimment is by definition umptih and

perfinmimce appraisals and performance r e M pay encourage people to compete with

their coDeagues rather than work as a team. Men are possibly bet& equipped to deal with
~lnghlycompetitive~entbecauseitissome~theyl~aboutastoddlersm
the playground and as young men on the playing field

M e d to competition is aggmsion which again is something that is given daily

encouragement for boys and men when they are told to stand up for themseb. The

opposhe is true for women. An expert on female gangs says that:

Women see -on
as a temporary loss of control caused by overwhelming
pressure and resultmg m guilt. Men see aggression as a means of exerting control
over other people when they feel the need to reclaim power and seIfkxteem.
(Campbell, 1993, p. viii)236

Some Writers, both academic and non-acadentic, have chosen to concentrate on

deficienciesfound at the mchidual level of the woman while others look to the work

. .

oqpwbon as the soucce of the problem. There is no denying that there is a problem, that

w o m e n a r e ~ a g l a s ~s o~u g h t h e r e i s ~ e n t a s t o t h e r o o t o f t h i s

bpedment. Are women lacking m the necessary slritls for leadership? Do women lack
ambith or the ~

~ to succeed mcthe world of epaid w

d which is still a mads

w d d ? Does the fault lie m the stmctures of the orgardsatons where like promote like,
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men, on the grounds of homosociability and risk aversion?

Does your face fit? Do you dress m the same style and conduct youmelfin the

samemat~erasth08emthe~0118ofauth~thatyouaspireto?
Thiscanbehardto

do if there is one fundamental and quite obvious d i f f i which is h t they are all male

and you are f e d . Y w are going to stand out however much you try to blend m with all

the grey suits.

The review of the studies, climwed above, demomtmka that oq@mtiom are sites

of sexual harassment and sexual dkakhtioa This behaviour is more subtie than m

previous decades but neverheless it is stitl penr;lsive. The research indicates that women

need to develop networks and mentoring reM*
of the power relati=-

and to begin to appreciate the nature

that exist in the new compeiitive wodcplace.
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2.3.2 Think hbnixer, Tfiink Male
Schein has done a considerable amount of research on managerial sex-typing. It

was Schein who told us that when most people thintr of a manager they think of a male.
The instrument that she devised is known as the Schein DescriptiveIndex and three fonns
of the SDI were developed. Schein's study was replicated with a sample of 420 male

middle-he managers and 173 female middle-line managers fiom nine companies, both

manufacturing and services. The same methods were followed as Schein and it was found
that there had been a change among the women over h e . The men,however, held the
same attitudes as earlier. Schein then decided to replicate her own work but this time she

used management students. The 145 males and 85 females were students at a dpxivate

liberal arts college in America and the hypothesis was not umhned among the women
(Schein, 1994).2~'
2.3.3 JobTmover
Brett and Stroh tackled the subject of the tumm of women managers (in

Davidson and Burke (eds), 1994).~~8
Their research, between 1989 and 1990, showed a
1 2 % d i f f e ~ e n c e m t u r n 0 v e r r a t e s b e t w e m f d a n d m a l e ~Theyreportthat
.

a p p m w l y 10% of women quit thcirjobs because of sexual harassment. Brett and

Stroh believe that the fin@

are condent with the glass ceiling perspeclive, that women

are unhappy with the career opportunitits and leave, and that the single women vote with

ihek feet (Brettand Stroh m Davidson and Bmke (eds), 1994).239

Women managers do leave at a higher rate than their male counterparts. These
women e x p i e n d more stress than the men and they were less positive that they could
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linther their career within the organisation. One hding which is surprising is that famih.
obligations do not increase turnover. In fact, it reduces the rate (Brett and Slroh m

Davidson and Burire (eds), 1994)-24

They iden*

career stability and c

tfiree patterns for female managers which they term career mobihy,
m and fimily nrbr. They say that: "Career-mobile women would

be identiiied by uniutemupted w&bm

participation and a relaiivdy high number of

employers"and "Career-stablewomen are characterised by uninterrupted woddorce

participation and longer tenure m fewer tmqmies" while "thecareer-family-& pattern

c

b those whose
~ w&bm

entxies and exits have coincided with famihl eventsw

(Brettand Stroh in Davidson and Burke (eds), 1994, p. 62)-241
Orgatlisations are losing women to better opportunities and they criticise the

exishg athmpta by employers as being too s q x d c i a l (Brett and Stroh m Davidson and

Burke (eds), 1 9 9 4 ) . ~B~d~e and McKean propose that one of the reasons that the glass

ceiling is d
l m place is because women are a f f d different, read lesser, w

e

8

for career development ( B d e and McKean m Davidson and Burke (eds), 1 9 9 4 ) . ~ ~

Goffee and Nichdson (m Davidson and Burke (eds), 1994)244 note that women

have ~~mobility pasterm3 and mommend that future research concenbak on the
diffefences rather than the s b i l d i e between
~
the career a s ~ o n of
s men and women.
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Mary Dean ~ . e has
~ identified
~ 5
seven models which descrii women's career

patterns over three dimensions which include: (1) timing of chilchq (2) level of

i w o b e n t with career aver h e ; and (3) level of invohiement with family over h e (m

Davidson and Burke (eds), 1994).2d6 Dean Lee states that:

The timing of children was d d e d early ( f h t child born befm age 30) or late
(fjrst child born age 30 or later). Level of involvement with children and fhmily
and level of involvement in career were categorhed as high, moderate or low at
different points m h e . (Dean Lee m Davidson and Burke (eds), 1994,
p. 244)247
The seven models are: (1) Fsuiy career orientation sustained; (2) Early cmm

orientation modified; (3) Earfy career and f i d y orientation; (4) Earfy marriage and

parenthood; (5) Sequencing: Career-fw-,

(6)Sequencing: Family-camx and

(7) Ealiy famity oriefltafion sustained

The seven patterns show that women have differing needs for independence and

intimacy and that these may change over the life come and either strengtfienor m many
cases destabilise a marriage. The women placed different levels of emphasis on the

importance of the role of parent but she says that men ahould invest more m their parental
role (Dean Lee m Davidson and Burke (eds), 1994) 248

She poses one v e ~ ybqmtmt question: "Whatis the d c a l level of parental
Invohement with children m order that they develop well, thrive well, and grow up to be

rwpmsiie, jroductive Citizens, and patents to the next generation?" (Dean Lee in

Davidson and Burke (eds), 1994, p. 257).249 One way that career oriented women coped,
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with having a f-,

was by having only one child.

Other authors have looked at the p e r f i c e of women who aspire to leadership

and the perception of the &brmmce

(Harriman, 1996);29 the career w
e
8 of

ambitious women who have achieved management positions (Gerver and Hart, 1 9 9 1 ) ; ~ ~ ~

the motivation of women and the exercise of power and powerlessness

m,

M o w and Virmicombe, 1988y52 as wen as at the professional a o d i d o a of women

fimn a psychological perspecperspective (Nicholson, 1996)253

2.4

The issue of whether men and women possess varying- 1

styles has been

&hated. It has been suggested by thw who believe that women have a dkhctive way of

leading that this will be adopted by men as bemg more appropriate to changing
organidonal cultures (Alvewm and Due Bitting, 1997).2s4

2.4.1 Power and Powerlessness
Women need to gain an u n a d m g of personaland impersonat power as well as

orgmidonal power. They need to grasp the hporbuce of having an insight into their

piymcal abilities as wen as their cognitive and leach&@styles. Training, mentoring,

networiring, career development schemes, perfinmawe appraisal and asseaanent as wen as

change m;tnagement i d i a h x can aU impact on the career progmwim of women

(virmicombe and Cohdl, 1995).255

If men hold orgmidonal power is it reasonable to expect them to hand it over to
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women? Why should they? (Fmch m Itzin and Newman (eds), 1 9 9 9 . ~If ~women

were the ones m the positions of oqpnidonal power would they cede control to men?

Women who have reached positions of power, or broken through the glass d i n g ,

cau tell the rest of us how they got there and what it takes (Abr;rms, 1993;257 G d E h
(ed), 1 9 % ; ~Wall,
~ 1 9 9 1 ) . ~Entrqrenewial
~~
women have come to appreciate the

amptih nature of business; the power games that are played and the ruthless cutture of

success (Allen and Truman (eds), 1993;2@ Dlx, 1991;261 Jones, 1992;262 McLntgMq

1992).263

Powerieamess or fhslnlion at the fiihm to make professional pmgess may lead

or -011

to dis-ent

m women. The main reason that women do not succeed

is that they do not have wives at home (Apter, 1993)264 or they expeience d H m t career
mobildy patterns that lead to sepgation into W m t jobs and funciions (Nicholson and

West,1988).265
OccupationalpsychologisEB and sociologists have looked at the areas of job

ddaction and motivation as well as power needs to see ifthen are differences that can be

accounted for by gender (Porteous, 1997).266 Psychological testing as wen as job

emhution methods lme come under criticism for bcing gender biased.
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2.4.2 Human Resource Mimwrnent

Hufnan r e s o m depadments will have to understand the delicate balance between

success, fhbess and effective management. This can be achieved for a w & i

that

balances work and home He and where long hours are U d e r e d an ineffective way to

nm a business. Diversity and eqwlity should be treated as core businesa values. The
~

0

1

that succeed
~
s witl have to be healthy organisations which operate with a eenee

of eihics and fairness towards

cwtomers, shareholdem as wen as the environment

(Newell, 1995).~~'

Another tool which employers and employees will need to mcorporak mto the

human resources strategy will be i m p s i o n management. It is seen as a way to improve
effectivenes and fihess, as tough corporate environments make it even more e a d h l ,
because @cia1

attitudes come to the fore when people are under pressure ( R d e l d ,

Giacalone and Riordan, 1 9 9 ~ ) . ~ ~ ~

Tqression management and how it can impact on issues and processes m human

resources management has been examined m relation to P e r f i c e A p p m d (PA),

leadership, training,o q p i d o n a l development as well as Employee Amkance

Rogrammes (EAPs). The last three are areas that need M e r empirical and t h d c a l

work ( R d e l d , Giacalone and Riordau, 1995).269

Thehumanresources~entsneedtostartbyexatniniagmdivi&al
psychological attributes (Taifel and Fraser (eds), 1978),270interviewing methods,

conditiom at work, levels of leadership and participation as wen as comm~midonand
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change management strategies to see if any of these areas may contain gender bias

(Graham and Benaett, 1992).~~l
The other areas that require attention begin with

examining job malysb and spedicaticms to see if a requirement is disclmthat0l.y.
'
For

example, an age restciction attached to a job specification may be found to exclude women
who left the workforce for childreaing or who entered late.

They continue with d e n t (intemiewing panels and decision-making

processes) and selection methods, contracts of employment,

and p e r f i c e

apprarsals, career development, work design, promotion, trmsfiers, demotion, re-

nxipption and terminaton of cmhcts and dismissal (Appleby, 1988;z72 Bennett,

1991).~nThe more formalised and cdrolled the d e n t process become8 the less

likely that sex -on

win occur ( C o u Knights and Collinson, 1990).274

Human resources departments should ensure that job evaluations are free of gender

bias as wen as all remunerdon schemes for weekly and monthly paid staffas wen as any

incentives,p e r f i c e payments and fihge benefits such as club membership and car
allowances. Staff mothdon scbemts should be aimed at both male and female q l o y e e a

(Gumgle and Flood, 1990).~~~
Even health and safety issues can have a gender impact

where more women work on Video I)lsplay Units (VDUs) (leac€ingto eyesIrain and

Repetitive Strain Injury) as wen as the impEdons of office workmg throughout an stages
ofprqgmcy ie. Eating fde boxes and exposure to radiation fivm office machinery.

Giewnce and dbaphmy procedures must also be gender proofed (Torrington

and Hall, 1 9 9 1 ) . ~In~order
~ for all the above mentioned human ~e80urcesmanagement
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areas to be completely fair adequate records should be maintained. Even approaches to

new technology should be monitored for signs of unequal access (Grint, 1991).277 The

introduction of new technology can trimdorm an industry and may even lead to

mxgqgtion (Baran m Pahl (ed.), 1988)*278

As illudmted m this section of the review, most of the studies on the career

development of women have attempted to classIfjr women in terms of the commitment they

exhibit to @cular

roles (and We and career patkms). These typologies are based around

the division of labour - paid work and / or uflpaid w o k The next part of this d k m t i o n
examines the orgmidicmal initiatives (plicies and practices) that are intended to improve

the situation for women It also addresses the nature of the changing concept of camx and

the rapidly changmg world of work which has left both men and women floundering m a

sea of unceltainty.
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2.4.3 EqdlyandDivemity

Equal oppodmities (EO) should, by now, be established as a fimction m all human

resources departments (Shaw and P e m (eds), 1995).279 Guidebooks have been

. .

pubfished which show which oqymlxms have best practice status in relation to EO.

Some of the financial indhdi0118 which merit honourable mentiom include the AIB Group,

Bank of Ireland and the Bank of England (MccGwire, 1992).280

The argument for implementing EO policies and practices include better staff

retention / lower turnover, increased efficiency 1 higher pr&tivity

and improved ~ t u m

on investment. One important point to remember is that all EO initktiw should be

monitored and the strategies altered if necessary (Brownand Lawton, 1 9 9 1 ) . ~ ~The
l

routine mention of a commitment to EO, as part of a public relatioxu exercise, m annual
reports should be expanded to quantified results and meammnents year on year (e.g. BP

Annual ~ e p o r t ) . ~ ~ ~

An organidon committed to organkdonal learning will examine how

orgaidonal s o d i d o n , developing staffcompetencies, facilitaiing career development,

the practice of assessments and even the management of effective and diverse teams impact
on the career advancement of women (Mabey and Iles (eds), 1994).283 The o q g m b d d

cubme may place expectations on men and women that can reahtically only be met by

smgle, childless individuals or indivi-

who are not the primary carem of the f e . For

instance, ifthe i n f d rule is for promotion to take place before age thirty or thkly-five

and pmgmsioninto senior management by age forty then we might expect more men than

women m the o q p k t i o n will haw reached these rungs on the career ladder. This is a
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form of gendered ageism (itzin and Phillipson m Itzin and Newman (eds), 1995).~~~

If a woman coasts m career terms for a number of years due to famity

reqmsibilitiies, then wants to change her pricnities later to her wreer, she may find that it is
too late. The @on

is whether organisations should be expected to accommodate

women in this way. The business case for retention says tfiat they should because of the

mwsiment in training that has been made as wen as the firm s@c

knowledge that these

women possess.

Arnold has quite a different idea of what cmsthtes a career as we start the 21st

century. He saysthat:

... careers emcompass a wide range of sequences of occupational experiences, not
just conventional ones. They do not nemxmity invoh promotion, and they may
wen cross occupational and orgmktional boundaries, k p e n t l y m many cases.
Careers are sub~ectkas wen as objective - they include people's inbpretation of
p
what happens to them as well as observed objectively. ( h d 4 1997, p. 1
This &hition is unusual m that it would normany denote a job rather than a

career. The changes, that we will all have to adapt to,inch& increased woridoads,

short-term contracts, the diqpamnce of oqmktional career structures,

changing skill requkmenia, a diverse labour force, ageing populations, d e r

oqpbations, working hm or at home and job i
nsecm (Arnold, 1 9 9 7 ) . ~The
~~

&layering and do-

i d i h e s have been overdone m some organidom. The new

language of careers involves cmpetencies. He uses a &fixtition which sees competency as
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"... an observable skill or ability to complete a managerial task

(Arnold,

1997).287

The career management inkwentiom for m

o

m that he lista include internal

vacancy notification; career workbooks and career planuing workshops for

seKkleve1opment; computer-&ted

career management; individual c o u n s e u personal

development plans (PDPs); career action cenkes (CACs) and development centres using a

mixture of group discussions, sim&ons,

men-

presentations, intemiews as well as psychomhc

p r o g a a a , succession planning, job rotations and ou@amnent

(Arnold, 1997).~~~
Other career inkmentions that he favours are Developmental Work

Assignments (DWAs), perfbmmce apprad (PA) and netwodhg (Arnold, 1997)."

2.4.4 Ommktional Culture Change

WaEBonsaysthat:

Whatis@Onalc&?

. .

We can define o q g m m h d cubme as a set of shared rneaiqp to be shared by
members ofthe onw which will define what is good and bad, rightand
wrong, and what are the appropriate ways for members of that group to tfiink and
behave. (Watson, 1994, pp. 111-112)2m
There is an official! f d ~ o n a l c u t t u r ase well as a n u n o f E c i a l l i n f d

one. They can change at d i f f i speeds. The cngmktional culture is somethmg that can

be hinted at m mcluctimpmgmnmes but it is something that you dewlop an qpmdion

of over a period of time m the company. Partiaption in mentoring and networking
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activities within the orgamdon hiwe been seen as ways of speeding up the process.
The oqpktional culture may place a lngh v a h ~on fbrther / continuing education

which is stated as a goal by the human resourm department and is

some^ that is

stressed wntinuously by departmental manapetn. Those who refuse to continue with either

professional examhalions or other relevant courses may be regarded as lazy by others m

the o q p k t i o r ~Watson believes that management should try to bring the official and
unofficial oqpimtional cultures into line with each other (Watson, 1

~

4

)

~

~

Case stdies have been used to examine the value of women-ody training and

pensonal development h i h t k e s and equal opportunity training for male and female
managers in banking (McDougaIl and Briley, 1994).292 Some women have been moved

into o r g a n i d d areas as pat of a change strategy. They have been placed here as
change agents m oqpkdions (Ledwhh and Colgan (eds),

2.4.5 f%~~&~Careers
Careens ate changing at as rapid pace as technology. The chimges that the internet

and eammerce have brought and will brmg m the future can only be imagined at this

point. Thirty years ago, many fhrologists pmiicted that we would all be sitting back
relaxing while compm did an the work. This proved to be an incorrect pndction. We

are working longer hours than ever before and we, egpadly women, have more roles that
we are expected to fill with less free time at our chsposal. Cheer patterns and ways of

~

~
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woriung are changing but not neady as quickly as we perceive.

The demise of the old employeremployee ~latiwshipthat was based on trust

means that a new psychological contract has to be devised (Herriot and Pembaton,
1 ~ ~ 2 Nicholson,
9 4
1 ~ ~ 2 Pemberton,
9 5
1995).2%

The new career contract needs

more thought and a greater level of input on the employee side of the &ihn&ip
(McCauley and Hardin& 19%),297 One d

m r e f d to the changes in the 1990s as a

"work quakew(Nelson Bolles,
A woman's career over a lifeiime might entail a period of underemployment (Klein,

1 9 % ) ~temporary
~ ~ ~ employment (Men-

19932300 homeworking (Phmcklea and

WollcowiQ 1 9 9 5 ;Richards,
~~
1 9 9 4 ,and
~ ~1997),303or telewmking (Jackson and Van

der Wielen (eds), 1998),~
flexiile workmg during childbeaing / childrearing years

~ ~ ~ 1996)m leading to a desire for
(Gottheb, Kelloway and Barham, 1 9 9 8 ;Soloman,
simplicity and d o w d d b g p s i i l y at mid-He (Ghazi and Jones, 1997;~~'Laabs,
19%),308

The question that we need to a& is whetfier organidonal change has led to the

~ofthecorporatecareermiSitprcmahaetosaythatitiSgoneforgood?(Gue9tand

MacKensie Davey, 1 9 % ; ~Modey,
~ ~ Gunnigie and Heraty, 1994).310 If the ladder is

sh~thenemployee8haveto~whatleveltheytfiinktheycanachi~or~to
over a cater (Goffee and Scase, 1992).311

Where do women fi into the picture? .Women, &e to the changes m gender
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relations, have at last got a chance of making it to the top part of the ladder,or at least
higher than ever before, just when the ladder is truncated and starb to wobble. The

direction of movement on the ladder for those who were considered management material

was upward, and not latedly, but now we cau even speak of the ladders being broken
(Ostennan (ed), 1996).312 New forms of organidon rely on new and different skills and

competencies in the wotldbrce a9 wen as new u n m m and more flexiile

relationships (Crompton, Gallie and b l l , 19%).313 Everyone has to take responsl'bility

for the management of their own cme~(s)(Useem in Osterman (ed.), 19%).314

The hrends that have occumd, in non-stmdard work, wiU int-

rather than

decrease over time and these include changes in the organidon of production with the
errpansion of the service sector, a sector which employs women w d m ; the

intensification of technological change and development of infomation commurddon
technologies (ICTs) which are set to revoluhdise the business world (such as

eummerce) and the decline of the male breadwber model even M e r (Crompton,
Galbe and PurceII (eds), 19%).315
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2.4.6 Fkmeasion within the Professions

The increase in the numbers of women entering a profession would surely be an

indication of success m p q m s i o n terms. Women continue to enter law, accountancy and
science because they are finding success m large numbers in those areas. A number of

have put paid to these theories.

Women are studying law in larger numbers than ever before but they are not

progressing at the pace one would expect QvfcGlynn and Gdam, 1995).316 A serie8 of
articles by the legal correspondent of The Times sums up the problem with heading such

as W e room at the top for women lawyers" and "Failing to pass the sex test?"317

In an article in The Times (1997318 entitied "Wheremen still rule," Clare

McGlym, lecturer in law at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne an4 chair of Young

. . .

Women Lawyers, says that "Sex -on

is mcxamgly tecognised as a fact of life m

the legal profession. Achieving balance, however, is f i c u l t and slow." A feature article

by Coulter (2000?19 reportedthat the average female -on

m the legal profession

m Ireland is 14% but typically the higher up one goes the fewer women to be found

In Bxitain, m recent decades, women lawym have become more vocal about the

way the law treaEs women eapeclany as victints of rape (Kenuedy, 1992).32* The law has

alsopavedthewayforwmenwithl~ch;mgesmregardtolabowlaw,social
w e h law, f h d y law as wen as m criminallaw (CormeIty (ed.), 1 9 9 3 ; ~V~m~

P m d p d a and McCarthy, 1989).322

The situation m science is much worse. Women have been working in the field of
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science for many yeam and have provided a contn'bution to scientific knowledge

(Benjamin (ed.), 1991).323 A number of books have depicted a very negative workmg
envkmment for women @vet$ 19%;324 Fox Keller and Longino (eds), 1 9 % ; ~ ~ ~

Pattalilr.ci (ed), 1998).326 Scientific work is still maledomhakd, and mmidered wolk for

men,as a case study by K;dhryn Packer (19%)32' shows.

Women are portrayed m the management literature as dnngera but m science they

a ~ considered
e
to be trespassers (Pattahcci (ed.), 1998).328

The last chapter of this book

edited by Pattatwi is tided "A Reason for 0pti1nism"329 but the contents leave no doubt
that there is no room to be optimistic. It contabs shies of career derailment and faihae to

meet career chatlenges s w m h d l y . The tone of the work is bitter m the extreme. It is the

most negative book that the author has ever read about women and wok

Another work which sets out to discuss the gendered experience of career for

female scientists and engineen opens with a general discusion on the nature of gendered
oqpidional, occupational 4subjective careers @vetts (ed.), 19%).330 Gender and

career identity are seen to be tied up together and four typea of career iden&& are

outbed:

(1) The we-focus career: promoth antecdence;
(2) The dual-focus career: promotion accommudalion;

(3) The dual-fmus career: parenthood acummodationand

(4) The angle-focus career: parenthood mtedence (Evetts (ed.), 19%).331

Career progression / prumotion is linked to gender differences, as identified by
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occupational sociologists and ferrdnists since the 1980s, whereby women are segregated

. .

horizontally and vertically as wen as margmahsed and ghettoiaed even within the

professicms. The We history method is p r e f d as a way of examining women's career
identities. These identities are based around the balance that each woman can achieve m
her public and private life which is dependent on the choices that she makes around the

issue of parenthood and opting for the double shift. Whether to start a f@

and become

a mother or remain childkxs is, m this model, tied to the issue of self-identity and career

identity for women but not for men.

At lower management levels women can circ-

their way around the

. .

s t ~ ~ t u rbaniers
al
of the oqymabd cdtum but it is at the lugher levels where the

decisions for promotion to senior management positions become more subjective. The
criteria for selection are less clear at this level and who you know as wen as who know of

your work and reputation as wen as your face may be more importaut than impressive
academic quahfications, work e e n c e and potentiat Where women have the tide of

manager it is instructive to &just who or what are they mmaging (Evet$(ed),

Technology is also g e n M and women k d it hard to progress when

technological change is iotroduced became it iu sem as being masculine (Hackcr, 1990).333
Cynthia Cockbum says that men's stance at women's attempts to achieve sexual equaity m
oqpkdons, m what ahe tenns the poet-f-

age, is one of mistance (Cockburn,

1991).334 A study of women and technology m the Greek banking system found that

computeaidon made the situation worse, not better, for women ( h w n h k i and Sidgaki
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m Cockburn and Furst D3ic (eds), 1994).335

The mtemet has not changed litis to any great degree. There is even a gender gap

on the qmbighway (Spender, 1 9 9 9 . The
~ ~ generation
~
of twenty sanethings are the

digital generation and most m tune with the new developments m infomalion technology

and all it means for employment of the future (Coupland, 1991, 33'1995;~~~
Negroponte,
1 9 9 5 ; ~Spar
~ ~and Bussgang, 19%).~&Gender does ,tt,m this new digital world

(McGrath, 1 9 9 p 1but some believe that women are equpped to meet the new chanenges

ahead (Plant, 1997).342

The issue of women and c o m p m was examined, by a lecturer in computer

science fiwm the Unknity of Keele, and she found that women are at a d k h m h g e in

the industry which is not h e w by the fact that the majority of computer games aimed at
children involve bloud and guta and keep score of the number of computer "kills" (Gnrndy,
1996).343 Gids need to learn h t computem can be fun and this goes back to how

computem are taught at school.

One woman who has made a career out of her &ts

mto how the intemet and

asmc&ed technologies will change the way we live and w d is Esther Dyson (Dyscm,

1997).344 She warns that "One of k major points I want to get acrow is the profunddy

of the changes that the Net will brmg to human Mans - and iis lack of impact on

human nature" (Dyscm, 1997, p. 4).345

Work organid0~18are hying emulate the success of the software mdudxy in
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Silicon Valley and this fonn of work organisaton is being used as a model but it has a

downside as well as an upside. She states that:

2.5

The good aspects are an opemess to change, excitement, teamwodr, a wihgness
to admit and learn hmmistakes. The bad aspecb are troubling: Obsession with
work and neglect of f d e s and human values, impatience, preoccupation with
money and stock prices. (Dyson, 1997, p. 66)346

Women,Mawzement and Power: A ( h m a d v e Pm-~eclive
A& and h l i (Adler and h l i (eds), 1994)347 discuss the development of

women in management world wide and say that the irrvestjgation into the subject started m
the United States m the 19708, reached western Europe in the eady 1980s, Asia by the mid
19809 and the communist /post-communist countries by the late 1980s. The financial

senices sector has opened up lower and middle management positions to women world

wide.

They say that they made an hprhnt m

failed to dB-

t m their eariier works because they

between moving m and moving up within. The women exec*

Eace chanenges of a different maguhde than than women managem. They state that:
"Becoming a mmager requires credentiats whereas becoming an executive requires, among

other tbinga, belonging to the

networks" (Adler and h l i (eds), 1994,

p. 8).348

Adler identifies a breed of female expatch manager who works across bordcrs.

She is relatively young, at just under thirty, probably has an M.B.A., speaks two or three
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languages fiuentiy and is more likely to be single than married She may be q l a y e d by a

financial institution and has worked abroad for a number of years.

2.5.1 Asia

In a discussion of Indonesia, Wright and Crockett-TeIlei (in Adler and Izraeli (eds),

1 9 9 4 ) ~say that the growfh m financial genices, in the late 1980s, along with the belief

that women are more careful and reliable with money has opened up the sector to women.

Malaysian women are also entering h c i a l sewices in increasing numbem, according to
Norma Mansor, but they hold the lower rather the middle management positions. She says

that there are three barriers preventing them from &rp

any higher. The first is the

conflict between work and farrlihr, the second is the stereotypical atbitudes held by
employers and the third is the lack of career planning by women themselves (in Adler and

Iaaeli (eds), 1994).3m Women m Taiwan are gething into management positim m
western banks but the drinking subculhn-e and women's fhmily r e s p o m i i e s

hinder career e

o

n (m Adler and Izraeli (eds), 1994).351

2.5.3 Scan-

Women m Finland work full-time and good quahty child care is widely available as

wen as family leave. Occupakmal qyegation bas not been ehhated m Finland and

women are more likely to work m the public sector, at lower levels in organisations as well
as receive lower his of pay (Harminen-Salelin and Petajaniemi m A&
1994).352

and Izraeli (d),
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2.5.3 The Middle East

In Israel, women have made great gains in tenns of professional qdjfications but

have not succeeded in breaking bough the glass ckling. Two of the baniem to women's

w

o

n lie in the political and military netwoks and a f w - c e n t r e d c

h which

considem marriage and motherhood the proper roles for women. Younger women are

attempting to tackle the second problem by marrying later and having fewer children.

Two stories that explain the ~

o culture of the
d banks show why women

are less likely to succeed The first example, of the afternoon culture, was told to h l i by
a signing officer in one of the largest banks. The second tale, told to Inaeli, is of a senior

woman who felt tfiat she had k e n passed over for promotion. She recounts how:
When the business of the [evening] meeting was over and I felt I had cm&iLbuted
my maximum and that staying on was a waste of time, I got itchy, stood up and left
for home. The men stayed on and chatted and Ws when the c l i v formed I
just didn't understand that at the time.
(Imeli m Adler and Izraeli (eds),1994, p. 3

2.5.4 The United States

In the case of the Unaed States, Fagenson and Jackson (in Adler and h f i (eds),

1994Ys4report that,women haw not achieved parity and that they are more likely to be

single, divorced or widowed. Exec-

women are likely to be childless. They pmvide a

profile of the tyjical woman who has broken through the glass ceihg. She is likely to be
angle, childless, white, Pro-

conege eduakd with an advanced degree, m her mid

forties who had worked for three other companies before joining her present employer ten

years ago. She spends about 55 hours a week at work and has had more

one mentor
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or sponsor and has acted as a mentor for othm. She may have started her career in a

finance or general management position befm bemg promoted

2.5.5 TheUnkdKingdom

Hammond and Holton (in Adler and Izraeli (eds),1994)355 quote stahtics fivm the

Midland Bank which show lhat 19%of the management ranks consisted of women. The

bank set up n d e s for the children of staff on a country wide basis. In 1986, the
m e m m of the Institute of Bankem was 19.2%female, by 1992 this &me had

increased to 25%.

They quoted the results of a survey undertaken in the City of Lwdon which ahom

that four out of five of the top jobs are held by a male and that the men receive more pay

than women except where young women are makmg gains such as in investment bankmg.
The pay gap increases with age. They say that some banks have encouraged female staff

to develop their potential through womenady trairdng programmes,career counsebg and
career plamdag as well as by providing career break schemes.
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2.6

Kanter. Walbv and Hakim

The work of three women academics is u m s i M below. All three are v t e d
m the field of women and work and have published widely. Af€erthis section, there is a
discussion of the importance of the role of women in the European labour market@).

Kanter (1977 and 1993)356 has written and updated the classic case study. In the
hfhat she studied, she identified three themes which are power, opporhmity and

numbers. The power and m

t

y are in the hands of the men m the hwhile the

women predominantly perform U t i d roles of office wife (semetary), wife or token.

Walby (199035~and 1997358) posits that men dominate women and that this male
domination permeates our entire society. Hakim (19%359 points out that women and

their changing relationshrp to work can be properfy described by one word which is

heterogeneity. Her h e r work caused some controversy when she sugested that maybe
women did not want to work, outside the home, after slrt
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2.6.1 Rosabeth Moss Kanter and Indsco

The case study of the m a n u f a c firm
~ Inhtrial Supply Company (hdsco) by

Kanter is an essential read for stdents of organidonal behimiour, and women's studk,
with a discussion of the three roles of manager, m t a r y and wife as wen as the structures

and processes of power,opporhity and numbers. First published in 1977,she wrote a

new preface and afterword in 1993 to take account of globalisation, orgmktional change

and the reahaping of careem in the 1990s. One of the main arguments of the book is that
"Whenmen and women are in similar situations operating under similar expectations, they

tend to behave in similar ways ...." (Kanter,1977 and 1993).360

Kanter descni Men and Women of the Conmation as an ethnography of a

coxporation. She explains how a "masculine ethic"of management at Indsco oper&ed to

keep women fixnu moving up the career ladder (Kanta, 1977 and 1993).361 This attitude

is still prevalent in many oqpbalio~ls.The company was divided into people who had

jobs and people who had careers. In Indsco,this division was between exempts (annual

-

paid - pmhmmdy male) and non exempts (weeklypaid pre-tly

female)

(Kmter, 1977 and 1993).362 Managementjobs began at grade 9 and the higher the grade

the fewer women to be found

Dms code was another distinction, if mother was needed Kanter notes that

managers wore tailored clothing and were o h attractive. She belkved that the women
were kept out of the circle became a form of homosocial repduction was used as a way

to cut down on risk. The male managem felt cornfintable w o w al@de

others like
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themseh. Women were considered a risk and an unknown quantity.
Smtaries wae jokingly r e f d to as office wives. Their jobs were dependent on

one man and promotion for them meant that their boss had been promoted They

performed many personal senices and physical at&achess and good social skiIls were as
importantas-

..

atd@ (Kmter, 1977 and 1993).363 The corporate wife was

promoted in status as her husband moved up the ladder (Kanter, 1977 and 1993).~~~

Those who were considered to be @-flyem

were accorded preferential bxdment.

They were given performance reviews every eighteen months instead of every three years.
They were chosen for the plum assigmnents that would give them cross company

expexience and exposure to the men at the top anowing them to iind spwsors among the

p o w d . Sponsors were more important for women but harder to find

Kanter, after an exmiadion of the research on the 1eadedn.p styles of men and

women, says that there appears to be no substantial sex difference and that men who have
worked for a female boss are more inched to want to work for one again Power is
&fined by Kanter as "...the abihty to get th@

done, to mobilize reso-

to get and to

use whatever it is that a person needs for the goals he or she is attempting to meet"

(Kantter, 1977 and 1993).365

In relation to numbers, whether m the formal office emkmment or infinformal
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groupings ouiside the confines of the building male managers found themselves with other
male managmwhile women managers were often the only female present (Kanter, 1977
and 1993).3~~
The propod0118of women m Indsco at management level were t h m of the
skewed group (Kanter, 1977 and 1993).367 She atgues that:
Tokenism, like low opportunity and low power, set in motion self-cycles that served to reinforce the low numbers of women, and m the absence of
external mtervmtion, to keep women in the position of token.
(Kmter, 1977 and 1993,p. 2 1 0 ) ~ ~ ~
The example that Kanter uses is between X and 0. She says if you have one 0
and nine Xs,the 0 win stand out - XXXXXXOXXX. Tokens get attention, both wanted
and unwanted. They are subject to v i s i i which tends to create pressure to perform
while everyone watches to see if they win succeed or faiL Contrast, or the exaggeration of

their differences m relation to the men, can lead to isolation. They are stereotyped and
expected to fulfil the role expectahions of their own gender. The stereotypical mles that

Kanter mentions are those of mother, seduclress, pet or iron maiden.
The description of four p q m t b d types is what Kanter is best known for. Thest

(1)

U d m group (100);

(2)

Skewed groups (8515);

(3)

Tilted groups (6535);

(4)

Balanced groups (50:50)(Ihkr, 1977 and 1993).369
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In the d e r

she identified thre-evaiables which she classed as central

e x p h a t o ~dimensions
~
and she stated that "Opporhityypower and relafive numbers
(proportional and social compdion) h i m the potential to explain a large number of
A f k d w
discrete individual responses to organidom" (Kmter, 1977 and 1993).~~O

action programmes, dmmdy as an organisational goal and the changing nahm of work and

careers can assist in breaking the cycle of dhadvmtage.

In all oqpktiona, there are a group of workers who are stuck, who have reached
the end of what was always a short career ladder. Clerical workers are often numbered

among the stuck. Kanter also name8 two other groups in this category: those who had lost
out in the wmpetition for jobs and those who had moved up but had taken the wrong

pathway. One way that people cope in this situation is to disengage limn the o

~

She returned to the subject of blocked mobility in 1993 when she referred to the

pyramid squeeze "whichproduced more eligiile candidates than 0-

at the levela

above allowing orgmktions to bypass "controversial" candidates (read Mkrent)"
(Kantery1977 and 1993).3'1 The same three stmctural factors that Kanter wrote about in

the &-at edition stin matter -

w,
power and numbers - but a substantial mount

of change has taken place in the W o n a l emkmment.

The numbers game has changed so that there are quite a few women at middle
management levels and token women can be found on most boards. Diversity is to be
valued

Kanter points out that women have been allowed to play the game but the game

m

itself is changing and there is more risk invohed. These changes have suited women who
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seem to tfirive under the new entrepmeuIism, She says that even in the more tmlilional

fixms women haw made gains (Kanter, 1977 and 1993).372 Both men and women "ahare
career chaos" @Canter, 1977 and 1 9 9 3 ) . 3 ~

This "new career logicwchanges the loyalty that a person feels towards a

company. When you cannot depend on your company then you depend more on outside

contacts or mem-

of other networks as they may be needed to help find a new job.

Kanter says that where men tend to have one network women have two
advice and another for support and fiendship.

Even if the work / f@

- one for work

This strategy is divisive.

issue is now out in the open, not much has changed.

Women are s f l subject to the h e cnmch, they have little leisure time and do most of the

housework. She mentiom that the breachmg of the boundary between home and work by

computer networks is an important h l o p m e n t for women which rmght help to prevent

derailment off the fast track. What all workers haw to aim for is employability.
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In Thee* Patriarchy (1990) and Gender T r a n s f d o n s (1997), WaIby sets

out to explain what she means by pabriarchy. She defines patriarchy "... as a system of

social sttuctures and practices in which men dominate, oppress and exploit women"

(Walby, 1990).374 Her aim, in both books, is to outiine women's subodnate position in

society and

the changes m gender relatiom which have taken place in recent

&cads concerning women's entry to the public domain but in segregated, generally lower,

~ o n s .
The two main types of patriarchy are private (domestic) and public (Walby,

1997).3'~ The changes that she has noticed in recent years are in regard to gender

relations in employment and particularly in vertical segregation and in the education of
women and the differences to be found between younger and older generations of women.

Giris now do as well as boys in regard to educational qualifications and in some areas
excel. The normal tasks associated with femirrinity such as maniage and motherhood,

including chitdbeahg and childreamg, dominate a d e r part of the female life cycle

than m the past.

There is aegqation in relation to employment between younger and older women.

Older women are woIlcing in lower level and part-time jobs while the younger women

occupy lugher positions (Walby, 1997).3'~Horizoetal qpgaiion increased for women

over the period 1971-81while it decreased for men. She notes that women exhibit firm

levels of attachment to particular occupational and inchtrial sectors and reentrants

typically return to the same occupation or in dust^^ and she M e r points out that women's
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position m the adult life cycle, with its various Ccomestic mponsibiiities, is only one factor

in regard to their employment patterns (Way, 1997).377

Walby identifies four perspectives that are useful: radical f-

Marxist

theory and h u m She states that:

feminism, dual-

Radical f m i n h is dhhgukhed by its analysis of gender inequality in which men
as a group dominate women as a group and are the main beneficiaries of the
h & o n
of women. This system of domination called patriarchy does not
derive fim~
any other system of social inequaliv, for instance,it is not a product
of capitahn (Walby, 1990,p. 3?78
Marxist feminism is a result of capital's domination over labour where the

reprodwtive sphere is subordinate to the productive sphere. Dual-systems theory is a

synthesis of both radical and Manrist feminisms. In I
]

is, the result of d

d

the subordination of women

e injustices,not the product of capitalism.

Waby says that in her earlier work (1990) she identified six sites of pahmdy:

The six stmctms of palrkrchy are household pductioq patrhhal relations m
paid work; pa&iarchal relations in the state; male violence; patmmhal relations in
sexuality and pa&iarchal relations in cuhural btitutions. (WaIby, 1997, p. 5)379

She finds lint household time-budget studies involving d h y keeping are a usefbl
way to check who spends time m various household activities (Walby, 1990).mI,paid

employment, women are excluded and segtegated so that they are forced to occupy j o b

requiring lower skin levels and fewer benefits. She considers the wo& done by human
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capital theorists. Their w e n t is that women sufFer horizontal and vertical qpgalion

because their domestic responsiies permit them to invest less time m building up their

human capital. The state, according to Walby, is racist, capitalist and patriarchal

In regard to sexuality, she finds that compulsory heterosexuality is culturally

enforced with a double standard in regard to sexual behaviour. The threat of male

violence, of physical attack and rape, keeps women locked m their homes after dark She
notes that this is the case both at a structural as well as an individual level By culture, she
means the inslitutions such as the media, education and organised religion. Hakim (19%)

is critical of Walbfs 1990 w o k She says tfiat
In Theorising Patriarchy Sylvia Walby reviews the enormous number of theories
that have been offered m the last twenty years to explain women's subordinate
position m society and the wodcfrce or, as she puts it, women's exploitation and
oppression. However, her review, like so many, discusses theories in tenus of their
intellectual merits and explanatory adequacy. At the end of the day the key test of
theory is against reality. (Hakim, 1996, p. 4)381

Hakim (19%) understands WaIby to define "... pathrchy as a system of

inter-related social structures through which men dominate,oppress and exploit women
(1990: 20)" and says that "Our ady& of the evidence on the faninktion of the

wokforce in Chapter 3 shows that Walby's theory of the histoical development of

pahkchy is simply not supported by the facts on trends m female employment" (Hakim,

1996,p. 11).382Hakim (19%) repeats this later on saying "WaIby's theory collapses m the
fke of the evidencew(Hakim, 19%, p. 82).383
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The pohkalim process that started in the 1980s has produced a sharp divide
between those home-centred women and the minority of career+xmhd women for
whom employment is just as central to their h e s as it is for men, who do not
regard a home and children the primary aims m life; and who see t h m k as
independent wage earners whether or not they many. (Hakim, 1996, p. 215).384

Hakim mtmduces her book, Key Issues in Women's Work. Female Heter-eity

and the P o w o n of Women's Emplopent (1996), as being about the W t y of

employment choices that women make and the consequence8 that ensue. She d m to the

sex differences that leave women confined to a job ghetto of low paid, low grade,

part-time work with much lower chances of promotion.

Her book is an examination of women's market and non-market work m an attempt

to answer two questions: whether women's market work is under-reported and if women's

non-market work is both undervahred as well as under-reported. She diEerentiates

between work and employment. The term "inactive" is incomctly applied to housewives
when this terms implies being idle. Women engaged m non-market work such as domestic

w d or other caring w d put in long horn. Women undertake a large pmportion of t
k

marginal,domestic and caring work They are family workers, homeworkers and many
women work in the i n f d economy as wen as undertaking Seasona, casual and

temporary work on nm-standard codracta.

The trend looks set to conhue with more women takmg up non-stmdard

employment. Unpaid v

o

l wo*~ is understood to be man@ undertaken by women
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Hakim h d s this is not the case and m fact both men and women are equally likely to do
voluntary senice for others. In regard to domestic work, she quotes r'esearch which shows
that housewives spend three times as many hours on cleaning as do women with fun-time

jobs, twice as many hours on meal preparation while their husbands contribute around ten
hours a week to domestic work

- a stahtic that has increased by minutes over the years.

The length of time that women have to devote to childbearing and rearing has declined but

there has been an increase m the amount of eldercare, by men as well as women, being

undertaken. Hakim suggests W e research should focus on domestic, reproductive and

caringwork.

In a discussion of the ferninisation of the workforce, Hakim points out that the

expansion of the job market m Britain since the Second World War has been m part-time

jobs for women but this has not been the case m the United States where the majority of
women enking employment go into M-time jobs, while the employment rates for men
and women m relation to part-time employment remained stable. She tfiinks that we need
to understand the dkhction between primary earners and secondaq earners. Part-time

workers and women are secondary earners. The dexisiom regardmg household money

management are w e way to assess how power is divided between the primary and
seam*

earners m the famity.

For her, the f a o n of the wokforce has been this growth m p a r t h e work
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for secondary earners but she points to the lidme where the demasculinisation of work,
partly the result of accelerating technological change, will see a M e r feminidon. Not
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good news for men as jobs requiring physical shrength or an element of risk d decrease

even fixher if not disappear entirely. The manual male work culture will be a thing of the

past. She thinks that women's work wiIl be defeminised in the sense that it will be more

gender-neutral.

In a discussion on the sexual division of labour and paid employment, a myth that

Hakim challenges is that the ddfierences are due to women's role in childbearing and
childrearhg. She h&
that an exmination of vohmtary childless or childfkee couples
disproves this theory. Only the small group of women working full-time reject the

tmdilional sexual division of labour while women working part-he prove to hold very

conservative views indeed. I found that her most interestmg observatiom concern women's

and men's work orientations, work plans, work wmmitment and work attachment. She

concludes that despite the large amount of research done in this area none of the r e s u l ~

have been conclusive.
Sheagrees~surveyresearchwhichshowsthatwmenhavelessm~m

being pmmoted, espechIly those who work on a part-time basis. On the whole it seems

that the sex differential m work commitment has diminished by the 1990s. But work plarm

do differ. Women work for a variety of reasons and it may be a case of having to senice

h d y debt, divorce or widowhood. It seems that both men and women like to work for a

male boss although women do not agree that men make better bosses. She points to a fact

that has been sidelined by many fimbkis and -f
keeping women back

academics

- women's role m

Women's work attachment has increased in the United S t . but not in Britain to
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any @cant

degree. The increase has been partly due to increasing numbers of women

deciding to remain childfiee and those who make the decision to have children are havmg

fewer. Another factor is the increasing levels of education leading to the possession of
greater

~~ capital.

2.6.3.1

Hakim's three emdopent mfiles:

(1) continuous employment or the male employment profile;
(2) the h o m d e r career or the stereotypical female employment profile; and
(3) the discontinuour, intermittent or fi-agrnentedemployment profile.

,

The continuous employment profile consists of an unbroken record of employment

over the life course while the homemaker profile usually consists of a period of

employment after school which is never repeated. The third profile involves periods of

employment broken up by periods of hornemakmg or other activity. There has been a

decline of women e x h i i the first and second profiles and a dramaiic inmase in the

third l3d5.m notes that women have three choices while men are generaIly allowed one.

Fragmented employment profiles are typical of secondary eamers who work part-time.

Doerr employment continuity matter? Yes,it does. Promotion decisions are often

taken on (job tenure or) length of service with an employer and ten years or more is often
considered neceapary. Men and women without children have been able to devote more

years to building a career with one employer or a number of employers. They have more

years of work expaience which are considered when assessing promotion to the next step
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on the career ladder. Research undertaken by Gregg and Wadsworth (1995)385 on

turnover shows thai women have higher levels. This may be associated with the fact that

higher level occ@ons

have lower tumover rates and longer tenures and fewer women

are to be found in them.
She puts paid to the pipeline theory of women's advancement into management and

if the pay gap,which is the body dif5erence, can be accounted for m terms of vertical
occupational segregation then women will continue to earn less because women following

the third employment profile will not gain adequate job tenure or work e e e n c e to be

promoted to the top jobs and so will continue to be invislile at the top, where the majority
of jobs are lid-time permanent. The freezing out process, where women are kept out of
sex-atypical occupations, will continue. Hakim points out tfiat few people, men or women,

reach the top positions. She does not dismiss the existence of d i s c a t i o n .

Hakim seems to promote the job of housewife because, although it is boring and

means dependence on another person, it suppoxdy involves short h o w and status. Men

rarely have tfds choice. The women who make it to the top are a breed apart. Her
conclusion is that women's employment is c

b

W by M t y and difference and

that this will continue to be the case.
Donkin reviewed Hakim's book, under the cohmm heading of "Babies who triumph

over big business." He says that
Catherine Hakim, a researcher at the London School of Economics,has earned
h m l f notoriety among fellow academics for holding unfashionable views which
challenge certain fbmhkt beliefii about women and employment.^
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He says that her research shows that women prefer male bosses, that men and
women regard husbands as the main bmhiawm and women as the main homemakem,

that fdl-time working women are in a min*

and that halfthe working women who have

a baby leave the workfofce for a year or sometimes longer.

Hakim was attacked by eleven other f

d m the British J o d of Sociolm

and the &bate ahe engendered received coverage in The Guardiaa The Sunday Times,
The Mail on SunAav and The Ddv Telesaph. The crux of the &bate concerned the
following statement that "Another mylh is that child care is the main banier to women's
employment: the main issue is women's attitude to career"(Hakim quoted m The Times,
29 March 19%, p. 3).387

2.7

Women and the Euro-pean Labour Markds)
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The research m this section is produced predommdy by the Professor of
Comparative Employment Systems at the Miinchester School of Management at UMIST

and the Director of the European Work and Employment Research Centre, Jill Rubery and

her associates. This work involved the collation and an analysis of the national reports

. .

written m each EU member state by the co-ordznahng team for the European Commission's
Network of Experts on the Situation of Women in the Labour Market. Rubery was
co-ordinator of the team f b m 1991-5. The team produced a number of books utilising

-

this material - two of them are reviewed below Women and E m m a n Ern~lopent
(Rubery et d,1 9 9 8 p and Women's E m ~ l o p e nin
t Eurow. Trends and Prospect8

(Rubery et d,1999).3~~
Another book is forthcoming (GO-authoredwith Damian

Grhnshaw) E m l o p e n t Policy and Practice (as part of the Mimagement, Work and
Organid0118series which is edited by Burrell, Marchjngton and Thompson and due to be

published by ~ a l g r a v e ) . ~ ~

This EU research is sumrnarised m a chapter for a book intended for the academic

market in the Urrited States. This book (edited by Mariagrazia RosSini) was an attempt to

explain the various issues ~ e l a h to
g the (comparative) European employment policies and

gender ( R d(ed.), 2000).391

The titie of the chapter of concern to us here says it all "Gender?F l e x i i , d

New Employment Relations m the European Union". The authom (Franceaca Bettio, Jifl
Rubery and Mark Smith) pose the queslim of whether a new gender contract is

required.392 They argue that the most important miable to consider in regard to the
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employment policies of the European Union is gender.

Bettio, Rub-

and Smith (2000393 exatnine how the new flexible employment

policies work d l f f i m d y in each of the (15) member-states of the European Union
depending on the level of development of the weEire state and the various social and

cultural (national) contexts. The main argument that gender is crucial to any discussion of

comparative employment policies is the theme of much of the work of this group of

researchers.

Flexiity has increased and they argue that it has been of benefit prwanfy to

employers rather than employees (men and women). They point this out when they state
that "A basic division in the new employment relations can thus be identified: for

employers women provide a source of labor for short, d l e casual, or intempted

employment; while men offer a source of labor for long hours of work, admittedly based

upon higher levels of r e m u n d m " (Bettio, Rubery and Smith in Rosdli, (ed),2000,

p. 126).394

The problems that European policy-makm sought to solve involved t h w around

(1) competitiveness; (2) the r e u m a o n of paid work and the famify and (3)
unemployment (Bettio, Rubery and Smith,2000).395 They show how flexibihty

arrangements are clearfy gendered with Mkrent types of flexibility o f f d to women who

are considered to be secondary earners and the remuneration offered reflects this
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assumption (Bettio, Rubery and Stnlth, 2000).3%

They point out that each country differs in regard to the informal economy: the

degree of labor marker regulation and r q y h o n s re-

to working-time; the

assumptiom of trade unionists and employers; the pattern of participation of women and

the size of the service sector in each country. They point to a division between the

countries in the north of Europe and to the countries of the south where in general the

northern countries are at a more advanced stage of development (Bettio, Rubery and
Smi& 2000).397

Flexibility can be examined by looking at contractual status and patterns of

working-time and scheduling (Bettio, Rubeq and Smith, 2000).398 The employment
status of atypical workers can range

"..., from homeworken to entrepreneurs"

(Betlio,

Rubery and Smith,2000, p. 128).399 In genera.!, the more marginal the type of atypical
work, the more women than men will be found to undertake it. For exantple, more women

regulaiy work on Saturdays while more men work on Sundays on an irregular basis
(Bettio, Rubery and Smith, 2000).400

The authors @ct

that the predommce of this type of work scheduling witl be a

feature of the future and that these hours (in the case of women) will be unpaid or at least

not paid at the &e

rate. The mpedictabdity of this type of work schedule means that

the already blurred lines between work and non work time will be finther muddied (Bettio,
~ u b e r yand S*

2000).401

Some part-time work is due to problems of labour market entry or re-entry and
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may be disguised unemployment or underemployment as seen by the fact that this work

can be undertaken by the young entering the labour mafket, those re-en*

after a break

for education or caring and those who are nearing retirement (Bettio, Rubery and Smith,
2000).a2 Therefore, they believe that for some groups, part-iime w d is "abridge"
(Bettio, Rubery and Smith,2000, p. 140)43 to fuIl-time work or "a lrmsitional stage"

(Bettio, Rubery and Smith, 2000, p. 143).404 They summarise this point by stating that:
"Women are more likely to be involved in atypical or precaious employment during the

core wodung years, while for men, involvement in precarious employment is often

concentrated at the beghhg or end of their employment history. Nevertheless, the risk of

involvement m atypical or ncnudandard w d still has a strong country as wen as gender
dimension" (Bettio, Rubery and Smith, 2000, p. 143).405

These trends are predicted to intem@ due to the changes in operating hours

brought on by increased competitive tendencies. They suggest that what is needed is a new

gender contract m the home but they do not hold out any hope rather they believe that the
trends towards more women worlang irregular unsocial hours at short notice will firher

shngthen qgyption and segmentation in the labour market to the didvantage to

women and f

w He (Bettio, Rubery and Smith, 2000).406

They would like to see a distriiution between men and women of the firm@ work
over the life cycle whereby either one or the other could devote time to caring or edudon

and combine this witfi atypical paid work (Bettio, Rubery and Smith,

This

(which they refer to as life-cycle flexibility) would be encouraged in the name of justice or
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fairness

- allowing each equal access to resources (in this case paid work) (Bettio, Rubery

and Smith,2000).408 Men are more likely to be willing to consider &is at the begnmmg or
at the end of their careers because they would worry about the impact in regard to carem

progression during the core years (Bettio, Rubery and Smith, 2 0 0 0 ) . ~

They urge caution in relation to offering breaks for women (out of the labour

market) because these may bolster gender stereotypes and the male breadwinner family
formation which is on the decline. They are trying to remain optimistic and therefore
suggest that as working time is the problem there should be better ways of sharrng the

mailable work over the life cycle between the genders. They propose three possible

solutions. The fmt is time banking schemes (time credits); the second involves h c i a l

incentives to encourage shorter, more equally shared work weeks (reorganising the
taxation, social welfare and labour market regulations); while the third entails co-ordmatmg

the local clock so that aIl the schedules are synchrcmiaed (the state, the gchooIs and the

employers all ccFordinatc:opening hours in order to accommodate workers) (Bettio,

Rubery and Smith,2000).410

. .

The work of the c m a d m h g team of the European cozmisicm's N e t w d of

Experts on the Situation of Women in the Labour Market is desai'bed and a d y x d in
Rubery, Smith, Fagan and Grimshaw (1998)411 and further extended in Rubeq,SSmith

and Fagan (1999).~1~
The latter of these is discussed first below.
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The developments with regard to gender and the European labour m d e t s can be
Summaripedas:

"Women@~morem~on,~edbmnotatall,

reduced their f

m and became more continuous piuticipanta m the labour h e t ,

almost in spite of changes to the economic and social climate, that were redwing
employment oppodmities and putting presmre on childcare provision and dw e b "

(Rubeq, Smith and Fagan, 1999, p. 14).413

This integration of women will not be reversed easily and the Eurojxm Umon has
made repeakd cmtmdments to w d towards equal opportunities, employability,
adaptability and entrepreneamhip (R-,

Smith and Fagan, 1999).41 With an ever

increasing dejmdency ratio in most European countries, women wiIl be needed more than

ever to boost employment levels and thus increase productivity. Women are a diverse
group but thkr commitment to permanent participation m the labour market is now a

d t y and future employment policies and simtegies have to take account of this fact.

Rubery, Smith and Fagan ( 1 9 9 9 ) point
~ ~ ~ to the fact that employment activity
difTef8 for younger and older women and the more eduakd against the less educakd (a

point that the author takes up in a later chapter). They claim that they looked at
occupational segregatiion; workmg time; the relaticmhp between paid wok and unpaid

work as well as the weKare state system operating in each countiy (Rubery, Smith and
fa gar^ 1 9 9 9 ) . ~ lThey
~ idedified the key variables as bemg unemployment, employmezit,

inactivity,part-time and temporary work and &fine each of thezie (Rubery, Snritfi and
Fagan, 1999).417 They conclude that women have increased their activity / employment

rates in all the countries of the European Umon so that they now neady match those
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countries where women were ahwidy strongty repmented in the workforce such as
Sweden and Finland (Rubery, Smith and Fagan, 1999).418

Most of the data that Rubery and her team examined came from the Elltopean

Labour Force Surveys and the national reports which in the case of Ireland were prepaed
by Ursula Barry. The trends and developments which are examined can be divided into

the three environments of
(1)

the political and economic;

(2)

the organbatidand

(3)

the household (Rubery,SSmim and Fagan, 1999).419

Changes in any of the three en-ents

will impact on women in the future and

they may be negative rather than positive for women. The ending of the job for We and
the removal of management layers will not facifaate women in their attempts to break
h u g h the glass ceiling and they predict will lead to a power struggle whereby the insiders

(men) fight with the outtiden (women)and the result will be firher (or at least umtinued)

segmentation and segqgition fix women (Rdmy, Smith and Fagan, 1999).~2*
The main

theme i b t emerges from this research is that of "all change."

These changes will be least cruel for those women who are childless, highfy

eduated and commhd to a fun-time continuous career. They can opt to avoid any type
of flexiity. These women have benefited from generational change, education and

training (allhough stin segregated), ferninit ideals and the equal treatment legislation and
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labour market policies which have been a product of the last thirty years (Rub-,

Smith

and Fagan, 1999).421

The gendered pattern of the labour &et

has been organised and developed dong

the three areas of (1) occupational qgegalion; (2) pay and (3) worn-time
and despite the mainstreaming of gender since the late 1990s they state that: "There is M e
evidence of any systematic rethink of either w e b state or labour market policies in the

light of changes m women's employment pattern or m family formation" (Rub-,

Smith

and Fagan, 1999, p. 1

They find the research of Lewis (1992)423 most helpll in explaining the national

differences between a strong male breadwinner model (Ireland and Germany), a weak

breadwirmer model (Scan*

countries) or a modified breadwinner model (France

and the United Kingdom) ( R u b , Smith and Fagan, 1999).424 The factors that can

indicate which model is present include childcare and leave provision or lack thereof as
well as mdivichaktion of taxation (R*,

SSmith and Fagan, 1999),425 They found that

women did a "double shift" m all of the mernber-statea but m some countries the state
attempted to hghten the load (the weak breadwher systems). They believed that many
c o d e s (the state)have been attempting to ignore these changes but that they have to be

accommodated and the best way to do this is to wxite a new gender contract (Rubery,

Smith and Fagan, 1999).426

Progress for women is described as "patchy and slow" but they say that there are
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some grounds to be optimistic for the future especially for younger, better e d w t k d ,
childless women (Rubery,Smith and Fagan, 1999).427 They found tfiat mainskamhg

and equality were most tested when one considered gender pay gaps (RW,
Smith and

Fagan, 1999);~28the unequal disiriiution of w
*

time and contracts (Rubery, Smith

and Fagan, 1999);429 as well the expansion of temporary employment especially for older
women returners (Rubery, Smith and Fagan, 1999).430

They predict that women are now too important to ignore as active and permanent

participants m European labour markets but are worried that areas that have been growth

areas for women such as the senices sector (inchdig banking and telephone banking) and
the public sector may become less so in the future as governments and o r g i m d o n s are

forced to cut back on expenditure (Rubery, Smith and Fagan, 1999).431 They tackle the

issue of the $ass ceilmg in the final chapter and ask whether fun equality can ever be

achieved until we have equal numbers of women making decisions at the top levels of the

state and the gender divisions within the f

w have been equalised (R*,

S

d and

Fagan, 1 9 9 9 ) ~They
~ ~ point
~ to a lack of political will at the level of the individual

member-.

They conclude by stating that: "Perhaps the most difEicult problem of an

to address within the &bate on equal opporhdies employment policy is that of

..

the actual interests of women and ensuring that the policies to be pursued m

the name of equal opptdies m fact M e r these m"-

(Rubely, SSmith and F

1999, p. 314).433 The research presented here m the form a pre-

m

survey, an

#anal case study and the individualcaselets should go some way to assistmg m this
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The d e r book (Rubery et al., 1998)434 had a slightiy different emphasis fkom

that discussed above ( R u m , Smith and Fagan, 1999).435 It was c+authored with two

researchers h n the Manchester School of Management (Smith and Grimshaw) as well as

by Colette Fagan, a Lecturer in Sociology. It was in the earlier work that the theoretical
framework was agreed upon when they discounted the social systems approach and the
comparative welfare perspective (American neliibed 1 German corporatist / Swedish

social-democratic) in favour of the c u c a t i o n system of Lewis (1992) which identified

strong 1 modified and weak male breadwinner states

et aL, 1 9 9 ~ ) . ~ ~ ~

They believe that the dynamics of the labour market in relation to gender were not

receiving enough attention in the comparative k a t u r e on the changlug employment and

social systems and that their work is an attempt to rectify this lack of

They choose

to i3nalyse three main population groups: (1) the young (16-25); (2) the prime age

workers or core age workers (25-49) and (3) the older workers (50-64) (Rubeq et A,
1998).~3' 'Ihree types of activity is engaged m by these groups and they c-aube classified

as (1) employed, (2) unemployed and (3) inactive.

They pose two questions: Is there continued -on

within the labour market

or is there more integration? The answer to this is that there is continued d

o

n but it

is different m each member-state therefore a policy which nnght be considered to be

family-fiencily in one state might not have the desired effect in another (Rubery et at,
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1998).438

The second question concans the issue of convergence or divergence.

They state that there has been some convergence (evidenced by the continued increased

participation by highly educated women in the labour market) and that hope*

this wifl

lead to more but that researchers and policy makers need to remain aware of the

country-specsc factors (for example, facilitation of parenting) (Rubery et al., 1998).~39

2.8

Concludhgremarks
Chapter two examined the extensive (extant) literature, on women and wok which

is both American and European, utilising the division between paid and unpaid work,
which is problematic in research terms as well as m reality because the two are inexhiably

linked. The work of a number of key contributors was outlined as well as research which
stresses the importance of gender as an (or the most) important factor to consider when

examining the European labour market@)m order to make policy recommendations for the

future.

Chapter four examines the position of women wiihin a specsc context that of Irieh

society (as part of the European Union)at the end of the 20th and the begiwing of the

21st century. It identifies the main research problem as being the gendered nature of
f h i l y and career.

Chap* time explains how the research was u n m e n as well pohtingto the
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advantage8 and dhadvan@es of b e methodci1og~~
which was chosen.

ghannowturn.

It is &I this that we
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Social Science Research

Chapter 3:

Social Science Research
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(Ontology, Epistemology and Methodology)

The three parts of research invohre the ontology (what is knowable); the

epistemology (one's approach to knowledge generation) and the methodology (quantitative

and / or qualitative methods). Good social science research should aim to be 'elegant' and
'new' (Shively, 1990). It should provide a significant contribution to the scholarship in the

chosen field. It must be validated by peer review and it should be capable of independent

mification and replication.

One of the most important decisions that a researcher has to make is how to go

about gathaing data. This is an individual decision and contingent on a number of factors

which may include time, funding and access. The size of the sample is dependent on the
same factors.

(1)

(2)

(3)

This chapter aims to achieve three functions which include:
To outline the approach to the acquisition of knowledge and social science

research;
To show what methods were used in the present study to collect data and why they
were chosen over other instruments;
To point out the contrr'butim to knowledge of this small scale study and to indicate

areas which may need firher invest.igation.

This research is a prehmhary study using a sman sample which is exploratory m
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nature. The aim was one of discovery. The hdjngs are largely consistent with published
studies of women's work (Hakim,1979, 1
wand the glass ceiling phenomenon
(Morrison et al., 1992).3 It is a study of women in paid employment and no housewives

were included in the study as were no unemployed women. The one general hypothesis

involved the existence and str-

of the glass ceiling. It was found to still be in place but

it was not the only factor that led to the derailment of women.

The idea for the research came d-uringa two year Diploma in Industd

Relations and Ahnagement and the areas of activity that were observed during the case

study were those that were to be found in the main text books for that course.4

3.1

The Acauisition of Knowledge in the Social Sciences

3.1.1 The Scientific Method
Science concerns itself with observations which become theories which develop

into hypotheses which are confirmed (proven) or refuted (unproven) by repeated
eperimental tests. This is the basis of the scienlific method. In science, one par*

is

replaced by another by means of s c i d c r e v o h h n ~which "... are here taken to be those

non-cumulalive developmental episodes in which an older paradlgm is replaced in whole or

in part by an incompati'ble new onew(Kuha, 1970).5 Kuhn compares scientific
revolutions to political revolutions where a sense of unease is v i v e prior to any change

(Kuhn, 1970)~and the new paradigm r e d s m a total transfomation such that:
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Led by a new paradigm, scientists adopt new instruments and look in new places.
Even more h p m h t , dm@ m M m scientists see new and Werent i h g s
when looking with fatlliliar iustruments in places they have looked before.
(Kuhn, 1970)7

It would not be possible to prow that a theoly was true in every case so Popper
developed the test of f m t y (Popper, 1992).8

3.1.2 T h v and Knowl&e
Knowledge is always situated knowledge. Gill and Johnson pomt this out when
they say that "... there is no independent or neutral point f h n which an observer rmght

occupy and objectively o

w tfie world and thus all knowledge is knowledge fiom

particular points of view ..."(Gill and Johnson, 1997).9 Methods are either deductive or
inductive (Gitl and Johnson, 1997).10 Posiihism and the deductive approach are suited to
the study of the natural sciences but less useful in the social sciences (Gill and Johnson,
1997).11
Social scientists need to develop "... a sympathetic understanding"or V-hen

which "... entails 'iidelityto the phenomenon under study'

..."(Gill and Johnson, 1997).12

The approach to the acquisition of knowledge m the social sciences that is f m d by the
author is the hermeneutic over the pogitivistic (Gumm-

1991),13the ideographic over

the nomothetic (Gill and Johnson, 1997) (See Table 3.1). l4 It is newsay to ewluak
each rwcearch method used in the mcd sciences wing the criteria of relddity and validrty.

Itisimportant~another~ercouldreplicate
the gtudyusingthe same sample and
the same methods.
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Table 3.1
Comuarison of nomothetic and ideographic methods.

Nomothetic methods emplushe

Ideographic methods emphasise

1.

Deduction

vs.

Induction

2.

Fkplanation via analysis of
causal relatiomhp and
explanatory covering-laws
(etic)

vs.

Explanahon of subjective
meaning systems and
explanation by understanding
(emic)

3.

Generation of and use of
quantitative data

vs.

Generation and use of
qualitative data

4.

Use of various controls,
physical or statistical,
so as to allow the t e s w of
hypotheses

vs.

Commitment to research in
everyday sethngs, to
allow access to, and
minirnise reactivity
among the subject and

research
5.

WY
-d
mearch methodology
to ensure rephmbility
of I, 2,3 and 4.
<

Mary mpaiments, quasi-ents,

vs.

Minimum structureto
ensure 2,3, and 4 ( and as
a result 1)

>
sunreys, action research, ethnography

Source: Gg John and Johnson, Phil. Research Me.tbods for Managers. London: Paul Chapman
Publisbmg Ltd, 1997 (Second Edition), Table 3.1, p. 37.
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3.1.3 Ethim
Itisimportantthat~dents/~~tsaretreatedwithrespectandwiththis
m mind:

The principle of i n f m e d consentsuggests that researchers should infm
potential research subjects about the nature and purpose of the study, should obtain
their permission to be a subject of the research and ensure them ddenik&y.
(O'Connell Davidson and Layder, 1994, p. 56)15
The researcher should act at d times within strict ethical guidelines when deahng

with pticipants. All those who assisted the author have been promised anonymity and
confidentiality. Their identities cannot be disclosed and to h i s end the i n d i v i u and the
organisations involved have been given pseudonyms. The d m had access to internal

documents but did not quote any d d e n t i a l material or anythurg that could be consi-

market sensitive.

3.2

Methods of Data Colection

3.2.1

The Review of the I-ikmhm
The issues that were identified as importantin a financial semi-

h n emplaying

large numbers of women were garnered fhm an extensive review of the literature (see
Chapter 2)-

3.2.2 T W o n
Onepoint&byanIriah~c~istfiatcaSestuhiesoftenusemul~e

methods which allow for tmquhon (Roche, 1997).16 The case sumy method is seen
as valuable because stahtical data can be generated fiom seconda~~
reviewa of case studies

(Roche, 1997)17as wen as cross-national comparative studies. Trhgukhon is also hown
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as multimethod research. It is used to improve the validity of the data (O'Connell Davidson
and Layder, 1994).

*

3.2.3 The Power of the Case Study Method
Researchers have a tendency to use those methods they already know

especiaJly if something has worked wen before. Choices made for research projects

undertaken at undergraduate and postgraduate level may impact here as well as academic
background. The cases presented here, both individual and organisational, are purely

descriptive.

One author of a guide to research writing believes that "Case studies are stories and

may require you to 'ten it like its the most exciting story you know'." (Barnes, 1992,
1996).19 This method needs to be discussed in terms of the classic author on the subject

(Yin, 1994),20 in the Irish context (Roche, 1997 and Leavy, 1994)21 as well as the

contribution to f m t knowledge (Reinhaq 1992).22

The author of this thesis had undertaken a historical case study for a postgraduate

degree in Irish political communication. The case study has been used as a research tool in

Irish business and management studies (e.g Leavy, 1994; Roche, 1997) as wen as by

feminists (Mahon (l991)U and Drew (1990)).24
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Engagement, enticement, and seduction these are unusual characteristics of case
studies. To produce such a case study requires an investigator to be e n t h d c
about the investigation and to want to communicate the results widely. In fact the
good investigator might even think that the case study contains earth-hthkg
conclusions. This sort of enthusiasm should pervade the entire investigation and
win lead to an exemplary case study. (Yin, 1994)25

The man, quoted above, who sought to make the case study acceptable to the

scientific community and crediile as a way of conducting social science research was, the

historian and experimental psychologist, Robert K. Ym (Campbell in

Y i 1994).26 Before his codification, the method was regarded as 'a weak s ~ i h gm'

relation to other ways of conducting research and the advantages and disadvantages were
misinterpreted (Yin, 1994).27 The three versions of his book, Case Studv Research:

Design and Methods (1984,1989 and 19941, are attempts to rectrfy this situation
He sought to make the method more scientific by showing that if one used the case

study as a research strategy then there were four stages to be completed: deslgnmg,

conducting using a protocol, analysing the data contained in the database and composing

the report. A case study method is appropriate when there are how' and 'why' questions to
be asked (Yim,1 9 9 4 ) ~and
~ if the research is contenqorary (Yin, 1 9 9 4 ) . ~The
~ areas of

political science and management studies, which are familiar to the author, ihquentfy use

this method

The classic type is the single case study. One has to consider the dual issues of
and
~ adequate evidence (Yin, 1994).31 There is the issue of
completeness (Yim, 1 9 9 4 ) ~

whether to keep the case identities real or anonymous (Yin, 1994).~2Disclosure is better
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but-there may be cases when anonymity is necessary. In this present research, it was
suggested that no statement or quote would be attributed to any one person.
When writing up, the style has to be engaging so that the reader will be unable to

put the piece of work down until it is finished which means that the writer has to a w m of

the audience that he or she wishes to reach He suggests that it is essential that the case
study report should be reviewed by an informed person who is close to the case under

investigation (Yim, 1 9 9 4 ) . ~He
~ claims that the case study method, like other 'soft' methods
of research, is harder to conduct than many people realise (Yii 1994).34 He sought to

raise the craft status of the case study method to show how much skill was required to

undertake this type of research. Other methods might more easily allow statistical
generalisation but that should not detract fiom the validity of this method.

Ym d e s c n i three types of case study: the explanatory, the exploratory and the

descriptive. The type of case method utilimi is determined by the type of research
question which is asked. This type of research makes a detective of any researcher in that

the literature nnght throw up leads which ate then pursued into the field and only tied up
when an exhaustive search has tracked down aIl the relevant facts priinent to the 'chain of

ewidence' (Yim, 1 9 9 4 ) ~ ~ ~
The h a l mupsition may take one of six forms. These struc-

are:

(1) linear-analytic, (2) comparative, (3) chronological, (4) theory-building, (5) "suspense"

and (6) unseqenced (Yin, 1994).% The cases are told in the order in which they were

studied and then the general o ~ o n abackground
l
is added. He warm of the danger
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of spending too much time on the early part of the research and suggests, to avoid falling

into this trap, that the chronological case be written up backwards win, 1994).37

The case-based qualitative method poses a number of challenges such "...,

generating theory from cases, negotiating and maintaining access to case sites, data sources
and collection, and the analysis of the data (including the elusive but essential 'creative

leap')" (Leavy, 1 9 9 4 ) . ~The
~ author approached the issue of access in the same manner as
Leavy (1994) in that initial approaches were ma& informally through personal networks at

the highest level of the o

~ A number
m of individuals who promised assistance in

the early stages withdrew this offer later which, according to Leavy, is not uncommon

(1994).39

He recommends the best way that this may be side-stepped is by drawing up a

multi-case design which the author origidy considered doing. The original idea was to
take five oqynkdonal cases. The problem was that individuals, in useful positions, agreed

to assist in a number of organisations but formal peamkion was not forthcoming so this

method had to be abandoned Oqgnkdons are bemg stdied by their own stafF so that
they carmot allow access to non-staffmembers because of time constraints.
A finliter problem with this q u h t a t k method is when to stop coIlecling data
(Leavy, 1994).40 Saturation point is reached when new data starts to resemble old. Leavy

suggests keeping a journal wfiere all the ideas that pop into your head can be written down
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and for him it is only quite late m the research process that the themes begin to emerge
(Leavy, 1994)?1

The classic case study on the position of women in organisations is that of Kanter
(1977 and 1993).42 As mentioned m Chapter 2, this is a study of one company which she

called Indsco. Other authm have used the anonymous case study as being illustrative of
the poshion of women in banlrmg (McDowell and McCourt (1994)d3 on " M W " and

Halfad, Savage and Witz (1997) with the discussion of "Sellbank" in Midcity and
~outhtown).44

The greater the number of cam the easier it is to generalise and, compare as well

as, to i d e n w patterns. The discussion of one single 0qqnktiona.l case study means that
the generalisability is limited In the present study, the i n f o d o n gathered on the

organisaton, firom documentary research, archival mated., newspaper cutting, annual

repor$ personnel handbooks, newsletten and customer infixmation, covers a twehe year

period from 1990 to 2002. The twenty individual caselets jwesented each attempt to tell
the story of that woman's work.ing He.

3.2.4 Fertlinist Case Studies

by ff

The difference between orchmy and fertlirrist case studies is tfiat those undertaken

are efforts to redress the balance where women have been omitted Most
w research is an attempt to make women visible, the f

m case method is no

exception It is 'a comctive device' ( R e h h q 1992).45 There is a need to buitt up a large

number of case studies so that they may be used m comparative case survey work where
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existing cases are subjected to secondary statistical analysis (Reinharz, 1992).46

3.2.5 Inteniewitlg;

Inteniewing is a frequently used qualltalk method which involves htening

c a r e m and reporting faithfdly on what was heard. The inteniews for the earlier piece of

research by the autfior, on Irish political communication, had been a very pleasant
experience which involved meeting a group of men aged between sixty-five and

ninety-two. They had all been, or still were, either journalists, politicians or civil senrants
and were delighted that someone wished to talk about their early work experiences in the
1940s and 1950s. The i n h e w s were all tape recorded and transcril'bed. The national

broadcasting corporation bought the rights to the research and commissioned a radio
documentary which was later broadcast on national radio.47

On the back of this success, the author decided that inteniewing was the right way

to proceed Inteniews, both conversational and indepth unstructured and

semi-structured, allowed respondents to account for actions and experiences as best as they
could allowing for the problems attached to self-reporting and of recall error. Femhkd

scholars value this method because it gives women a voice where once they were silenced

or had &eir opinion discounted or nwgbabd (Oakley, 1981).48 A fiminkt sociologist,

Evelyn Mahon, chose this method to study the sensitive subject of abortion because the
primary objective of the research was the centralising of women's experience (Mahon,

Conlon and Dinon, 1998).49
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3.2.5.1

Formal interviews
The e d e r interviews were used as a way of identi-

in paraIlel with a review of

the literature, which concepts were i levant to the area under study. These interviews
confirmed rather than contradicted the literature and they failed to throw up any radical
new ideas on the topic. The surprising finding at this early stage was that women were not
as concerned about child care as one might have thought. The first batch of interviews was
unstructured and individual and they explored career and family in very broad terms.

The author conducted all the interviews in person. The author was aware of the
fact of i n h e w e r effects or interviewer bias m the face-to-face interview and that the
autobiographical memory can play tricks which can result in under reporting, telescoping
and self-justification as a result of cognitive dissonance and recall e m . A number of
inconsistencies were detected when the s w e y answers were a d y s e d along with the
post-interview notes for a number of the women.

The i n h e w s conducted later in the research followed a particular format which
stated with the author explaining that the research was intended to identajr women's career
and fa@ choices at an stages over the life course. The author asked about the f

e of

origin; education; career development and f h i l y formation including any breaks for
childbearing and childrearing and concluded with a discussion of the present as wen as

firture expectations in terms of -on,

career and family. Three specific questions were

asked concerning career pliummg, mentoring and networking.
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The mbmiews g e n m lasted about an hour but were designed to take about
20-30 minutes. During some of the inkmiews there was a sense of flow and rapport while

others felt, to the author, a bit more awkward or uncomfortable. A number of the women
who were interviewed did not want to be taped and the author had to spend the two or
three h o w after each inkmiew writing up what had been said and snippeta of convenation

would be remembered days later. This is not ideal but the author did not want to pursue
the issue at the important stage of estabhhmg mppxt

Feminists believe that the gender of the interviewer is important and that there is an
imbalance of power between the researcher and the researched. Femjnist resachers say

that a woman interviewing a woman can lead to greater disclosure and more openness on
the pare of the interviewee but havmg had the expaience of intewiewing men previously
the &or

did not find this to be tfie case. M e b e had the same expeience when

interviewing men and women beggmg on the streets of London. She found that gender
congnrity was not enough and she concluded that rapport was dependent on a mix of

factors such as gender, class, age and also sexual dynamics (Mehose, 1999).50

The locations for the formal interviews varied Inkmiam took place in the study

of a woman's house or in the living room or kitchen or m a meeting room or office. ThGy

were conducted as social &OXIS.

An the social niceties were taken care of at the start

and the conclusion of the mbmiew. A card was posted out a day or two later thanlang the

woman for her time and h-.
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3.2.5.2

Informal interviewing
Chance conversations can take place at the water dispenser or coffee machine, over

hmch, in a lifl or in the toilets while reapplying make-up or on a Friday night when the
whole office heads for the pub. One could assume that opinions garnered on these

occasions are spontaneous and genuine because, although the respondent is fully awiue of

the status of the researcher, they let their guard down in a way that they would not if the

researcher just met them for a one hour pre-arranged interview. One such chance
conversation, occurred at 6.30 a.m. in a lift, between the chief executive of the case study

organktion and the author.

Coghlan and McDonagh (1997) discuss the importance of 'chance conversations'51

as does Kanter who says h t individual conversations were important and that:

They occurred in offices, at social gatherings, at lunch, or at people's homes. The
'interviews' I could conduct in this fashion broadened my tenitory and my view of
the organisation considerably (Melville Dalton caned this the technique of
"conversationalintaviewing"). (Kanter, 1993)52

3.2.6 SocialSumeyResearch

The undertaking of a small scale survey is usefut but one cannot make any

statidic-1claims to representativeness. Large scale surveys are expenshe and time

m

e A survey is a good method of getting hard quantiliable data which can be

made into tables, charts and graphs. It is relatively easy to process the returns if it is

pre-coded and contains very few open-ended quest~ons.

One of the lint tasks of the researcher is to identify the population to be sampled
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(Williams, 1 9 9 7 ) . ~Some
~ patterns emerged even with a small sample. The method of

snowball sampling was utilised in order to reach women who had achieved 'firsts'in Ireland

in career tenns. One of the problems with this method of sampling is self-selection bias on
the part of those who chose to respond.

The survey questionnaire was posted out to individuals who had agreed to fill one

in and some had already been intemiewed while others assisted with the pilot work or were
employed by the case study organisation. The author telephoned prior to the posting out

which may explain the response rate. Two of the men who had assisted in the case study

and plot work agreed to complete the survey but failed to do so. The questionnaire was
developed after a review of the British and American literature. The k a l form (see

Appendix 8.2) was adapted with ideas fiom two questionnaires - one fiom the Brussels

Free ~ n i v e r s i t yand
~ ~ the other fiom the Universita Cornmerciale Luigi Bocconi,

Mila~o.~~

It was pretested (n = 9) and found to contain items which were ambiguous or

confusing. It was too long (took too much time to complete) and therefore had to be

..

shortened. Researchers underestimate the time taken to undertake a pilot and admrmster a
questionnaire. The author agrees with the guidelines of a former college classmate who

lcnowingty points out that nearly all surveys are altered after the pilot (Murphy, 1997)

(See Figure 3.2).56 The author found that people are & h e

in regard to their salary

details and h i n d affairs. Furthermore, the costs of postage can mount up even in a very

STAGES OF A POSTAL SURVEY
Task
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Sample and
Questionnaire

Timescale

Sample
Selection

Questionnaire
Design

Covering
Letter

Photocopying
Questionnaire

a

a

We& 1-4

Design

Preparations
for Fieldwork

Fieldwork

S w e y into
Field

Fieldwork

First Reminder
Mark Back Returns

Week 7

a
Week 10

Start EditmglCoding

Fieldwork

FieldworW
Begin AnaSysis

Data Analysis

Week 13

a
Fonow up Non-Respondents
Prepare for Data halysis

Week 16

a
Fieldwork Ends
Data A d y &

Week 18

Figure 3.2
Source: Mmphhy, Miriam. "Conductmg Survey Research: A Practical Guide". Chapter 2 in Bramrick,
Teresa and Roche, WiIliam K. (eds) Business Research Methods. Stratepjes. Techniaues and Sources.
Dublin: Oak Tree PIES in asmiation with the Gduate School ofBusiness, hiversity Conege Dubbn,
1997, Figure 2.1, p. 33.
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small postal swey. Research has a tendency to take over one's life. The researcher is like
a sponge - an inf&on

mering device on the alert at all times for relevant items.

Newspaper articles, web sites, tel&m

and radio documentaries, popular magazines,

company newsletters and mnual repor$ all help to complete the picture. The author's
home became a fire hazard due to the amount of paper m a t e d that was accumulated.
"How to" books on research rarely mention these feature8 of a longitudinal piece of
research

- the costs, the time factors and the necessity for a suitable working enviromnent

and storage space.

3.2.7 Doinn Fieldwork

Maintaining a d i l e presence is sometlung that has to be worked at if one

wishes to be taken seriously as a researcher. One of the problems lies in the dangers

-

inherent m spendmg periods of h e in any setting that of intimacy. The researcher has
to be aware of the dangers of developing close friendships in the field. A number of the

research participants had experienced trauma in their lives,either recendy before or &rmg
the fieldwork They sought to estabhh close fiendshtps with the author who was aware,

at all times, that this wodplace was a research site.

3.3

The Use of Metimhorls)
The barriers that prevent women from progressingare seen as glass ceihngs and

glass wah ('Momisonet at, 1987, 1992);57 matemal walls (Swissand Walker, 1993)s

and plastic dings (Newman, 1995x59 concrete roo& @avidson, 1997)60 and sticky

floors (Booth,F r a u d and Frank, 1998).61
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Crosby, a psychologist and author of JUggtine imagines life mles to be Indian
clubs (Crosby? 1991).~~
She says that some circus jugglers and ti&-

w a r n use

safety nets m their acta and advises women to do the same in regard to life roles. The
image that the author h d s most compelling is that of a patchwork quilt. This metaphor
has been used by BaIbo (1987).63

3.3.1 SeK-ReflexiViv
A researcher should be conscious of the need for self-reflexivity m the process of

knowledge creation because by studymg somefhhg one may change it.

3.4

Conixibution to Knowledge and S ~ e s t i m
for Future Research

ongmaZrty is the aim of any piece of research Whitney (1991)is fascinated by the
H a w k mehod of quiltmg and she says that "You are philosophically drawn to the
Hawaiian way, because they believe it is bad luck to appropiate anotheis design, to tell
anotheis storyW.64

Profasor Joyce O'Cormor s t . , m the introduction to a d e r e n c e papryh a t

Inthis~Iwiflbelookingatsomeresearchfin~re~tothe~of
. . and m the professions and explanations of the glass
women m
ceibngas suchresearchismhiufancyinIreland,I w i U u n f ~ l y h a v e t o
refer to research that has for the most part been undertakenm the US.

(0'Corm0~~
1997)65

Itisthislackofresearchinthehish contextthat the d o r i s attemptingtogo somc

small way to address. What is needed is longitudinal mapping of women's careers in the
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Irish context as well as assessments of the impact, on productivity and career progression,
of life changing events such as pregnancy, maternity leave and career breaks. The way to

achieve this aim is to track mothers against non-mothers and also against men over a five,

ten and meen year period. The use of quality of life programmes and cafeteria style

benefits needs to be monitored annually to see if they are effective in improving employee

retention and motivation It would help considerably if organisations, small and large, were
required to undertake human resource management audits on an annual basis.

Time use, in Ireland, needs to be analysed by gender so that we have a complete

picture of who carries out various activities such as working and commuting, finther
education and work-related training, television watching patterns, domestic work such as

food shoppin& meal preparation, household cleaning and the purchasing of clothes.

More interdiscipljnarv research is desirable. Doing research outside of, or on the

margins of, your own dwqline is chdenging. The author spends t h e each day surfing
the internet. It is a useM tool an4 in the future, we may see more electronic scholarshtp

(Spender, 1995).M Another area, that may require fbrther examination, is the extent to

which the gender of the researcher &ects the behaviour of respondents in interviews or
surveys.

3.4.1 Writing;up

The philosopher, GiIlian Rose, in her autobiography Love's Work, desc&es writing

as a "...mix of discipline and rniracleW(Rose, 1995).67 The image of the patchwork quilt is
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useful here in that the completed quilt,like a piece of research, may take years to complete.

For Balbo: "Quilt-making entails hard work, long hours, patience and repetition" (Balbo,
1987).~~

A zoologist, and self-confessed intellectual plaghist, writing about the evolution of

human nature observed in the preface to his book that "My role has been to connect the
patches of others research together into a quilt" (Ridley, 1993).69 He would have
appreciated the fact that the author believes that she codd not have expressed the process
of writing up better herself.

3.5

Concluding discussion
The methods used in lhis research were a preluninary survey, fieldwork in one

organjsation, indepth interviews and an extensive review of the literature. Other methods

were examined and rejected.

The author considered h e idea of using one of three other methods (i) a feminist

research methodology (Byme and Lentin (eds), 2000);70 (ii) action research (Coghh and

McDonagh in Brannick and Roche (A),
1997)71 or (m) grounded theory (Straw and

Corbin, l ~ 8 ) but
~ 2decided not to pursue any of these.

3.6

Conchdimremarks

In this chapter, we exmined how the research was undertaken utilising a review of

the literature, a preliminary sumey and case studies (individual and o@tional).

This
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chapter examined the approach taken to the acquisition of knowledge and to social science

research in general.

The methodology was shown to emphasise the qualitative over the quantitative

(case studies and in-depth interviewing). A recent book on research within the field of

human resource development indicated that the majority of the work presented W the
qualitative over the quantitative and that the use of the case study method was very
dominant (McGoldrick, Stewart and Watson (eds), 2002).73

The scope and limitations of this small scale piece of longitudinal research were

highlighted. Chapter four places this work in context - that of a rapidly changing Ireland
at the end of the 20th century and the beguuung of the 21st century.
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4.1

The Gendered Nature of Family and Career

The main area of concern of this rw~archis women with mpect to famihr and

career especially m the financial amices sector. The background to this is the changing

socioeconomic and political climate in one dpeipheral European country, Ireland

The trends seen m Ireland win be placed in a comparative perspective because many of the
changes appear to be a remit of b h g in an incnmhgly?post-capitalbt, patriarchal,

poet-modern, secular state at the start of the twenty-iimt century.

4.1.1 The Irish E&ence

Today, where the name of Ireland is spoken,
the word success is very close behind.
(McAleese, 1999, p. 1 0 ) ~

Irish society has been unde@ng mpid change over the last thirty years

(Redmond, 2000).~ This t r a n s f d o n of Irehd has accelerated since the early 19908

with rapid mdusbrialisation and the rise of the Cehic Tiger (Allen, 2000);~the increased

w ~ o r c participation
e
of women and a carmxpnt child care criais; the decline in the

iuatiMid church following a series of scandals; m-migration; the re-erneqgence on the

political agenda of social exclusion and the f k h k d i o n of poverty and the athmpta at the
incluion of traveners and refugees (Baker m h e , Ingram and Litton (eds), 2000).4 All
thesefactorspose a n ~ c ~ t o I r i s h s o c i e t y .
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4.1.2 The Second Wave of the Irish Women's Movement

Connow (199715 has for a number of years been studying the second wave of the

Irish women's movement. She identifies the 1970s with the two issues of contraception
and divorce and the 1980s with abortion and the growth of a right wing counter movement

inspired by Catholicism.

Connolly (1996)~describes the Irish Women's Movement as being a fluid, diverse

and organic social movement. The late 1980s saw the emergence of yet another stage of

the second wave movement which Comolly sees as the growth in women's studies,

feminist publishing and a worlung-class mobilkation centred around re-dressing educational
deficiencies and social problems at a community level.

A decade of women's studies in Irish univmities has seen the establishment and

consolidation of centres of feminist pedagogy as well as an emerging body of published

research. O'Connor's Emerging Voices. Women in C o n t e m o r q Irish Society (1998);~
Women, Work and the Family in Europe (1998) edited by Drew, Emerek and hAahon8 as

well as the sociological reader, Women and Irish Societv (1997), edited by Byme and

Leonard are the most obvious products of this new tide of published feminist kn~wledge.~

These books were in the conception stage when the author began this research.

The aim of women's studies departments is to generate knowledge about Irish women and
to go about this in a new way. The methods of teaching and knowledge generation are

consciously different tfian mainstream pedagogy in terms of the power relations. One
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prominent Izish female academic has stated 'onthe record' that bemg a feminist has been
detrimental to her career progression.10 Dr Patricia Barker is among the few to have

mashedthroughlheglass ~ t o t h e p o s i t i & o f ~ e n a n d ~ ~ e g i s t r a r a t ~ h ~
University and she is best known for her research on women m the accountancy profession
m rel land 11

4.1.3 Women. Work and Family Life in Contemuorq Iteland
Garretl FitzGerald, f m e r prime minister and political party leader, comments

on the demographic revolutions that have occurred m Ireland over the last thirty years m a

Satwday newspaper column, FitzGerald notes some dramatic changes.l 2 These include a
hahiing of marital,-f

changing marriage patterns involving postponement rather than

abandonment of the institution; a large increase in the number of young single people as
well as d d a n t b l increases in non-marital births and the number of abortions, with 25% of

all non-marital pxgmmies en-

in temkti0118 by 1995.13 Irish people retumhg home,

along with non-Irish arriving, has redted m a population increase which FitzGerald

predicts will see Ireland with a population of 4 d o n by the year 2005.14
FitzGerald believe8 that the govermnent should examine two social trends more

closely. The h t is the fact of late m a k d y as more women wait for the biological clock

to start slowing down befm they embark on motherhood More women in the age group

29-31 are having their first child FitzGerald believes that this should be discouraged. A

Danish stucly, pubfished in the British Medical ~oumal,15 backs up bis feats with staiktic~
on maternal age and fodal loss. This is an area requiring future research because there is a

-
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need to identrfy which pattern is better for career pmgmsion to concentrak on fiunily

thencareerortomveSfincareer~andthenmoveo~f~formahim

A second change is that fewer people are marrying at a young age and even

chilcbeaing is not seen as an adequate reason to enter into a lifelong commhent such as

mamiage. FitzGerald thinkR that the g o v m e n t should undertake an extensive study on
cohabitation in Ireland because much needs to be d i s c o v d about f

w f&on

pa#erns as they impact on mial structures and inkdmcM needs.

FMhrald, commenting on the exIra0rdim-ygrowth of the Irish economy since
1993, pointed to the decline in the number of young people coming onto the labour market

since the beginning of 1999. Added to the impending housing shortage likely to restrict the

numbers of immigrants, he believes that the most likely source of new entrants to the

labour market will be women cumtly worlang in the home. He recommends that a
reassessment of child care p r o e o n is needed The Irish government can set up worlring

groups and commbion reports, which examine different types of provision, various
European Union models and the employment sbtblics, but seem unsure how to implement
action plans (Working Group on Childcare Facilities for W o d b g Patents, 1994).l6 Two

Irish sociologists detail these societal trends in, the Irieh context, A Sociologv of Ireland
(Tovey and share, 2000).17

The hdmgs of Rofesm Jerry Sexton and Dr Tony Fahey, of the Economic and
Social Research htitute, on the changing nature of the Irish family make interehg

readhg.l8 They discovered h t the number of couples where both are worlmrg has
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doubled over the last ten years in Ireland.

h f m Sexton, a demographer, believes that this figure is now between 40 and

45 per cent which is atitl below the 60 per cent level of some European colltltries. He

mentions that push and puIl factors are at work here with the price of houses as well as

increasing employment opportunities.

Dr Fahey pin@
to h e increased piu&icipationof women with children under the

age of five which is approaching the European average. Older women, who have no
children or children over the age of 15 years, have low participation levek Fahey lhinla

that this is because of different levels of educational attainments with the younger women

being more edwded and armed with u
n
v
iw qualifications.

Fahey, like FitzGed4 predicts that the child care crisis is set to continue, if not

escalate,aschildcareworkme~tobepaidmm.Hethinksthat&hecostswiIIbe

in the region of IR£15@IRAl80 (or Eum equivalent) per week and says, like many others,

that the Irish Guvemment has to act. These hrends are d i s c d fkfher by Smyth (in

Nolan, O'Cormell and Whelan (eds), 2000).19

A female journalist attempted, unsuccessfuny, to start a debate about the changing

nature of Irish society in a series of aticles.20 Other debates centred on (young) malea and

masculinity and a second level, transition year, course option called "Exploring
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4.1.4 Women, Work and the Emmean Union
A comparison of demographic trends across Europe indicates that they tend to

origiaatchnorthe~1Europesnd~southwardswithatimeLgofuptotmyears

(Drew in Drew, Emerek and Mahon (ecls), 1998).z2 These changes are seen in increased

life expectancy and ageing populations; fertihty and later age of maternity as wen as births
outside marriage; marriage at a later age with more cohabitation, divorce and remarriage.

Ireland is exhi'biling high levels of lone parent f h d i e s dong with more single person
households and d e r households in general (Drew in Drew, Emerek and Mahon (eds),
1998).z3

The labour market participationof women has changed and so has the nature of

employment with atypical patterns such as part-time working, temporary employment,

homeworking and sM3 work (Drew and Emerek m Drew, Emerek and Mahm (eds),
1998).z4 What has not changed is the existence of the gender wage gap. Women in

Ireland receive 84.5% (1997 data) of male pay but are also dhdvantaged m regard to
benelh such as @om.

The d m of How Uneaual ? pmpoae the solution of quaby

(pay) audi$ which would allow more transparency in regard to payment practices (BarreU,

Catlan (ed),ONeiIl, Russell, Sweetman and McBride, 2000).25

Women who care for dependent relatives (either children or addh) are

-199-

predornjnantly m the age category 25 to 49. They are termed 'reconcilers' and have
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increased activity rates and little flexibility. If these 'reconcilm' attempt to combine

part-time work with caring responsibilities they are endangering their opportunities for
career progression (McRae in Drew, Emerek and Mahon (eds), 1 9 9 8 ) . ~ ~
4.1.5 Women and Irish Politics
The 1990s saw the election of two female Presidents of Ireland. The first, the

seventh President, Mar)r Robinson is a remarkable woman who redefined the role of the

presidency in Ireland forever (Ward, 1994).27 She had played a role in prompting various

Irish governments to bring the law into line, with the reality of life for people in Ireland, in

regard to issues such as contraception, the illegitimacy (status) of children, free legal aid in
a matter of f

a law, as well as divorce.

After serving one term (1990 to 1997) she announced her intention to take up a

position in Geneva as the United Nations High Commissioner for Human w t s (and to
serve one term). She showed Irish women that they could aspire to the lughest office in

the land and served as a sbhmg beacon of inclusion to all secton of society especially to

the less fortunate such as lone mothers, the homeless and members of the travelling

community (Ohary and Burke, 1998;28 Siggins, 1997).29 Robinson would prove a hard
act to follow. Both Robinson and her successor,Mary McAleese (eighth President), held

the position of Reid PK)fessor of Penal Legislation, Constitutional and Criminal Law,and
the Law of Evidence at Trinity Conege, D u b h (Mdhthy, 1999).3*

The 1990s also saw the rise to positions of power within the political parties of
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prominent, hard-workmg and capable women. Ireland has seen a female party leader of a
major political party, a deputy party leader as welt as capable female Mjnisters and
Senators (Galligan, Knight and Nic Giolla Choille in McNamara and Mooney, 2000).~l

Women are becoming accepted in the halls of power much more readily than in previous

generations but they still face di£iiculties m d o q 2000;32 Roulston and Davies (eds),
2000).33

Gabgm (1998) describes this process in the sub-heading of her book Women and

Politics in Contemporq Ireland. From the Maf.9ins to the Mainstream. It was not until
1979 that a woman served in the cabinet with the promotion of Maire Geoghegan-Qun

fiom a junior ministry to that of Minister for the Gaeltacht (covering the Irish speareas) (GaIligaq 1998).34 The numbers are still small at cabinet and governmental levels

as well in Irish local politics. The question that all political scientists, interested in women,
ask is: "Why so few?" (Marsh and Mitchell (eds), 1999;35peterson and Sisson., 1 9 9 3 ) . ~ ~

The same question rmght be asked in relation to the economic and social structures. The

lack of academic attention to the issue of women, or rather the absence of women fiom
political He, and to the issues of interest to women, was only redressed fiom the 1980s on
(Lovenduski and N o h (eds), 1996;3~Lovenduski and Randall, 1993;38 Randall,
1982).39

Gender mainstream& was introduced, at a conference, into Ireland in April 1999
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(Department of the Taoiseach m partnerdup with the Department of Justice, Equaldy and

Law Reform and the Making Women Seen and Heard Project, 1999).& The Irish
govenunent are also familiar with the processes of gender mapping (EUROSTEP and

Wide,1995)41 and equality proofing (NESF, 1 9 % ) . ~ ~

4.1.6 Women and the Irish Civil Service
The numbers speak for themselves in the civil sexvice. Women are

under-repmented m the top posts and over-repmmted in the posts at the bottom of the
scale. Women make up 80 per cent of the staff in clerical grades. The glass ceiling in the
Irish civit service has been identifml as being at the level of assistant principal officer grade
which has only seen a m e per cent increase in the ten years between 1987 and 1997 from
23 per cent to 24 per cent. In July 1999, the Taoiseach addressed a conference, of senior

predominately male civil sewants, at Dublin Castle on the issue.43

Another study, the first of i$ kind to be conducted in the public sector, entitled

Tbrouh I h d i t y in Dublin Conmation, found that women were paid less than

men and they were concentrated m the low paid jobs.44 Equahty audihs, like this, are
needed country wide, m both the piate and public sectors. These public sector atatistics

are mirrored m the private sector where the number of women are few and far between.
At the end of every year, a newspaper prints a supplement listmg the names of the top Iriah

public companie~as well as their c w m a n ) and chief exec&

0fficer.~5The year 2000

saw, for the first time, the name of a woman, Anne Heraty, as chief executive officer of

the rerruitment comdtancy, CPL Group, which was listed in 67th place.
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The following year showed an improvement with just under thirty women m the top 921
companie8 m 1reland46 A list of the top positions, in 70 fjnancial senices companies m

Ireland, contained no women.
4.1.7 First woman m Ireland .........
It is not uncommon to see a newspaper article or item (like this "Womenselected
by goIdsrnithsW)47
on the iht woman to hold a post as a e r the president of a professional

association or to read the details of a first for a career woman. The year 2001 saw the
appointment of the find woman as head of an Irish stock brokerage (Geraldine Jones at
Dolmen Bder Briscoe ).d8 The first appointment of a woman, Judge Mary OTMloran, to

the Special Criminal Court was m the year 2000.49

Only tfiree women in the history of the state have been appointed by the Top L e d

Appointments Commission to the w
o
nof government secretary of a department. There
was a gap of 36 years between the two appointments. The firstDr Thekla Beere was
appointed in 1959 and the second Margaret Hayes m 1995.~~

The year 1998 saw three such amouncements. In July 1998,a story on the "First
Female Revenue C d o n e r wappeard51 Josephine Feehily, aged 4 5 spent h o s t
fiveyearsasanassistantsecretarybefmjoiningthetriumvirate,thetopthree, mthe

Revenue ccmmkioners. Her mute included traditional female e e n b such as press
officer and personnel officer m the Department of Social, Community and Family Affixin
as wen as a spell as the head of the human muma depadment m the
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Revenue Commissioners. Her post prior to appointment was as the head of corporate
planning which covered strategic plamting, orgmidonal development, customer d c e
policy, press and public relations. This news was fonowed in October 1998 by the

appointment of the h t female chief superintendent and the first female county manager.
A story, by O'Halloran and Cleary, read "Eight new chief superintendentsinclude first

women to reach rank."52 Supt Catherine Clancy was the k t woman to be promoted to
the rank of chief su-tendent

in the Gar& Siochana [fie Irish police force]. The

number of chief superintendents was 47 at the time but many of these were appmachmg

retirement age.

Another article that month was headed up "Civilservant becomes first woman to be

appointed a county

Up until this appointment, the highest ranking woman in

local government was Ms Theresa Whik who is an assistant county manager in Cork.
McDonald noted that Arm McGuinness had served seventeen years in the Department of
the Environment and l h t Ned, her husband, is IBEC's health and safety officer.54 The
state's first and only

county manager was inteaviewed in January 2000 and in her opinion

there is no glass ceiling m local govermnent and plenty of good women are m the pipeline

for promotion. The kadmg of the article stated that "Westmeathchief fmda gender no

banier to top job in county counciLd5 Women are afso &rp

in the trade union

movement in Ireland. The paition of aanistant general secretary, of the Irish Coagress of

Trade Unions, has been filled by a womau.56
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4.2

The Psvchological and Moral Develoment of Women and the Fear of Success
Jean Baker Miller, in Toward a New Psvchologv of Women, points to the

inequality of status and power experienced by women as subordinates to the dominant

males. To be born female is to be born into a socially inferior role (Mrller, 1976 and
1986).~' The dominants impede the psychological development of the subordinates and

aim to suppress any conflict. Women are encouraged to concentrate on relationship

maintenance and the dominants foster these needs for connectedness and affiliation in
order to prevent women's growth through psychological change (Miller, 1976 and 1986).%

Others who have developed theories about the psychological development of

women based on relationshp, connection, attachment and inequality include Gilligan

(1982)59 and Homer (1973).~0Homer, like Jean Baker Miller, has written about women's

fear of power and of what they fear most -- their authentic selves coming out.

Gilligan is criticised for supposed@clauning that women are morally superior to

men (PoIlitt, 1 9 9 5 ) ~and
~ that women have a right to claim the moral high ground (Fal*
1991 and 1 9 9 2 ) . ~What
~ Gihgan believes is that women possess a different moral

orientation to men but she is not claiming that this is necessady better (Gilligan and
Attanucci in Banyard and -on,

1996).63 GiUigan (1982) says that the need for

attachment, connection and relation@ are part of the female gender identity. She agrees
with Homer about women's fear of success. For Gilhgan, what men fear is entrapment

while for women the greatest danger lies in isolation.
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According to Horner, in competitive situations women not only fear failure but they
also fear success because of the social consequences. Women are motivated to avoid

success because it might lead to their becoming unpopular or u n f i e . To test her

theory she administered a test on achievement motivation to a group of undergraduates at
the University of Michigan and she asked them to complete the tale of a medical student

(of their own sex) who is top of the class in medical school. Nearly three-quarters of the

women used negative imagery to iinish the story while only 10% of the men did. This

would indicate that a psychological barrier stands between women and success, at least in
competition with men. Treserner ( 1 9 9 3 1 reviewed
~~
a wide variety of studies on fear of

success, some replicating the work by Horner. He concluded that the whole area is open to

debate.

4.2.1 Girls, Women and Education
The rising educational levels of girls and women have been adequately dealt

with elsewhere under the headmgs of age, class and gender (Lynch, 1999;~5Department

of Education and Science, 2000).66

4.3

Gendered Social Roles
Crosby has written extensively on the multple role combinatiom that result in

women jugglrng the various aspects of their lives. She has found, through conducting

hundreds of interviews with women in dual-careermaniages, that thisjq&hg of life roles

can result in a number of advantages as wen as disadvantages (Crosby, 1 9 9 1 ) ~The
~ ~main
advantages lie in increased psychological health such as grea.ter happiness and satisfaction

with life, higher levels of self-esteem and also better physical well-being (Crosby, 1 9 9 1 ) . ~ ~
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The work role, especdy in mid-life, results in fewer incidences of depression (Coleman,

Antonucci and Adelmann in Crosby (ed.), 1987).69

Both Gove and Zeiss (in Crosby (ed.), 1 9 8 ~ 7 0and Coleman, Antonucci and

Adelmann (in Crosby (ed.), 198717~studied the relationship of role configuration with both

mental and physical health. The latter found that " ... the tnple role configuration of
employment, marriage and parenthood appeared to be the most consistently and positively

related to health and well-bemg, especdy for women" (in Crosby (ed.), 1987).~2

The quality of the role is important as is the level of commitment to it and

successfid completion of multiple role combination can confer a sense of exhilaration
(Crosby and Jaskar in Oskamp and Costanzo (eds), 1993).~3Crosby points out that

wo-

outside the home results in a gain in resources and that three things can make
variety and amplification. The women may

juggling pleasurable. These are buffbenefit but the men can lose out in that:

First, husbands of jugglers lose helpmates for their professional lives. Second,
they lose exclusive rights to their provider role. Third, hey lose some of tfieir
authoriiy at home. Finally, they lose the assurance of intimacy. (Crosby, 1 9 9 1 ) ~ ~

4.3.1 Marriage, Motherhood and E m p l o y m ~
Of the primary roles of women

- spouse, parent, worker - it is that of parent

which is the most onerous. A woman who is married may experience stress and marital

dissatisfaction if there is little role sharing but the biggest strain may come fiom
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parenthood, especially high parenting (Verbmgge in Crosby (ed.), 1987).75
With each role comes a different life script, a different set of role partners and

different rules regardrng interaction (Crosby, 1991).76 Thoits defines roles " ... as

-

relationships between people patterned (normative) exchanges of behaviourw( in Crosby
(ed.), 1987).77 The fact that more women are going out to work has resulted in role
expansion rather than redefinition for women and "... physical beings, individuals have a

finite amount of time and energy available with which to engage in successful role

performance" (in Crosby (ed.), 1987).78 Women are caught in a time crunch and they
have no time for themselves or for leisure activities. The mediating i.uences of role
conflict include money, education and social class and the more one possesses of each of

these the fewer structural constraints and traditional role expectations will bother a woman
(Thoits in Crosby (ed), 1 9 8 7 ) ~ ~ ~

Epstein found that the most successful women were not only said to have it all but

were having to do it all.80 They were experiencing multiple successes in multiple roles.
She made three observations:
First, problems of overload are not limited to women at the occupational apex.
Second, maniage can facilitate as well as impede professional life. Third, research
shows that certain types of employment situations are detrimental to mental and
physical well-being, no matter what the marital or parental situation of the people
who have these jobs. (in Crosby (ed.), 1 9 8 7 ) ~ ~
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Her research pointed to the fact that like marry like' in occupational terms and that
women are able to comparhentalise their lives in order to reduce role strain. Role tensions
can be aggravated by the anival of cbildreq or an ageing or sick parent, because couples

who have re-negotiated gender roles often find that they revert back to the traditional
mode. Work is being restructured to accommodate these f

m roles but the potential still

remains for thaw work / family amngements to leave lasting damage on women's career

progress (Lewis in Davidson and Burke (eds), 1994).a

The findings of the research, discwed above, indicate that the position of women

in Irish society has improved and that they play a more active (and acknowledged) role in
the social, economic, political and cuhural life of contemporary Ireland The next section
examines the glass ceihng phenomenon
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4.4

The Glass C e h g

Dozens of books are produced world wide every year which advise women how to

break, smash through or shatter the glass ceiling (e.g. Bird, 1996;83 Dixon, 1 9 9 3 ; ~ ~

Flaherty and Gilman, 1 9 9 7 ; ~Flanders,
~
1994;86 Garrett, 1998;87 Hauter, 1 9 9 3 ; ~ ~
King, 1993;89 Sadak and Egan, 1995;90 Scheele, 1994).91 They begin by defining the
glass ceiling and then go on to outline strategies to do with personality, power and politics
(Flanders, 1994).

The topics covered include pay, promotion, training, finances, networking, child

care, image, sexual harassment, travel (Bird, 1996); ageism, self-discovery, relationshy

b u i l d i . competing, avoiding the 'mommy-track trap' (Scheele, 1994); organisational
culture, team working (Hauter, 1993); time management, conflict resolution skills, stress

management and effective communications (Sadek and Egan, 1995).
Some advocate adopting strategies such as setting career goals and finding role

models, coaches or mentors as well as developing networks and friendships (Garrett,
1998). Two high-achieving Americans have written The Sawv Woman's Success Bible

(1997) fiom personal experience. Tina Santi Flaherty was the first woman vice-president

of Colgate Palmolive while her co-author was the first woman sportswriter for the New

York Daily News. Both these women claim to have discovered a formula for "How to find
the right job, the right man, the nght lifewand all you have to do is work through their
self-help book. The first section of the guidebook contains some valuable tips but the

omission of any mention of pregnancy, motherhood and child care is probably the most
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telling aspect of the work because children and the people, women, who care for them are

not going to survive in the jungle that is corporate America.
A more academic approach, to the glass ceiling, was taken by Momison, Van

Velsor, White and the Center for Creative Leadership (1987, 1992).92 The research, over

three years with a follow up, was undertaken under the auspices of the Center for Creative
Leadership and looked at the career progression of 76 women managers in 25 Fortune
100 companies. Additional interviews were conducted with 16 male and 6 female
executives. They held different positions (he and staff) and worked in different sectors
(manufacturing and services). The aim, of the Executive Women Project, was to ask h e

questions they believed were crucial. These were:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What does it take for women to enter the executive suite?
What factors propel women?
What derails women?
Are success and deraihnent factors the same for men and women?
Do women need the same opporhmities for development as men?
(Morrison et al., 1987, 1992, p. 91g3

They define the glass c d m g as "... a transparent banier that kept women from

rising above a certain level in c o ~ c m sand
w they say that they "... began to perceive

more than one banier that keeps women out of senior positions. Women who break
through the glass c e h g often find that they are waned out of more senior management "
and
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The giass ceiling is not simply a bamer for the individual, based on the person's
habib@to handle a high-level job. Rather, the glass ailing applies to women as a
group who are kept from advancing hlgher because they are women
(Monkon et al., 1987, 1992, p. 13)94

and it

"... may exist at Werent levels in different companies or industries ..., we have

placed it just short of the general manager position (these jobs represent less than 1%of

the workfii)" (Monism et at, 1987, 1992).95

They point out that is difficult but not hnpossi'ble to break through the glass ceihng

and that:

Once women break through this fimt e e r , however, they unexpectedly
encounter another barrier a wall of tradition and stereotypes that separates them

-

from the top executive leveL This wall keeps women out of the h e r sanctum of
senior management, the core of business leaders who wield the gmtest power.
(Monism et al., 1987, 1992, p. 1596

A profile of the sample showed that they had an average age of 41 (30-60); that

one m four was d e d and that half had at least one child. The fact that the women were

married or re-married and had children came as a surprise. They had all (of the 76 only

five had never d e d ) tried to combine or balance a pemonal life with success at work.

Male con-

can be shocked by one event

- pqgmcy. One of the executives said

that "It's the most female thing you can do" (Monison et at, 1987, 1992).97

All the women took great care with their outward q p m m c e and had to operate

witbin a "narrow band of acceptable behaviourWor a "safe zone". A g d track record was

important so that they became known for their competence, professionalism, leadership or
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problem so-

skills. Morrison et al. (1987, 1992) list other factors such as bemg smart,

having good analytical skills, the ability to think on one's feet, getting along with most

people and getting the job done smoothly, working with and through other people, being
easy company and adapting to changtng situations quickly as well as finding sponsors or

role models. Women who earn more than their husbands can find that these spouses may

leave and that all the successful women have one thug in common -- exhaustion. This
may go some way to explain why women leave organisations.

The three extras that the research showed that women need to acquire are

credibility, presence and the advocacy of an influential person. One of the easiest ways for

women to gain credibility is to get a qualification fiom one of the prestigious universities.

This would explain the increasing numbers of women undertakmg a Master of Business

Administration at the elite business schools.

They noticed, like Kanter (1977 and 1993),98that in terms of p e r s d t y and

behaviour there were few differences between the successfid men and women and state
that 'Mounting evidence indicates that, when careers are matched, women are d

l

y

similar to men in their characteristics, abilities and motives" (Morrison et al., 1987,
1 9 9 2 ) . ~In~ their follow up study, they question where the women are now? Some have

cracked the glass ceibg but more have given up trying. They conclude that:
Contradictory perfbrmance expectations, the inability to get feedback, and the
absence of clear developmentaljobs for women continue to restrict mobility and
help to create and perpetuate the a s ceiling and walls that block women as they
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enter more responsible leadership positions.
(Morrison et al., 1987, 1992, pp. 173-174)Io0

Another writer has a more depressing view in that she states:

In some ways tlungs are going well for women. But in the professional area,
especially as women begin to advance up the career ladder, they still encounter a
'glass ceiling'. This is a point at which most women stop in their career and watch
younger, often less capable men hop over them. It's not so much that these young
men queue-jump, it's that they are in a different queue and this counts both against
women and against some sorts of men who just don't understand the rules.
(Coward, 1992, p. 36)1°1

There is obviously a market for these kind of books as well as for those that explain

how working life and motherhood can be successfdly combined (Dq 1989;lo2 Miller,
1989;1°3 Sanger and KeIly, 1990).lo4 These works generally devote a chapter on fathers

as part of a support strategy along with other child care assistants. Books on how to
combine workmg life and fatherhood are not yet taking up shelf space.
The big question, which is not covered as well as it could be, is when is the best

time, in career terms, to have a baby. The trend seems to be that well educated women are
waiting longer and longer and the result is that the chances of infkdlity and birth defects

increase while the energy levels of the elderly primagravida (older birth mother) decrease.
The only positives appear to be more financial security and career tenure. The question

needs to be looked at in more depth. One author acknowledges that having a child
involves a revolution in priorities along with the acceptance that the patchwork career is
the female norm (Dix, 1989). These authors mention careers in terms of sUNiVal and
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coping (Miller, 1989).

Some authors write manuals on how to be a Superwoman or how not to be a

superwoman (Conran and Sidney, 1979 and 1981; Conran, 1990)105which read rather

like the early Victorian handbooks on home management except they rarely now have fun
chapters on how to treat domestic staff (but may have to in the future). One tip, which
even lugh earning women fail to follow, is to employ help in the home. Conran (now a

government artvisor on work / life balance) later co-founded an organisation, Mothers in

Management, to remind employers that women managers may need help to balance their
work / home life. lo6

The studies, summarised in the discussion above, examine the psychological

make-up of women as wen as a number of personal characteristics associated with women.
The focus of the international literature concerns career oriented, professional women,
employed in organisations, who express a desire for independence and who need improved

strategies for exercising power over people and resources. The discussion in the next

lfocus on female employees in financial services.
section of this paper d
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4.5

Women in the Financial Services Sector

Women in banlang are beconrmg more visiile, in organidcms, as they move into
positim of power. The majority of women wolidng in banking remain below the level of

manager, whether from individual choice, or life choices, but an inc~easingnumber of
ambitious, wen educated and experienced women are rising to the top.

Two articla, on the subject of the careers of women in banking, caught the interest
of the author. One appeared in September 1991 and the other m May 1993. Of the

women working m this conservative in*

seven of ten r e c h to the main banks were

women and one bank manager m twenty was female. Over twenty years after the removal

of the miniage bar and f i e years after the introduction of equahty pgrammes, women

were stiU predominantly occupying the lower grades.

Bank of Ireland has a &he and operate an equality programme, since 1986, with

a fidl time equal ojprhdies officer. In Bank of Ireland 58% of the staff were female but
only 30aA of grade officer or up were women (198618%) while only 6% of bank

managen were women (1986-1.8%). In AIB 36% of management grades were filled by

women and the QUE for upper management is unknown. In 1984, Margaret Domes
became the h t woman to sit on the board of an Irish bank when she became a director of

the Bank of Ireland and that Miriam Hederman OBrien was later agpointed
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to the Board of the AIB Group.

Maire Hal@, the eqahty officer with Bank of Ireland, tfiinks that women need to

improve heir networking skiIls because they have lower levels of s e I f d d e n c e . Singie

sex training and personal development programmes are considered to be hportant. Bank
of Ireland had eleven personal development networks in Ireland and they also ran
awareness training and intemiew practice courses for women. The Personnel department
try to understand the need to balance f

w with career commitments. They allow career

breaks of up to five years. Women employees opt for eaxiy retirement and voluntary
redundancy schemes.lo7

The second article was "The Glass Ceihng".l08 In the Irish banking indusiry
o v e d , the percentage of women decreased with &ority.

The AIB Group had 130

executives but only two of them were women - one in the US and one in Ireland. Bank of

Ireland had 100 executives - 2 women (later 3). In AIB 19% of management were

women. Ofthe two junior management grades (assistmt manager and officer) 47% w a s
women. In Bank of Ireland this figure was 9% of managers (6% in 1986) and 13% of

assistant managers (19% in 1986). AIB introduced a voluntary severance package which

was cozzlpleted in December 1992 and 1,000 staff members left

- 95% women.

One point which is relevant to the promotional prospects of women is time served

in the bankand that T

w of AIB's~staff are~female but women are
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undemjmmted proportionately among staffwith more than 20 years senice. Among
those long-aenhg employees only QO per cent are women." The banker that was profled
was Marian McCade, a manager in the corporate services W o n of AIB, who said that

"She still snds that women don't apply for promotions and suspects that a lack of
confidence is the
A lecture given by Dr Mary Redmond, to the Dubh region of the Institute of

Bankers,appeared m shortened form m Bmkim Ireland (1995). She called her talk
"Gender,Equahty and Banking" and the resuhmg article was tided "ReadingSignals in the

workplacen.llo Redmond talks about diversityydifferences and complementality and calls

these differences culture. She says that the culture m banks is male and that this is to be
expected due to history and the oqpidonal structures but this can cause difficulties

when a woman is appointed to a senior management position because she has to operate m

a new culture. Redmond believes that women are different m relation to conflict

resolution, management styles, promotional strakgies and comm~cationat meeliqp.

Banking needs both men and women because mixed groups h c t i o n better and
commitment to dkmity should come f h n the hghest level and be mcorpated into all

the goals and plans of the senior management team (see Table 4.5.1).

4.5.1 TheGlass~inFinancialServices
The glass cdmg does exist and many women are consciou of it and try to work

around it, while some who have muxded c h m to ignore it and claim that a mixture of
hard work, merit or luck (bemg m the q h t place at the right time) paid off m career
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Table 4.5.1

Retail Banking Republic ofhland 1994.

Retail Banking (Republic of Ireland 1994)

Female

Male
m
e
8
t

94%

M-

79%

Officers
Scale 113

45%
34%

TempPart-The

20%

Source: Redmond, Mary. ""Readmg Signals in f
bwcxkplace'

6%
21%
55%
66%
80%
.

-- . .-

-

- --

in Banking Irelana Summer 1995, p. 2.
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Two City journalists ask whether there are "Cracks in the Glass Ceding" and they
find that there are a few cracks showing m Wall Street but lea so m the City of London or
elsewhere.111 They use the example of Bridget Macaskill of Qpenheimer Funds who

started in Unigate, the dairy group, as a glorified secretary and ended up as head of the
marketing -ent.

When she moved to Oppenheimer in 1983 it was as a mark*

specialist with no knowledge of financial markets and she has risen to the top. They point
to the success of Abbey Joseph Cohen of Goldman Sachs as a Wall Street analyst

Another journaEist was more positive that "Women crack the City's glass ceihng"

and outlined the &tails of the career progression of Brmwyn Curtis, chief economist with
Deutsche Bank m London.l l2 Yet another journalist went back to talk to Curtis at the end
of 1997. The resulhg d c l e , "Womenbreak the mould", indicated that a cullme shift had
resulted m more opportunities for women. It points to the success of Jeff Jones, senior

manager of executive development at NatWest. Between 1990 and 1997, NatWest
increased the number of women mimagem Grom 15% to 29% and introduced a job-share
m . 1 1 3

The businem magazine, Mmaament Today (March 1999),114 canpiled a list of

"Britain's most p o w d women" and they asked the ~ueslim:"Who is the woman who

makes it to the top'l"ll5 The Editorial stressed the diversity of qualdications, experience8
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and backgrounds. At the top of lhe list of "The Women who move Britain" was Carol
Galley, the fund manager with Mercury Asset Management. The main story, by Hamihon
(City Editor of The Sunday Times), points to the areas of law, accountancy, fimd

management and economics where women are makmg an impact.116

She points to the numbers of women in retahg, like the American, A m hwson,

who was brought m to tum around retailer Laura Ashley and the clirector of the retail
section of W.H. Smith, Beveriy Hodson. Even the Opporbdy 2000 bhlive, in the

U W Kingdom, has failed to bring in large numbers of women to the boardrooms. In

fact, there is a trend known as "home f h m the boardroomwwhere women like Penny

Hughes (at the age of 33), ex-president of Coca-Cola UK, step down hmtheir top jobs,

for f

e reasons. Hughes has built up a podfolio of nonexecutive directorshtps and

works hmhome.

Apart f h m Galley, at number one m the Management Today list, there are two

other women bankers. At number 14 is Amy Fawcett, who at 42, is managing director for

Europe of Morgan Stanley and at number 19 we k d N~colaH d c k , joint managhg
director of SG Asset Management at age 37. Two women economists make the list,

Dearme Juiius, number 5, who is on the Monetary Poiicy Cormnittee of the Bank of

Enghd and Rosemay RatcWe, number 21, who is chief economist with
P r i c e W ~ o ~ .
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4.5.2 The SliclqFloor

Whatever occupational grouping and whatever level in the organidon, women are
paid less. Even when they IIxeive a promotion, they are caught by what Alison Booth and
her colleagues term the "sticky floor"of pay. Booth, P r o f m of Economics at the
Unhrdy of Essex and the author, with F r a n d and Frank, of "Glass Ceiliqp or
Sticky Floors?" (1998)~l7 m a paper, based on data from the British Household Panel
Survey (BHPS), l8 found that women who work full-time are more likely to gain

promotion than men but even when they do they will stay at the bottom of the pay scale for
their new job.

The discussion paper was reported under the headmg "Women break g h s d i n g
but stay stuck to wage floor."l lg The study conchdes that the fact that women are now

gaining the promotions, but not the m e pay increases, as men is due to prejudice and

. . .

-on.

Another report on the hdmgs was titled "I11promote you, my dear - but

forget the pay risew.l20 It repolted that:
F w t glass ceihngs. Tnvisible baniers on the career ladder for women do not
exist. Instead,there are sticky floors. Women get promoted at the same rate as
men, but while men's salaries mar after promotion, women's remain stuck at the
bottom of the d e for their new grade.

The accountancy professicm track the

of members and mually find that
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women are paid less. Figures h m the Leinster Society of Chartered Accountants, ahow
that starhg salaries for female accountants iue IEU4,OOO less than for men at IEU24,OOO
per almunl. 121

A

of htemationalmearch has appeared which examines the existence of the

glass ceitiug in the financial d c e sector. The fidhgs of these studies, mentioned h,
indicate that women have made some progress and that cracks are beginning to appear in

the glass ceiling.

The next two sections examine the gendered nature of employment m baking and
accountancy in Ireland
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4.5.3 Gendered Employment Practices in Ireland

4.5.3.1

Women m Bankinn in Ireland

Two business students at Dublin City University undertook a case study on the

intduction of part-time worken in a major Irish h c i a l sewices organidon. Mullen
and Troy entiiied their d k r h t i o n "Part-Time Workers m Irelandw.It was completed in

April 1995. The orgakjion m question sought to cut staf%g

costs and examined the

Stafbg structure.122

The recdment of Permanent Part-Time Mcials (PPTs) began m 1990 and by

1995 there were 600.

They were able to apply for fun-time positions and enjoyed pro rats

benefits including membednp of the pension scheme as well as the profit sharing scheme.
They were employed m routine, clerical and administraik work.

Mullen and Troy mention that a number of problems were encountered by the

organbation. A number of issueswere r e f d to an Independent Tniunal which
concentrated on the questions of salary, f l e x i i of woriwg horn and pmgmsion. This

group of workers could be divided into two groups

- older mmied women and younger

single, mataly, women. The Tribunal discovered that the PPTs were carrying out similar

work to their fun-time colleagues. Mullen and Troy found tbat the women they

inteaviewed felt that they were being taken advantage of because of this fact. Thaw who

had school going children woriied 20 to 25 hours but the others worked the maximum

number of horn.

Mullen and Tray reported that the majority of part-time workers believed that their
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I11-time coleagues treated them with respect but they said that the a t h d e of management
towards them was less than favourable in some cases. The PPTs were happy with the fact

that the Study Scheme had been extended to include them. A main point of contention

was the issue of dm. The fun-time staff received two suits, blouses and a cardigan

while the PPTs who, in some cases, worked only eight horn less were oniy given one.
They had the option to buy a second but they felt that it should have been supplied

Mullen and Troy point out that the older mmied w d m were hajyier than the

younger workers because they did not want to progress firher and felt that the twenty to

thirty-six hours they w d e d were appropriate for working mothm.

4.5.3.2

Bank Assistant Grade
Regan undertook a study of the B O A m hght of the mtmduction of the new Bank

Assistant ~ r a d e She
. ~ reports
~ ~ tfiat:
In 1987 one of the Asmbtd Banks (Bank of Ireland) neg0liah-l with the union
to introduce a new lower grade of w d e r to effectively replace 35% of their
existing hlgher paid Bank O£Echhwho were willing to take voluntary redundancy.
..
These recruits are to remain at Bank Assistant Grade (BAG) with no oppmbmbW1
for promotion upwards witbin the organidon. (Regan, 1992, p. 7)124

Regan conducted her research in branches of the Bank of Ireland m the Dublin

area She says that "Accordingto actual f@m compiled by Bank of Ireland on its staf&ag
structures prior to the introduction of the new lower grade m 1989, 56.98% of its staff
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were female and 43.W were malew(Regan, 1992, p. 59).125

She also found that more women now attain the grade of officer than previously

but that males point to this grade as a stepping stone and quickly move on to Asisrant

Manager but she says that a similar paitem is not found for the women (Regan, 1 9 9 2 ) . l ~ ~

The majority of bank officials work in the retail end of the business. The banks

used to operate a no poachmg agreement. The original recruitment poficy was one stream
and these individuals were considered to be management material. The new grade is

intended to attmt people who are content to remain as a clerical worker and not progreacl

upwards. The overan majority recndted to this new grade were female.

The fin-

indicate that d e n t , selection and career development may be

gendered. Inmasing research attention is bemg paid to women in accountancy.
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4.5.4 Women in Accountancy in Ireland.

In Career Promasion of Chartered Accountants. A c o m p h n of the career

proeress of male and female Chartered Accountants (1994),127Barker and Monks state
that is it childbearing which hinders women's earning capacity.

They recount the story of a

woman who was asigned to work away from home even though her employers knew that

she was still breast feedmg. Both men and women mentioned that they would like to

achieve a better wd-life balance.
Only 6% of the men had the option of formal paternity leave and 36% took none.

They found M e evidence of flexible working armgements or orgmhtional child care
They believe thatwomen are & f a this aspect of their home life until they

f-a.

are established in their careers. They found that the men who were e e d , to women

who were stay-at-home partners, earned more than those who had working patners or no

paitners.

Barker and Monks opened their study with a review of the b r a t w e on women m

accountancy which showed that women are entering the profession in equal numbers, are

as wen eckrcated and s h k to men in terms of commhent, orientation, expectations and

satidaction with their c;aeerrr and r e m u d o n but that after f%eyears men exceed

women m tenns of pay, promotions and job saiisfktion. Lack of mcntoring and

networking may be a problem as wen as the expected long hours sociahsing and travel at
home and abroad The tng accountancy firms have made limited attempts to accommodate
women.

Barker and Monks studied women and men at age dirty-&

years. This was the
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age by witich they would have been made a partner. There were, as you might expeat,

differences in who took m p o ~ l s lfor
i household chores. The majority of both men and

women did not have caring respomibilities for the eldedy but 65% of men and 44% of
women had children Almost 50% of the men were able to leave child care to their partner

while the women used a variety of different ammgements.
Barker and Monks also found that men and women perceived that men were more

aware of the politics at work and also appeared to be more s e K 4 d e n t . Women had

. . .

experienced o-n

and harassment but did not want to make an issue of it because

they did not want the label of being difficult. These women are wen paid but those few

who have reached the top of their oqpkdions have chosen to fit m rather than chaJlenge
the working practices.

Barker and Monks reported their hhgs to the memk

of the Institute of

Ch;atered Accountants m Ireland through the journal Accountancy Ireland ("Women m the

- the aleeping pmlnem?" (1994)).1= The second article,
"Womenin Accountancy - the way f m a r d Wappeared m the December 1994 issue of

Accountmcy Profession

A c c o m c y Ire1a11d.l~~
Barker notm that the study identified two worrying trends. She

says the first is that women and men are segregated into different speclahssns within

accountancy. The second problem lies with the second shift (paid and unpaid work;) and in

the reluctance to pay for domestic help other than child care (see Table(s) 4.5.2 and 4.5.3).
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Table 4.5.2
R e s p o n s i i for Household Chores.

Source: Barker, Patricia C.and Monks, W y . athy.Careermessionof Chartered Accountents. A
comaxison of &e armmwzrm ofmale and female Chartered Accwn~ants.Dubh Crty l h k m t y
Bus$less School, Octoba 1994, Table 20, p. 29.
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CaFeer break =heme

Flexiile wcd&g hours
C&che
Part time worIr
Job s h x h p
W w k i n ~froin home
Return to wmk scheme
Positive action
Mentoring

Other me-

Table 4.5.3
Existence of flexible work mangeme&.

Men

Women

%
8

Oh

25
3

24

26
9
5

4
4

4
2

18
6
34
10
14
4
4
10
2

Source: Wex,Mcia C.and Monlcr, Kathy. Career Pr&m
of Chartered Accountants. A
comparisonofthe mmxmcmm of male md h a l e Char&& Accountants. Dublin CitylJmmdy
Business School, O c t o h 1994, Table 24, p. 33.
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In December 1995, A c c o ~ c Ireland
y
featurecl an article by McCourt and
McDowelI of queen's Uniwdy, Belftfast. They wanted b find out to wbat extent women
had e x p i e n d the glass ceiling and to establish what barriers lay in their way to the top.
A sigcuficant finding is that women accoll~l-

without children fall into the category of

hghest paid Those earning the least are women with children who wodc part-he. They
found that women in inchby peJ.ceive fewer barriers to progression than women in
praCtice.1M

The majority said that they were unaware of organisationat barriers which were
gender-related but when asked to name barriers they listed lack of career lxeaks and child
care as well as maledomhted netwoks and inflexible working practices. They said that
sexist behaviour limn clients was not reaIly a problem although a few said that they had

needed to prove their ca@&ies.

Like Barker and Monks (1994), McCourt and

McDowell also found that the women were clustered within accountancy. The women
were conscious of the long hours culture in the profession.

In 1997,an article reported the k t that the Institute of Chartered Accountants had

just registered the 10,000th member

- a woman - Fiona Traynor, a 25 year old assistant

accountant with the Bank of Ireland. This is in line with the statistic that just under 50% of
the new members are women. She points out that more women are getting into middle

management positions but that progress is slow. It stated that:
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KPMG recently appointed its first female partner - Nmmh Marshall is the only
woman among the h ' s 44 partners. At the next l e d , directors, 11 out of the 59
are women, while at manager level 37 out of 125 are female. However, among the
staff m the professional category (they are all quahfied accountants) 81 out of the
190 staff are women. What this illusbtm is that women are wen represmted on
the junior rungs of the managed ladder and are becoming more common in the
senior mks.131

-

A second article by was entided "Gender equality the figures don't balance" and

asked the question: "Are female accountants afforded the same o p p o ~ e as
s their male
colleagues?"132 In one respect they are if you consider the numbers gaining management
positions both in practice and in industry but not if you consider salary rates or the number
The annual Saary survey, conducted by
of female partners in the main accountancy h.
the k t e r Society of Chartered Accountants, shows that at every level the awmge salary
for qualified female accountants is below that of men.
The experience of Marie O'Cormor, the h t woman to make it to partner, m 1987,

in Craig Gardner 1Price Waterhouse was reported She was also one of the first d e d
accountants to make it to partner m a chartered accouutancy practice. She does not

iden*

with anyhug that Barker reports f k n her studies.

Another journaIist reported that "Women accountants find it tough to reach the

top."l33 On the day that she received a press release fimn accountants O'Sullivan Keogh
armouncing three new m
e
n

- one of whom, Paula O

h was a woman, a copy of the

Women m Accountancy mney landed on her desk At OtSuIlivanKeogh, one-=

-em

of the

are women whereas m many of the big firms the figure is around 10 per cent.
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Women in Accountancy, studied accountants aged mund 40 years and, found

high levels of job interest and satidaction Women and men see women's careers as less
important than men's even when they were the main breadwinner. Women found that the

old boy network helped men progress and they also agreed that working part-time multed
m reduced career opporhdes. Barrington reports that the survey found tfiat both men

and women rated hq$@

the balance between work and f

w while 66 per cent of women

considered it important to him control over the hours that they work.

An article titled "Gender roles deny women equal oppodmities" reported that
women are more likely to be found at the bottom of the managenal hierarchy than near the

top. The lack of militancy on the part of the orgmkdon Women m Accountancy has

meant that it has achieved little. It mommended that m order to attempt to join the
i n f d networks one should develop a passion for rugby and in order to advance one
should specdk m taxation because women progress m taxation134

Ciaran 0 hOgarta@ (2000) fonowed the Dublin City Unbedy (School of
Business) tradition of interest in the growth of women m the profession with an article
"Accounlingfor Feminktion and the Fenrinkdon of Accounling m Ireland: Gender and

SeK-Evaluation m the context of un-

Accounting ~ n f i o n" 135
. He e x d n e d the

data on the number of women entering accountancy (a societal trend). He discovtred that
women and men did accounting Werendy and his main finding m m e d gender
ciiEerencea m reMon to d d e n c e nprding financial i n f i m
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"How women make it m management"is an article on the work of Kara
~cGaxm.136McGarm interviewed, in-depth, 15 highly successful women. She identified
these women after a trawl through the

of Ireland's top 1000 companies an4 other than

women related to the owner, there were only eight women repmented.

McGarm says these women were h&ly motivated and had played the men at their
own game. They came from middle class backgrounds where their father was the
breadwher and their mother was a housewife, at least while the children were young.

The women thought that they were more focused and goal oriented tfian less successful
women and they had unstructured career patterns. These women believed they were
treated first as a manager and then as a woman but eight per cent felt that they had to w d

harder than a man.

Single women had the problem that they were umsi-

odd. Women identified

the problems of being politically naive, lacking female role m&Is and access to networks

as well as sexual &mmtyphg They believed that they missed out on the sociallife of their

fimily and that top mauagement operated like a ch& where they could exclude you on the

grounds that they wanted to.

Thestudies,reviewedabove,suggesttfiatwomen~them~ebmorderto~the

organidoris rather than expecting t
h orgardsatons to change for them. Despite tiris fkct

the female accountants expressed hgh levels of job satisfaction.
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4.5.5 WomenmtheCityofhdon
In 1995, Lisa Buc-

the editor of the City Cohmm of The Gwrdian

newspaper, undertook a sllrvey on working women m the City of London. She aaked
readers who worked in the City

- male and female - to fill m her questionmk. She

posed the question "Are women making great strides in the square mile?"137 She also

made appeals, m The Guardian, on three other occasions: "EQuality mvdgahl,"l38

"Read the City gender index,"13g and "Clearing the path to equality."lm An article to

awounce the forthcoming three featum was entitied "Why haMtng it all siill begs the

question" and m this she points to the fact that most senior women m the City are
childless. 141

Prior to the articles on the survey results, she wrote about the sqgestion that

Oppmhdy 2000 had made that all boards should umsidex having one female member.

She states that this "... is likelyto scare the pants off most dimtors."l42
She says, m a personal comm~cation(October 1997),143 that the sample was

d e r than she had hoped for at about 100 people and a quarter of those were men. In

terms of age, 67 per cent of t h m r e s l n m e were aged between 25 and 35 while 21 per
cent were mtbe 35 to 45 age bracket. The pay of thempondenla was mlhermge of

Stg£35,000 (54 per cent) and StgB5,OOO to St&50,000 (28 per cent). She umcMed her

~bysayingtfiat"F~theses~~8youwitlseethatthesu1veygivesanimpression
of the vim of more 'ordinary'women m the City h e r than the extmnely higher ranked

people whose views are more usually canvassed".

The results of the survey were reported, in a City Column Specla1(1997), under
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the heading "Stitl the same old boys' club."u The survey shows that less than one fidth of
the executives in the firm of the respondents were women and 55 per cent said that they

. . . .

worked for a female boss and were happy with this fact. In regard to clmmmahon,four

. ..

out of ten women were not expexiencing -on

while 14 per cent of men felt that

they were. One third of the women knew that the men who w d e d with them were

receiving more money and a quarter of the women believed that they had been passed over

for a promotion. One of the respcmdenb said that pregmcy resulted in people treat.ing

you as if your IQ had taken a sudden drop. Four out of hsaid $lat, as they aged, their

career prospects would decline.

The second article that the City Column ran, of the three, was entitled "A workmg

mum is just the job say c h i l M l 4 5 and featured quotes from children who were happy
that their mother worked because this made them, the mothers, happy. The final article

was called "Room at the top for hard choices." It told the tale of a 32 year old City w d e r
Caned Miran& Lawson, not her real name, who worked for an American Bank in the City.

Bwkbgham points to the fact that Miran& was findmg it increasmgly ~ c dto thave it

all.
She notes that "She does have the top City job together with the large six figure

salary. She has an executive wardrobe (recently d h h e d with a f 7,000 designer shopphg
spree in Paris) a central London qmrhmt and a company Mercedes". Mhmda was head

hunted, just over a year ago, by her current firm and this is her fourth financial senices
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company. The recruitment process of this American bank i n c M over twenty interviews

in London, New Yo&, Boston and Chicago.

The working day starts at 8 am. Since joining she now mctudes three vigits per

week to a hairdresser as well as regular mardcm. The American banks insist on an

imtnacw appearance which meant that h d a has had to revamp her w h b e after
she found that her juniors were outhssbg her. The chair of the Women in Bankiug and

Finance group believes that women like Miranda might opt for lone parenthood.

But-concluded her article with a number of options and a quote from
hhmda. She says that
Unlike men of her age and status, h&
will have to make some cruel decisions
- scale down her currentjob, give it up or abandon the idea of childm. 1know
that I could not do tfiis job and have a family. Ican't have it all, it would be
completely impossir'be . But it would be possl'ble for a man to do my job and have
a family. Is that reaIly e q w w146

An article m The Guardian (2001), continues in the same vein discussing "Sexism
and the city"1d7(a reference to the tel&on

series "Sex and the City")and cmcludes that

"ITSa man's world" where women are subJect to daily harassment and e x m h d y leave,

worn down by the sexist behaviour of male co~eagues,bosses and clients alike. There is
nothing sublie about the requests for sexualinkmurse or nmsaga, where men think

nothmg of &themselves or (man)handhg the women. This needs to be grounded

macadercdcrcsearcb
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Only 3% of the executives a~ female and they make up the minority who can cope
with the 'dehmankhg' and damaging environment. Others stick it out as long as they can

and leave (hopefuny) witfi financial setdements.

Ros McCool, a civil servant, was asked by the NatWest Bank in the United

Kingdom to undertake a six month sbucty of their employment policies to enswe that they
were not disc-

in relation to women or ethnic minorities. This fact is reported m

an item marked "City women say the men are still sexist."l48 It also reported the results of
a mwey by Reuters that shows th;it four out of five female workers in the City of London

. . .

say that they are subject to sexual t 3 m m m ~'on
1 and a majority also believe that it is
impossible to combine motherhood with a career.

Those mweyed think that the City is still dominated by the old boys'network and
that women are more vulnerable to redundancies and downsizing. The results of the

survey in NatWest will be available only to executives within the company. The report
atatesthat"NatWestsayssomeQOpercentofits~ersiniEsmortgagebusineasand1
m 10 of its most senior executives are women. The bank plans to achieve greater

repraentationand is concerned to remove m y invisible barriers."
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4.5.6 Gendered Enmlovment Practices

Women,especiaUy those who are mothers and returners, are seen as suitable for
part-time employment in banking. They may be offered permanent part-he contracts
which mean that they work three or four days a week including the traditional lunch time
hours. Increased competition in banlang, the need for cost reductions, restmctming
mergers and acquisitions as wen as the development of new points of delivery (auhmkd

cash d q e m a q cash back cards, supermarket banks, the internet and telephone (and
mobile) banking), mean that banks need to operate longer opening hours even Sit is

marming call centres rather than traditional branches. This demands a responsive
w d o r c e with a good howledge of the products, which themselves have become more

speciahsai and segmented, as wen as the ability to handle customers / clients in a iiiendly

and efficient manner (Gregory and OR@ in Crompton, Ganie and Puscell (eds),
19%).149 These women may be wdhg, because off-

commitments, to take time off

work when an employer experiences a htuaiion m demand such as dux@ Bummer

holidays.

4.5.7 C a r e e r D e v e l ~ i n F i n a n c i aSl d c e 8 .
A number of academia have used the case study method to show how recdment

in banking was, and to some degree still is, gendered with women being mauikd for
clericaljobs and men for management careens (e.g. Crompton and S a n W in MacEwen
Scott (ed),1994;150 I-Word, Savage imd W e 1997;151 Storey, Edwards and Sissons,

. .

1997).152 The early 1990s were years of retrenchment, restmctuxjng and reorgrmsaaon
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with redundancies due to branch closures and staffreductiom m banlrmg.

In ihe United Kingdom, the NatWest Bank, like many 0th-

was undergoing a

change m organisatonal culture &om being a lending oqpnkdon to a new marketing
culture which involved i

n

d pxdhation. Storey, Edwards and Sissons (1997) quote

the wok of Smith (1990) who studied middle managers m a Califbrnian bank. She found
that restructurhg had a d m d c effect on staff morale. 153

They compared the NatWest Bank in the United Kingdom with the Mitsui Trust
and Banking Company Lhited m Japan. Mitsui, with headqwms m Tokyo, employed
6,500 people mjust under 60 branches. They had a multi-portal recruitment system with

two streams: management and clerical. The clerical recnritment was made up of graduates
and two-year conege studenh who were all women. The management recruits were all

graduates and up until 1989 had been 100% male but m that year women were admitted so
that there were 161 male and 3 female graduate recruits.

Things were a little better at NatWeat, who employed 105,000 wdd-wide with
66,000 staff m 500 locations, m the Umted Kingdom. In the core dhkion, UK Financial
Services, of the 4,391 mimagem, 83 (1.89Oh) were women. The NatWest n x d e d

prospective managers f3.m school rather than uIliversity and only 7% of marugen had a
degree or podgdwk quairfication

Most of the remuits were 0 level or A level standard

but those who were g d u a k level were placed on a fast-irack. An internal labour market

was found to exid and ne& 900m of the managen at NatWest had worked for one
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company. The h t appoiatment to a management job came after the age of 30 (Storey,

Edwards and Sissons, 1997).154

NatWest operated a system of career plarming that they caned tiering which meant
that individuals were streamed. Persormel did this by attempting to calculate which level a

staff member might attain The w e s t grade was MX and thb included the chief

executive. Executive8 at this level were not included in the job evaluation scheme. Career

development measures invofved training, education, spomomhip, mentoring and

developmentaljob assigmnents (Storey, Edwards and Sissons, 1997).l55

At the t h e of the study, NatWst spent o w SW55 million on training every year.

Computerbasedtraining,using100~tivevideo~lay~wasusedforteac~

purposes. Equal oppodmdies, languages, bankmg and legal practice were taught by over

three hundred trainers. The management training budget had been increased from 10°h to

35%. NatWest also had a career developmental unit with a staff of forty who undertook

graduate mruitment which cad about Stgfl d o n a year

- 250 gadwks at StgL4,000

each. They also ran the assessment centre. The NatWeat Bank opemted a f

d

appraisal systern as a method of evaluation and pay at executive levels was related to

perfice.

The g e n W nature of the h c i a l services sector was also examined by
Crolnpttm and Sanderaon (1994).

They e n e d the employment policies of the

clearing banks and found that, untilthe 1980%they had operated an i n f d no-poa&q
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policy between them& as well as prefenhg in-house staff associalions rather than trade

union m e m m . They kept a tight hold on the career banking staE The branch
netwodc was considered a suitable training ground for future managem.

4.5.7.1

Buildk Societies
The employment policies of the buildmg societies are Merent and the podtion of

women is better. The recruitment is multi-portal rather than mi-portal, based on formal

academic qualifications, and there is movement of staff between the various bddmg

societies. The equal opportunity legislation had a role to play m speeding up the proam of

change and m outlawing "..., direct male exclusionary practices at the point of d t m e n t

.... " (Crompton and Sandemon, 1994).157

4.5.7.2

Sellbank (case studv)

The case study of one lngh street clearing bank in Englandia useful to compare

with the organisational case study (Chapter 5) m this thesis (Halfor4 Savage and W e

1994).1s8 It Btarted as a piece of research on career trajectories but was broadened to

include o q p k i i o n a l culture change. The auh01.sof the aforementioned work chose

bdcmg because big senice sector oqpisdons employ large numbem of women m

routine white coIlar occupations and they haw women occupying management @OMI.

The major British clearing bank they examine is given the name "SeIIbaukwand

they h
ithe operations of this bank m Midcay, a large udm area, as wen as m
Soufbwn Both place names are fict.itious. They interviewed nine women,of whom
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seven were married but only two had children. These women were aged m their twenties
(4), W (4) and forties (1). They also interviewed twelve men,of whom seven were

married and six had children. The men were m their twenties (2), hides (4), forties (4)
and iiflies (1). The age of one man is not reported

At the h e of the research, the bank was undergoing radical restructuring world

wide in response to globalidon and m

d competition. Smce the 1%0s women have

f m e d the bulk of the staff but were channelled into particular t d s , which they identified
as book keeping, typing and c a s h i a and denied access to promotion into management

They were expected to resign on marriage.

The 1980s saw women start to trickle t h y $ to management and 1%of the
management posts were occupied by women The 1990s were a time of branch closures

and job cutting even of management levels. The staff who were over fifty yeiua of age

were given early reijrement. This left the bank with a younger workforce.
4.5.7.3

Midcity
SelIbank had an equal opporbJIlities unit at head office. Although there was

g d u & recmitment, the majority of ernployeea start as clerical staff and progress upwards

towardsmanagement. Mi-

was a f m e r manuficturing area which had k l o p e d a

hge d c e sector in recent decades. In Midcrty, there were over 70 branches employing
crier 1,000 staff. Nmety per cent of the staff worked in branches rather than speclalist

units, such as s e c d e s and lendtug Senior staffmade up 13% of the worldbrce. They
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mention that two of the t h g that
~ stnrck them was, firstiy, how much the junior grades
were f

d and secondly, that -one

felt that they were living h u g h a period of

major Oqpktional upheaval (Halfor4 Savage and Witq 1994). 159 Nearfy Wh of the

management posts were held by men while women mmined clusted in junior and senior
clerical posts.

Midcity had a workplace numay (which was under-ufibd), women-only career
development seminars and a women's support network as well as a widely used matentity
leave scheme. Women were allowed to take up to h e years leave and to come back to a
job at the same level. This scheme was so poplar that 10% of the staff were on it at the
time of the research. Those who had availed of the scheme, in the past, mentioned tfiat
they had experienced problems on return when trying to reengage with the bank.

4.5.7.4

Southtown
Southtown was a much d e r area with only one branch in the town hxlf so the

mmrchem also looked at the branches within a twenty mile radius. There was no &he
or women's network at this location. In Southtown, there were more men at an grade

levels. Most of the individuals that they spoke to said that they felt a gtrong seme of
bel-esa

in relation to the bank. Wid, Savage and W
itz (1994) point to a new

division that had emerged in bankiug between fun-time and part-time employees and thte

division ran along the hes of gender. The fun-time employees had a career while the
part-time workem felt that their employment was more casual. They state that:
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In short, it would appear that a new semi-permeable division between part-time
and fim-time workm has anowed the continuation of good promotion prospects for
fun-time male workem, even m the midst of resimcturing (Halfm4 Savage and
Wrtz, 1994, p. 117)160

The new sales culture in the bank had redted m a new style of architecture

resulting in the removal of tfie dark mahogany panelling and the introduction of white walls
and lots of glass with c o 1 o W posters and leaflets and chairs in the company colours. The

introduction of a d o r m was intended to make staff more r c q g k b l e to the custmnm.
A new set of managerial @ties

were promoted in line with the new c o m p e W culture.

The changes meant annual targeta to be met, pay based on perfbrmance and open

adwdhbg of jobs interdly whereby individuals did not have to wait for a manager to put

them f m a r d for promotion. Secretarial work was seen as a dead end in terms of

promotion.

They identified two types of women in management. Those who had twenty years

or more of service and were promoted in their f d e s to a semior position in a branch and a

younger management hiuee who was m a more speclahst area and had been identified, at

the remritment stage, as a high-fryer to be fagt-tracked (Word, Savage and Wltz,
1994).161 When the mearchem asked the women about their c;rreers, most felt that

they had little control but mentioned that it was necessary to become visiile to management

and to put one%elffmard. Social background and perm&@ were percerved to be
important. Women needed to be more agentic (active rather than passive) than men in
careerterms.
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A chasm also seemed to be opening between mothem and the childless. The

women were hampered in banking, but not the men, by one transitional event

- motherhood The female managers, that they interviewed, were predonrmantfy childless
and they expressed the belief that motherhood was incomptiile with their career
aspirations (Half&

Savage and W e 1994).162

Workmg horn was another area of difference for men and women. Almost all of

the men that they intmiewed worked m

e while only 50% of the women did overtime

and even then hey did less. Of course, this may be explained partly by the fact that the
overhe was necessary at senior leveh and these were occupied by men. In terms of job
satidaction, they found hat the junior staffwere the happiest with their jobs and women
managers the most unhappy possibly because of the isolation that they had experienced

(HaIford, Savage and Wit;: 1994).163
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McDowell and Court discuss the continuation of occupational sex xgiqy&on in
merchant banking m the City of l w d m The two articles of interest to us here were
supplied by Dr McDowell in finaldraft form at the begmahg of December 1993. They

are titled "Missing Subjects: Gender, Power and Sexuality in merchant badchg"164and
"Gender divisions of labour in the @-Fordst economy: the maintenance of occ@onal

sex d

o

n in the financial services sectorU.l65

They found that of a group of fifty professionals, whom they interviewed mdepth,
nearly half had attended the elite colleges ( W i d or Cambridge) or at least the right

universitie8 of which they list h- Bristol, Durham, Exem, London and Trinity College,
Dubh. At the oldest bank (by which they mean the bank with the most blue-blood) this

f i g m rose to 63 per cent. McDowell and Court refer to the dual mascuhities in merchant

banking. The two types of masculimty were macho and traditional.
McDowell and Court draw on the term macho masculimty from the American

irdtuiions as M b e d by Lewis (1989) m his book W s ~oker.166The men and
women, intexviewed by McDowell and Court,reported that the atmosphere m the deahng

rooms 1 trading floors was a masculine one. They also found that some of the d

number of women mtewiewed said that their male colleagues regarded them as one of the

boys. Another feature of tfiis culture was that it was completely heterosexuat The second
type of mascuhrdty they h
iis traditional masculinity and the hnportmce of
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the right (oqpnidional)fit.

In terms of,-f

McDowell and Court report that the majority of women

they mtexviewed were attractive, tall, white women. Only one was a Londoner of Asian

-

origin. They did, however, notice a few women who had double outsider statm being a

woman and a f-er

such as an American woman. McDowell and Court seem to

believe that the women have to play a game of masquerade at work in tfiat they exhibit a
type of fkmhhity which is expected of them by the men. They found that no allowances

were made for parental responsibilities in terms of the long hours worked.

M~DoweIland Court saw three employment trends evident since 1975 which they

iden@ as globalisation, camahation and femhidon. A small number of cities, among
them London,New Yo* and Tokyo, are now considered to be global cities. They are

international h a n d senices and business centres. McDowel and Court say that
caadidon and pohhtion can be seen in the City of l o n h Even the professional

workers m this sector might expect to be on short-term contracts and pay would be

supplemented by bonuses and incentives.

The third trend is toward f a o n . Service sector jobs are associated with

women and as thwe occupations expand so do the number of jobs for women. The

majority of part-time workers are women but men are mcnmhgly coming to accept terms
and conditions of employment that would have been previously reaemed for women.

Back-officejobs, such as m insmince, which have been de.centrakd are going to women,
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who are cheaper to employ, rather than to men. They refer to the fact that in financial
services, m the Greater London area, only one per cent of men and five per cent of women

are employed part-time.

They dewxibe the background to their study as a city which provides a growing
propodon of the national income. Part-time working m

d but not as significaniiy as

m other areas. The part-time bankers are m retail bankmg and m the building societies

rather than m the merchant banking sector. London houses the headquartem of most of
the British clearing banks so the City plays an important role in domestic bankmg as well as

mtemdional biding.

Case study work is needed to examine the distriiution of women

and men within the sector. They point to the fact that women are still paid less.

They found that these banks cmimcted out cleaning security and catering They

also noted that the entrance of women into hgher status positions was a relalhely merit
development. The donibtion of the City by elite mivmities and schools has changed to

some degree and the dominant work ethic is American. The men and women that they

hbmiewed expected the long hours and older women were aware that this would be a

problem if they took on extra domestic mmmitmenfs ie. childrea

They discuss the case of Merbank, which is the merchant bankmg arm of a major

British rebil bank, employing 1,400 people. They divide their employees into (1)
executive (professional) level grades and (2) clerical grades.

l"hb division is gendered in

that there are more men m the first and more women in the second. Merbank consiets of
four dhki0118:

- 249 -
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Investment Banking, Equilies, In-ent

Management and Central Services. The fourth

area is basically a support to the others and as you might expect more women are found

here.

The professional staff are relatively young m all sections with an average age of 33
and forty three percent have a degree or equivalent and a fkiher fZkm percent have
postgraduate degrees or professional qualifications. Men hold the majority of top grade

jobs in all areas. They looked at age profiles and found that women in professional grades
were about a year and a halfyounger at 32.4 against 33.8 (mean age). Grade differenus
still exist after age is taken into account. This would indicate h
t career pqpssion is

different for women even before the age of 25. They provide the deb& regarding the
occupational disiriiution in each grade by gender and age.

They used the detailed interviews to try to h d out why women are still at a
disadvantage m tenns of career progression. The first place to look is recruitment and
selection where persormel and human resoums people looked for masculine athibutea
such as competitiveness, aggmskmess, toughness and leadershrp which McDowell and
Court believe are not gender neutral. The City of London is a male donrinatedwork.mg

environment. Even the clients are assumed to be male. They as0 found that some of the
female clerical staffmentioned tbat they p r e f d to work for a man. McDoweIl and
Court think that one of the reasons that women domhate the lower grades of these
organidons is due to the long w o h g h m . The gender difEefentiah are not bemg

seriously chaflenged
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4.6

Conchdkremarks
Chapter four examined the social context of this research, Irish society at the end of

the 20th century and at the begirming of the 21st century. Social, economicypolitical and
c u h u d life was seen to be gendered. The glass ceiling phenomenon was identified as

being in existence within the Irish financial services sector.

Chapter hintroduces the emphical research report of tftis dismkdon m the form
of the o q p i d d case studyythe individual caselets and the prelimitmy sutvey.
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